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, CHAPTER, I 
INTRODUCTION 
Most farm input dealers offer variou~ services to farm firms in 
conjunction with the sale'of products suah ;as feed, seed, fer,tilizer, 
fuel, and other farm supplies, Examples .of servi.ces offered include 
financing, .delivery, feed mixing, soil and feed analysis and .fertilizer 
application. The deal.er in.curs a cost' to provide a service. A return 
from the service may be obtained directly through a charge or.indirect-
ly through increased profits from additional sales. · However, for some 
dealers, the:cost,of providing the service may not-be·covered by either 
a direct charge or additional profits. Due to a.lack of knowledge cot:1,-
cerning this cost, com~etition among dealers may induce some dealers to 
offer various services when returI).s ·from offering the services are less 
than the· cost' of providing them. 
Dealer financing is one.service offered to farm .firms by most 
sellers.of farm firm inputs. A dealer finances a customer's purchase 
when he exchanges his merchandise or services for the buyer's promise 
1 to pay at a·.future date.. The buyer's. credit is.substituted fo.r cash 
bn the date of sale as the medium.of exchange in,a merch,andising trans-
action. However, unlike money, the buyer's credit·is of limited accep-
. . 
2 tance. Some input dealers se:!,l only for cash on the date of purchase. 
Other dealers who.;inance their customers' purchases have the right to 
set the terms.under which they will accept a buyer's .credit. 
2 
Credit is defined as. the "power to sell .debt'', 3 As defined, credit 
is a resource which is often exchanged at .a financial institutioi,. for 
a loan of money, The money obtained may be exchanged for goods and 
services. This_. type of credit is financ:j.al.or cash .credit, Alterna-
tively, credit may be exchanged .directly.for.goods1 and -services sold by 
dealers or suppliers,. This type of credit is .trade credit, . Specific-
ally, trade credit is the powet to exchange a.promise.of futu-r~ payment. 
for merchandise !or services. 4 . Although .traqe·.credit itself is intan-
gible, credit instruments provide tangible evidence of .a .. buyer's credit 
. . 5 
outs.tanding (i.e. debt), Credit·instruments most frequently utilized 
by farmers to obtaif!. financing from input dealers are·open.accounts'and 
promissqry notes~ 
Agricultural Trade Credit 
Magnitude of Trade .Credit Used 
The quantity of trade credit useq by farm firms.is difficult to 
measure, The amount of .debt held.by tnstitutienal .lenders such.as com-
mercial banks,. Production Credit AssoaiaUens, Federal Intermediate 
Credit Banks, and .. Farmers .Home Administrations· is estimated based on. 
periodic reports furnished by the various .lenders, However, the amount. 
of farm debt outstanding to. merchants,· dealer$, individuals .. and other 
miscellaneous lenders :is estimated from very limited data, Such esti-
mation is difficult because (1) the,farmer's,creditis. exchanged for 
merchandise or services rather than cash, (2) dealers finance their 
custom~rs' purchases for various lengths of time ran~ing from a.few 
days to several.months, and (3) the timing of farm input purchases is 
6 
subject to both seasonal and annual·fluctuations~ 
3 
The importance of dealers as·financiers of farm input purchases 
is evidenced by several stl,ldies and sources of data·. A study by. 
Morelle, Hesser, and Melichar based on data from the 1960 Sample·. Surve:y. 
of Agriculture indicated th9:t ne~rly .. 60. percent of the farm operators 
having unpaid non-real estate debt obtained their production loans from 
merchants or dealers. Fo:rty-thr.ee .percent 'of . the . farmers we·l;'e indebted 
to commercial banks and 11 perc~nt had debt outstanding to Production 
Credit Associations, The study also indicated that farm operators owed 
approximately 22 p.ercent of their total non.,.real estate loans to mer-. 
chants· and dealers, They obtained. 39 and 16 .percent o.f their debt from 
7 banks and Production Ctedit Associations, respectively,· 
The Balance Sheet of th.e Farming Sect_or provides additional infor.,. 
mation. concerning the rele-..,of input .dealers -in supplying farm non-real 
estate debt,.. Table I shows the quant;J.ty and percentage. of the total 
farm non-real estate debt outstanding to both reporting and non.,.report-
ing creditors .for specified years, The non.,.,reporting creditors include 
merchants, dealers, individuals and other miscellaneous .. leaders. As ,of 
January l, 1960, .the total farm non-.real estate.debt amounted to 
$11,522 million, Approximately $4,860 million .. (42. percent of all• farm 
) d l.l d . 8 non-real estate debt was.owe. to a . non-reporting ere itors. Based 
on the Morelle, et, al, study, over 65 percent~of·the debt held by non-
reporting creditors was owed to merchants and dealers. 9 Thus, merchants 
and dealers held appreximate1y $3,159 million or 27.percent of the 
total non-real estate debt, Banks and Productipn Credit Associations 
held 42 and 12 percent of the debt, respectively, Since,1960, dealers, 
individuals, and.other miscellaneous lenders have continued.to account 
for over 40 percent of the total farm non-real estate debt, Despite 
.. 
TABLE I 
NON..,,REAL ESTATE DEBT-OUTSTANDING, -UNITED STATES, JANUARY 1, 
SPECIFIEDYEARS-(1960-1971)a 
Debt Owed to ReEorting InstitutionsD Debts to Total All Non...-Real. 
Operating PCA FICAc· FHA Total Non-Reporting Estate 
Bank~ Creditorsd Debt 
Year 
1960 Million $ 4,814 1,361 90 397 6,662 4,860 11,522 
Percent 41.8 11.8 .8 3.4 57.8 42.2 
1965 Million$ 6,975 2,277 125 642 10,019 7 ,110 17 ,129 
Percent 40.7 13.3 .7 3.8 58.5 41.5 
1970 Million$ 10,318 4,495 218 783 15,814 11,230 27,044 
Percent 38.2 16.6 .8 - 2.9 58.5 41.5 
1971 Million $ 11,090 5,295 220 793 17,398 12,340 29,738 
Percent 37.3 17 .8 .7 2.7 58.5 41.5 
Percentage Change 
1960-65 44.9 67.3 38.9 il. 7 50.4 46.3 48.7 
1965-70 47.9 97.4 74.9 22.0 57.8 57.9 57.9 
1970-71 7.5 17 .8 .9 1.3 10.0 10.0 10.0 
a 
. For 48-states, 
bExcludes Commodity Credit Corporation Loans. 
CLoans to and discounts for Livestock Loan.Companies and Agricultural-Credit Corpora-
tions. 
dEstimate of short and intermediate term farm loans outstanding from merchants, dealers, 
individuals, and other miscellaneous lenders. 
Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Balance Sheet of the Farming Sector, Agr. Info. 
Bulletin No, 356, Washington, 1971, p. 18. · · · - +='-
~ 
5 
the growth in the magnitude of .farm debt supplied.by specialized finan-
cial institutions, the estimated dollar .amount ... of debt ,helcl by non-. 
reporting creditors has increased at neax-ly-tli,e-same.percentage.rate.as 
1 'd 'b lO 197 h tot a ~on-real estate . · e • t ~- .. In .. _.l, .. t e total non-,,real. estate· debt·· 
was $29.7 billion, a 10 percent increase.over 1970. 
Other studies have evaluated the importat).ce of .input dealers as a 
source of production·financing.in tems ef .the.proportion-of .annual farm 
production expenditures financed •... A .1959-,1960 .survey .bf .fal;'mers in 
three.counties of Montan~.indicated that.92-percent.o:!; .the.farmers ques-
tioned utilized borrowed capital to ,purchase production.inputs. Of 
those farmers.using.credit, 95 percent useci dealer· financing. Dealers 
suppl:f.ed approx:l.inately .2l'percent of t}:ie total.production.leans. 11 A 
later· study . (1966) .reporte,d .tha,t farmers in .three .counties ,of •North 
Dakota obtained .credit .to .finance .. 48 .percent. (excluding .3Q..,.day·.merchan1;: 
and dea•ler .credit) of their .producti(>n expenses: •.. -Me:cch-nts ... and .dealers 
. . . 
supplbd 41 .percent .of the total external .financing .compared to .. 36 and 
21 percent .for banks ·.and l?.r(;)duction .Credit·.Associaticms:, respectively. 12 
The·:North Dakota, Study .also .exai;nined .the .importance of. merchants 
and dealers·as.financiers .of variouej preduction int,uts •. As indicated 
in Table II, over 50 percent 0f the.purchase cost;: for petroleum products, 
fertilizer, and feed was borrowed from lenders. Dealers .furnished fi..,. 
nancing for approximately 96 · perc·ent of the petroleum .products .and· 86 
percent of .the .fertilizer purchased with cJ;"edit •.. In addition, they 
financed over 50 percent of the credit purchases·of:repairs,· seed, in-
. d d f 11·· 13 secti,ci es~ .an· . ar:m supp es. 
TABLE II 
PERCENT OF.AVERAGE COST OF FARM PRODUCTION EXPENDITURES 
.FINANCED AND THE PERCENT OF. CREDIT PURCHASES FINANCED 
BY DEALERS, NORTH DAKOTA (THREE COUNTIES), 1966 
Expense 
Pe·tr.oleum Products 
Fertilizer 
Repairs 
Feed 
Seed 
Insecticides and Sprays 
· Buildings and .Materials 
Farm Suppli·es 
Percent of. 
Average Cost 
Financed 
48 
53 
33 
42 
39 
16 
Percent of· 
Credit ·pu'rchases 
Finan<;:ed .by. .. Dea.lersa 
96 
80 
86 
33 
79 
82 
23 
63 
a Excludes .30-.day .merchant .. and .dealer .financing. 
Source: , Fred .R, Tayler. and Hilmer Huber·t· Merchant~ealer Credit 
in North Dakota, .. Part:~I: :.Farmer .Use:.and:.Importancet .Agi"icultural Eco-
. namics Report. No •. 62,, North ,Dakota"'.]'tat";. University,· .Farga:, . North 
Dakota, April 1969,pp. 27-34. 
Why: Farmers:~- .cred:t.t 
A 1949 . study. of merchant· anq dealer credit in Vermont·· concluded 
that, in general,financing .obtained from dealers is expensive and 
buyers should.avoid its use except when it can.be justified as a con-
venience,14. As.eviqenced in recent years by the proportion of input 
purchases financed· by dealers and the ·.growth. in farm debt. owed to 
6 
7 
merchants and dealers,. this· earlier credit .philosophy .has not bee~ 
followed by farmers. Input dealers provide a convenient source of bor-
rowed capital for farmers. Their loan is: in .the form.of.inputs rather 
· than cash, Thus, the, farmer may avoid .contacting both·. the banker and 
the dealer when: purchasing production inp'uts. 
In addition.to the.convenience.of obtaining dealer financing rela-
tive to other sources, there are other major fact:orswhich.induce farm-
ers to obtain production financing .from dealers •.. Rising farm production 
expenditur.es.combined w:1..th the .seasonality in,the timing.of cash re-
ceipts have :l..ncreased the need for.external financing from all sources. 
The·.increase· in farm· production expenq.itures can· be partially attributed 
h . l i f f h ·1· .. 15, 16, 17, 18 h dd to t e imp ementat on .o - arm . tee no ogy. T e .a - · i tional 
.employment of labot: .saving machines, new production· .methods .and yield 
increa~ing·.inputs has increased .the ·.quantity:.of·.purcl:i,ased:.:f..nputs used 
relative to· the. use of non~purchased inputs.. While the .index .numbers 
for the .quantity of·all farm inputs employed rose.only .moderately (4 
percent) from:1950 to 1966, the index for• th.e· .quantity .of· .. purc~ased inputs 
increased 31.pet;:cent. · The index.for the quantity.ofnon-purchased in-
puts decreased .nearly· 32 percent } 9 · Since 1966·, further: increases have 
occurred·in·the·quantity of feed, fertilizer,..andother.inputs pur-
chased. 
The· increased·.production:.expenditures:·.can .also·.be'.·.attributed to 
inflation and .rising costs in the' ncm-farm .economy· •. - The· index:·.of· prices 
paid by farmers· .increased nearly 33 percent from .. 1950· .to .1965 .and 63 
percent· from 1950 to· 1970. ~O The results of .these:.and .othe-r:·.changes 
have· increased.the need·.for funds to pay·.productic:m expenditures. 
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Farm' production' .expenditures must· .be .financed either ,internally 
out of farm income and depreciation ·allowances, or· externa:lly .with·. the 
use of· credit, .. The··.amount of· financing procured f.rom lending· institu-
tions, dealers· and· .other sources thus .depend:s .on both the· .. level .of pro..-
ductionexpenditures and the;amount .of ·income available to finance the 
· 21 22 
expenditu.res internally.· ' 
Data from·,.the Farm· .Income .Situatfon published .by .the USDA·.indicate 
that production· .expenditurei;. amo'!lnted to $40,.867-:.million in 197-0 which 
is 110 percent greater than in 1950 ... Since .1950,. .gross .farm income has 
0 
risen nearly·.72· percel),t. However, as· a:.result· of,.the'.rapidiy increasing 
expenditures, net farm income expressed as .a.percent:.of· gross .farm in-
. · 23 
come· d,eclined from 41,.3:.percent in 1950 .to .28:.1,.percent·.in 1970, 
Further· decreases. in' the ratio: .of: .net .in.ceme:·.to .g,ross . farm income. 
due· to. rising, production expenditures .are .likely:.to· .. require that farmers 
acquire· additional .e~ternal .financing, .. · Several·,studies:.proj.ect that 
both capital· and credit needs of fatmers in 1980 wili, be well above cur-
rent: levels, 24 ', ~5. · Brake .estimated that· .the average .. non-real .estate 
debt needed,per farm in 1980 will< be mere than· three times: the 1965 
· 26 
· level,·. · There is some question as ·.to wheth.er·.or· ne:>t the .present bank-
ing system· 'can supply· the projected non-:-real· estate d,ebt n~eds af farm-
27, 28, 29 
ers. 
It seems· likely that. input dealers .. will · continue· to supply· a signi-
ficant proportion·.of'.the .farmers' .. operating debt .capital·.needs·,.'. Input-
dealers sell a large share· of' the· farmeri,r' ·· operating inputs·. Fertilizer, 
seed and feed· expenditures· increas~d 125, 35· and•.97:.pel;'cent'., respec-
tively· since-1960. · : In 1970, · the .annual .operating .expenditures·.-(current · 
·•p'!'edtfo-ri6n<..exp.enses) .were .68 percent"of · total .product:i.on' expenditures. 30 
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Another factor inducing·.farmers to· user .credit .to· .. f:l,nance· their 
· · production inputs -is· the· -chans:1.ns· attiu~de .of· .farmers· .toward debt aver-
sion, The debt-.free land ownership g(;)al may· not be· as . important today, 
· especially if· .it· limits firm growth, 31 . Farmers .may·.be .moi;e, concerne4 
· wit}). the productivity of· borrowed .capital .than· .. with· .the· tetal· .amount ,of 
debt they owe·, The financing obtained .from· dealers· .may be· .an· .additional 
source of leverage for farm firms, L~verage is valuable because it·can 
enhance the speed .of .firm growth·~· Leverage is .gained·.by .increasing debt 
relative· to· equity. -The farmer .may gain .access .to .a·.lai;ger· amount of 
· · debt· capital .by using .a· -combination .of .both .trade .and·.cash .credit to 
finance production, However·,· the leverage·.provided .through .the use of 
credit generates a cost by reducing . the .ameunt· -of·.credit· .a· .firm holds 
i . . 32 n reserve, 
Also·, the dealer .may. be a .coeaper -eourae .-than·.institutional:.lenders 
for .production .input·,financing, ... The:.fa,rme,:;: .usu,lly· .. incut'.s'.a .cash cost 
in the form of··.inter.e1;1t 'when he borrows .f:r:om· .. institutio:naJ.:._.lenders. 
The input: price·.plus,"the._.interest .. char.ge .. is "the: .. rel.ev.ant .tGtal. cost of 
an· input".purchased· with: financial: .c~edit, 3~ .· On:.one hand:,. if·.an· input 
dealer· offers .. financing·,·.but,provides·.no.cash.discount· for· an·.early pay-
mertt nor· charges .a· fee,.' the·,farmer· pays no· explicit .interest· cast when 
he· purchases· merchandise wit_h dealer: .credit, ... Thus·,: .un,less· tI:ie price of 
the input· includes a hidden pricer to cover credit:· costs, dealer· finan-
cing is· cheaper .than·.financing from· institutional .lenders'.,.· .. Although 
the farmer· may· need· to borrow fronr .. another· source after· the· payment to 
the dealer· is due,, he does incur an interest savings" fo.r .. the· period of 
time from the: purchase date· to. the .time'.he· must borrow· from· another 
lender.· · On· th.e other· hand, if ·the dealer makes a cha;-ge above the 
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price of the input· for·-financing,. he·,may:.be.·.an.expen~ive:.sour-ce -of debt 
capital for the farmer. 
·Finally·,·· dealers may offer more· lenient .payment .teri,us, .or· .collection 
policies than other lenders.·This· factor was·listed by· North Dakota 
farmers· as one of· the important reasons· for using·.dealer· financing. 34 · 
A longer period· .of time to pay foi- inputs increases·.the interest· savings 
for· the farmer. If·;a .farmer .knows the dealer .will·-not- ask:for the pay-,-
ment· of· production·-inputs .u1;1,til the time .when·.c:;ish'..receipts·_are· obtained, 
he is induced· to:.µse trade· ... credit·.rather·.than financing·.from other 
sources. 
Why Input Deaie~s Accept .Credit 
Trade credit exists because both.the farmer wha·exchanges· credit 
fer merchandise· and the dealer who accepts the· farmer's: .credit· expect 
35 to gain· from the transaction. The primary reason inputdealers·offer 
36 financing is· for sales ,promqtion, ·· · · Input· dealers· accept··credit as a 
medium·o£ exchange because it helps to· increase· the"quantity·of feed, 
seed, fertilizer,· machinery, an4 other· supplies·.sold· to farmers.· Most 
dealers feel· that it ·is necessary to finance sales in order to secure a 
large volume of business· from -farmers, . If· a buyer·.does .not have cash 
available .when production inputs are needed, .then· in· .. arder to pu:t;'chase 
theinputs;he must·acquire external financ:1,ng. If· the·dealer's· credit 
policy offers· the farmer more canyenience and/or smaller· interest costs 
than affered by· instit:utianal lenders, the· fa;cmerwill likely obtain 
same financing from the dealer. 
· The pressure of aempeti t:i.an provides -an· .incentive· .for- the· dealer 
to·promote,his:products.· Financing provides the dealerwith·onemethod 
11 
· of differentiat;:ing· his· inputs .from .the .same· .type: .of· .input .. seld· by com-
. 37 . 
petitors·. · · · Also··,· financing may· substitute· for· other'. competitive· 
efforts .• 313 · A tno·re· len~ent credit policy may· increase'. a dealei;-' s sales. 
quantity· in'. a .similar manner as a lower price. · But:,· .non~price competi-
.· don may· create· leiH' retaliation· from· competitor~,· · The· financing may 
also· make·possible',reduced· expenditures· for· advertising·,· s_ales· promotion 
and· Hrvices other· than·· financing. 
Furthermere, · many· manufacturers of farm inputs· .who have high fixed 
39 
costs· are· in4uced· to promote tQ.eir sales·. · .: .· If the manufacturer gives 
a retail· dealer time te pay for purchasesf the.total sales quantity of. 
the input will· likely be enhanced. .The .manufacturer'.s fixed costs are 
spread over· a· larger volume of sales.,. -tllus .reducing .. his· .average fixed 
costs and increasing· the· profit' margin per un;t"on·.ail units· sold. Also, 
if· the· retail· dealer dees m~t·have:to pay for:.the financing· he·obtains 
from· the ·manufacturer.;. he is· .more likely to· accept the· .. farmers' · credit · 
in, exchange for· inputs. · 
Dealer financing· can also:be useq to reduce· the· seasonality· in the 
timing· of input· .saJ,.es. By ef feril)g a· credit· arrangement· te:,· induce the 
. 
farmer· te· purchase inputs ~n advance·.of the time·.of:.use·. rather· than dur~ 
ing peak· business· seasens,.· the ,dealer·.can mere· efficiently· use hired 
labor and·inventory facilities. 
· In, addition to the possible gains from ,financing .due· .. to sales pro~ 
motion, dealers· may. alse. accept ·credit·.fr.em their customers· because 
they expect to receive an. interest payment al;>9ve·, the price· of the input · 
for providing the service. An.example-is a farmmachJnery supplier who 
finances the·.majority _of credit .sales with: fermal: .contracts' requiring 
an· interest· payment<from· the._ buyer. 
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Dealer Management of Financing Activities 
According· to Baker, Leuthold and Seitz, one of the·functions re"I" 
quired to· effectively· manage'. the:·fir.m'..1,s:.financing activities· is the 
· choice amc;mg· alternative ·met;hods ef extending trade loans. 40 The manag-
· · er should· be aware· of which alternative credit· arrangements· are avail-
able and the effect ef ·each upon his sales and· c0sts.· ~everal studies 
·.,·indicate which·,arrangements· dealers are· presently using· te· finance their 
sales. 
·The types·of credit inst:r;uments u~ed by various input dealers are 
· discussed· in· a study: of merchant ·crec;iit·,in Mentana. The study indicated 
that farm· machinery· dealers usually finance their· .equipment sales using 
a formal·contract,: promj.ssory note o~ conditional sales· contract. Re-
pairs· and parts· were sold cm, credit using: .30~qay.: .accounts:. , However, 
the· avera$e· ti111e sales .remained· unpaid was: 74 days·. Sellers· of petro-
leum·products· offeredmare·libera;!. terms. ·Accounts were·outstanding 
far·an·averageof·l85 days. Seed, feed, fertilizer.and· chemical dealers 
· had, 91· percent·:of, .their: .er.edit .sales: .on: .open:.account .and· 9· percent on 
· 41 
notes. 
· · A 1967 study· (North Dakota)· investigated· '!:he <pr0portion of a 
dealer·' s total sales which were .financed· with· alternative credit poli-
cies, · The results: af th.e ·study indicated that dealers· f:f,nanced· 77 per""'. 
cent· of their sales '(see ·Table III):,.·· Extended· apen·, acceunt arrangements 
· .' '' 42 
were utilized more· frequently .than other arrangements, 
· Another· recent .study analyzed financing· bY'heg· feed· dealers in 
central· Illinois, · One of the .ebj ectives· ,of· this study· was' to analyze 
the relationship which existed between a . dealer·' s financial· management 
• 
practices· and the timing ef custemerpayments. · The payment· performance-
13 
· · · was measured· by· days .sales in· accounts· .receivable and th1;a· percent of. 
accounts receivable that·. are less than· 30 qays old, · The·· results sug-
gested· that· both· cash· discounts a~q shorter payment.·.due dates were effec-
. tive in reduc:f.ng· the average· days· sales :f._n· accounts, receivable. Firms 
· that· had·· shorter· payment ·4ue dates also had a· la;-ger, percent· of· accounts 
· .. · less tha~· !30 days old·, Also·, these firma using a . service· charge on 
· overdue· accoun_ts had ~ ·larger. percent· ef acceunter less that?, 30 days 
· · 43 
olcl, previded that· the·servic~ charge·was establ:f,.shed·ea.rly, 
TABLE III 
PERCENT: .OF: .DEALER'.S .SALES: .FINANqED: WITH: "ALTERNATIVE· .CREE>IT 
. ·.POLICIES·,· .!333: .DEAL,;ERS:,. NORTH: DAKOTA, 1967 
Type.of Credit 
. a 
Open Account· Credit 
Exterideq Open.Account· Cred:f.t 
· Carried 30-90 Days 
· · Carried· 90· Day!:!·-· 1 Year 
· Car.;ied· Mere·, than· 1 Year 
Total·Extenc;led OpenAcceunt·Credit-
Formal Cont:i:-act·. Credit· 
Total· Credit 
Cash Sales 
Percent·•of Tetal Sales 
17 
19 
4 
14 
40 
23 
77 
23 
aOpen· account .credit .;refers· te. cre4it· carriecl up to· ·30 days. 
· Source: · Fred R, Taylor and Maury E·, · Bredahi.i,.· .. Merchant .. Dealer 
. Credit;'.in·.North'.Daketa, Part· u::·. Merchant-Dealer' Pr.ebiems and 
· · · Pr.aetices,~ · 'Department ef· .Ag;fcultural· Ec.onemics:,. Nerth··Dakot~. 
· State·University, April, 1969, p. 18, 
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Sales Financing by Fertilizer Dealers 
·This.study dealsw:l.t:h the trade credit manageI!lent practices of 
fertilizer· dealers in Oklahoma.· Before defining· the· .preblem· and stating 
· the abjectives· of·.this· study, tb.e ·conq,itfons· existing· in· th~· inc:1,ustry 
· · which induce· dealers· to finance their· customers·': purchases should be. re-
. ' 
· ·viewed·.· These· conditions include, (1) exces~ plant· capacity·, (2) excess 
inventories·, (3) a seasonal. demanc:1, for. .fertilizer, and (4)· competition 
· 44 
among· dealers' for sales. · 
The usage .of fertilizer in the United States has increased every 
year since 1960. · The growth rates during the early 1960·'s exceedeq the 
rates in·. the· previous ten years. Fertilizet: manufacturers:,· basing their 
future· expectations for fertilizer usage· upon. th.e: recent past.· expanded 
production facilities. · Also, growth· expectations· induced· new coJllPanies 
to enter· the· industry. From 1963 tq, 1968, $4.3 .billion::was· invested 
in U.S. and· Canadian· fert:l.lizer production}5. · .The· expansion· of: market-, 
ing· facilities· by· ,manufactu;r.ing .firms:,, the:.inc.reased· .numbers· of· retail 
· outlets·, and· the: addit,:f..en: of: bulk: .and liquid< blending· .facilities also 
increased·the· industry's· investment. In 1969, a· slowdown· in·the rate of 
growth in- industry sales occurred. As a result·.af· the· cembinatien ef 
increased·produetivecapacity. at).d a lower· rate:ef: growth· in sales than 
expected,· inventories· increased and the price o:f;· fertilizer was bid 
down. The price index for fertilizer decreased 6.6 percent· during the 
· 46 1960-1970 period. 
Faced with· ece:mom:l.c pressure to reduce their .fixed costs··per unit, 
the manufacturing firms increased the time· in which dealers were allowed 
to pay for fertilizer~.· Fertilizer . dealers facing· competitien· from other 
dealers offered more lenient terms tQ farmers who· ne.eded additional 
15 
seasonal crop· financing. The,decisions to increase the· length.of pay ... 
ment · due dates ·and to reduce service charges on overdue accounts were 
· ·the result· of pressure to expc1,nd or maintain sales· as other· dealers of-
, ' fered more lenient creq.it terms. Most dealers did not calculate the 
47 
cost of· expanding the use of financing. · 
A study in· 1967 suggested that? the cost· to the fertilizer industry 
for financing saleS! interest free wae $160· million·. · This· c0st was- cal-
· culated using the, average length of repayment at· the.retail level assum-
ing a six percent' interest rate; · The cost:·· did not. inclucle collection 
costs. or bad·debt losses. 48 
Industry.· ,leaders hav.e expresse'd much: .concern· .over· the cast of sup-
. · .· · 49 50 51 plier and dealer financing. ' ' · · · · However·, fe'l!tilizer· dealers and 
suppliers have·not rec"'gnizeq thecost:of alternative· financing arrange-
ments. and the importance 0f credit management. 
Statement of the Problem 
It is evident· that dealers finance· a significant·,proporticm of 
their sales.·· If the expected returns from financing·are greater· than 
the· expected .credit: _costs,· the dealer will gain· from· financing his 
cust0mers' purchases·, · Hawever, many input·,dealers do' not·-know how: much 
financing· increases: their sales quant~ty nor if the returns generated by 
. · . 52 
increased sales· are greater than the· credit c0sts·, · In addition, most 
dealers do not· kn0w how much impact the alternative· .credit· arrangements. 
have upon· credit .costs i Because:. of lac:.k .of· knowledge concerning the 
alternative· credit arrangements and the effect of these• aiternatives 
on costs, some dealers may be financing sales with· arrangements which 
result· .in lower net returns than alternative ,arrangements. 
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The costs· of· dealer financing' .result· from th,e: .additienai. capital 
... · · investment, risk, anq administrative functions: .reqqir.ed· .wheu the buyer's 
· · ,· credit· is· acceptecl fer me:r:chandise .or· servkes·.?3 · The addiuenal capi-
.. · · tal investment· is· th,at part. ef the·;dea:l.er·' s :w~rking· cap.it-al which is 
· · t±ed·up' in•.r.eceivables. · If ,the dealer ml,u~t· barraw .funds' to carry on 
ether aspects· of the 1business, h~ incurs a ca~h- cost.in the farm ef in-
· terest·~ · · At the· very. lea1:1;, ·he. incul;'s ,an, epportun:f;.ty· cast an funds· in-::-
· vested in receivables.· The· cost ,af, th~· additional risk results frem the 
possibility· of· not .being paiq: by .credit .customers: •. :.: .. Additiot).al· admini-
strative costs .. are· incurred when: the· mana~er· and ether· .empJ.oyees use 
their· time"in e~tension, boekkeeping· and .. collection· efforts. 
·All' af' tl),e· creqit ,costs are. impor~ant; ta· the· dea:l.er·. but' the major 
cost· .associa.teq.: with dealer f:J.nancing: is th,e: .inter.est: :or<.opportunity 
cost· en· the .investmeq.t·.of funds, in receivables· •. · A: .1958: study, of the 
credit,casts"fer· far.msupply.ceeperatives· indicated· that· the· in~erest· 
cost:· on·. the· investment· in· acceunts' receivable· am~:lUnted· .ta 45 .percent of 
. ' · .. ' 
the total' c:redit· costs, •. · Th~· study· u1:1ed .. a s.i,?C percent cost:of capital .. 
·rate .?4 · ~he· magnitude af ·. the pealer' s investment· in· receivables depends 
en· the .. 1evei• .of· sales ·in a given per:t,ed· of time·, the prapo;-ticm. ef those 
sales· f:t.ri.a~ced·,. -~nd· .the: length: e.f· t+me· the' .financ~q, .sa:t.es· remain unpaid. 
Eaah· . af these: .factors will be influenced, by' the ~ype .of· .credit· instru-
· ment· and· .the: specific· credit -,ter.ms: -offered· .by the· dealer.' · .Several 
studies have· investigated: the· impact- ef sel~cted, creqit• policy· variables 
(discaunts, payment· due dates, and service cQ.arges): upon·.the proportien 
. . 
af sales financed and tl;,.e •tim:l.ng ef customer'.payments',' · Hewever, addi-
tiona,l infqr~tian· :Ls neede4' cencern:l.ng th_e impa·ct· .pf' the' credtt 
· decision variables,· considered simultaneously, upon the magnitude of 
the dealer's investment"in receivables and his credit'costs. 
· Objectives of the Study 
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The·•major' objective· of· .this .. study is· to·.provide, input' supply firms, 
particularly fertilizer dealers, with information to· help them in making 
· ···' decisions concerning· the cost· .and use of· alternative'.· financing· arrange-
ments. 'The· specific·objectives· of the· study are: 
1. · To specify and describe the. alternative credit arrange.,-
ments· present;:ly being offered by· Oklahoma.fertilizer 
· dealera·,' and· to .determine the firm characteristics which. 
··are assoaiated·with their use; 
2·, · · To· analyze: .the ;impact .of selected variables: of: .the:.credit. 
· · arrangement upon the. proportion: .of .customer.: .purchases.· 
financed and upon the timing of· payments··for· credit sales; 
and 
3~ Utilizing information develeped·in ebjectives 1 and 2, 
estimate· the· ,interest or oppor,tunity cost· ef· investing a 
dealer·' s funds in receivables for· alternative· financing 
····arrangements. 
Procedure Used and Organization·of·Thesis 
Chapter II· of-the th.esis q.efines the: credit concepts· used· in the 
analysis and· presents the. economic. theory applicable· .to· .the, subject .of 
de1:1,ler financing,· · The economic theory is used to· e:icpia.iJ the· expectec;l 
relationship· betw.een· the· credit decision variables• anq.· the· cost· of the 
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· ·investment iri.' receivables. The hypotheses to be tested'.in later 
chapters·are·developed· and explained. 
In order· to obtain. the ·data, .a .. questionnaire: .was .. mailed: .during 
· · Match, 1971, to all Oklahoma. firins· .who· sell .bulk: or: liquid· fertilizer 
to farmers •. ' · A copy· of·, the questienna,ire· is .include4· .in-,.Appenqix. A. In 
general, the· fertilizer de!illers were aske.d .. qu~stiens· concerning the 
physical·· and .sales· .char.acter.isticS: .of: .the .fi:tms:,: .. the .. t~es· of· .financing 
arrangements· they· .offered and the timing .. of· custom~r:,.payments: for sales~ 
· Chapter· IU· .descfibes· the ,.dealers' physi.cal .. ,characteristics~ a~d their 
cred:l.t· arr.angements· .and·-perfo.r.mance:. · A:l..ternative· .credit· instruments. 
and· cred:l.t; peliay· decision variaqles iare· related: .to· the deale;~·'· physi-
cal .. and· sales· .chat:acteristics. The .credit· .arr~ngements>and· fir.m charac-
· te.ristics · ar,e a;J.so· related to· credit performance. 
Chapte.r.· IV repet;"ts the staUst::t,cal analysis. of tb:e· :impact·.of the 
alternative· .credit instruments and· credit ,policy .dec:;isien·· variables upon 
the .proportion: .of· .fertilizer sales· made fer· cash· .and· .en· .credit terms 
· and· upon .the:,timing:.ef· payments·fet: credit·.sales.·.· ·.In:.Chapter· V, the 
estimated· empirical· reh.ti!:>nships· between· the·:.credit· po:L~cy· decisien. 
variables and .credit ·pei;-formaQ.ce·.measur.es are·.utilized··.t.o .estimate the 
cost· of· investing· a· dealer's· operating· funds· in· acceunts· .and··.notes re-
· ceivablev .· Fin1:?-lly·1.- .Chapter· VI .presents· the: .conclusions· .. of: the study and 
· · : .die· .impiications: for· additional: .research· .effe.rt. 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORY AND CONCEPTS OF RECEIVABLES- MANAGEMENT 
When· a· dealer' .finances:.·.a:. custemer.'.s· pu.:i;cha·se:,. · he· fl!)regoes, the use 
of that sale's revenue until the· custotnet pays,• His·working capital is 
tied up in' a current asset, namely receivables., The funds· .are invested 
in receivables· for· the int~rva],. of time .elapsing between the·customer~s 
purchase and payment dates. Each credit sale adds .te and each payment 
subtracts from.thedealet:'s·investmentin receivables, As with any in-
vestment· project, .specified costs ,and· returns are· associated· with the 
dealer's financing· activity, 
A dealer has· some managerial ,contr.ol over the magnitude of invest-
ment· in. receivables, The· set 1 0f credit terms he offers will affect 
both the buyers'· purchase and pay_ment behavior·, This purchase· and pay-,-
ment behavior has· a direct :1,mpact··upon .the ameunt of .the· dealer'.s in"'.'" 
vestment in receivables, +e determine the· ,eptimal. credit terms te offer 
customers, the· dealer must know what impact alternative terms have on 
the. cus toinersI behavior and how their purchase· and· .payment· decisions. 
affect his returns .and cost1;1. · 
Credit· . InstrttmeI). ts 
Alternative'. Credit Instruments 
and Decision Var:1,.able.s 
There are·several alternat;iV-e credit instruments whi6h provide 
? 1. 
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tangible evidence of the buyer's promise .te:> pay the dealer •1 ·· The eyi-
dence .. of a credit trai;isaction -.used most. by input dealers is the epen 
book .account. An open accqunt credit·sale,adds'to the. dealer's invest-
ment·in,accc;:,unts.rece:t,vable. A,,rec9rd of.the value of inputs.sold on· 
creq.it to·ea.ch buyer.is :kept by the dealer. Since the.credit transac-
· tion is -_evidenced by sales . inva ::J..ces _ deli;very recepi ts, er · shipping 
t:i.ckets, the extent.of the buyer's debt ebligatien.may. be difficult to 
2 preve in a cGurt of law.· 
A secend creq.it instrument frequently used te fin~nee.a customer's 
purchase: of inputs is the premissory note; . A premissory note· is the 
buyer's iwrittel). promise. to. pay. the . dealer a de·finite sum, of money at a 
specified future .. tim.e. 3 A sale transacted with a. premissery note.gener-
ate.a an.investmel'!,t •in.note~ rec~i"lable. If ,negoti~ble, the note .. can be 
discounted' by· the :-.d.eale.,: at ;a commercial b~nk. To be; negotia°Qle, the 
nate must: contain.·an,unccmditi~nal premise to pay a ·definite sum of 
money on a. determinable. date . te the, order of a .. specified party. Also, 
the.note.must.pa ·written and.s:i.gned by the maker (the:buyer). 4 The 
promis~ery note may be ,secure4 or unsecu,red. Wit}:l. the :secured note, the 
purchased -input. er· same other. asset. ewn~d by .the buyer, is. ple4ged as eel-
lateral. Inputs such as fe.rtilizer, whi,oh are: expended in. the preduc-
tien precess before. a. payment is made· by th.e, farmer, are usually pur-
chased with an u~secured promissory nete· •. Other capital inputs such as 
~chinery or equipment may have the specific input. pledged as collateral 
in the secured note. 
· The conditicmal sal,~s ccmtract; is anether fo.rinal credit instrument 
used. to· finan.ce·•the purchase ef durable., .. c~pital ·inputs. In this case 
th,e. ,se+ler retains the ·title ta the ,input until· the buyer .pays. This 
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type of arrangement is rarely used to finance annual eperating inputs 
such as feed, seed, or fertilizer. 
Credit Pelicy Decision Variables 
Thedec1iler's credit arrangement includes nqt·on+Y the type of 
credit instrument but also a number of c~nt:rollable. decis*c:m variables., 
These variables,· through their effect 'on. the c1;1stome.t:s' purchase and 
payment behavior, influence the.level of investment in acaeunt and note 
5 ·6 
receivables. ' · The credit policy.decision variables which·affeat both 
accounts and·notes receivable are.defined a1;1: 
Cash Disceunt Rate - The percen.tage .reduction :1:n: .the quoted price 
of the input granted to .the buyer if .he pays within a spedfied number 
of . days· after. the :purchase date. 
Cash!Disc~unt:Peded -.The number of days between.the.purchase 
date and the date in which the customer must pay· in o.rder to receive a 
cash discount, 
Level: ·o.f: .,Co,J.J.ect:Len Ef·tort - EffeJ;".ts and, expenditures, incurred by 
the ,dealer .ta col.lect receivables, 
customer can, purchase· on credit .term~~ 
Credit'<StandaJrds .,..,. The minimum level ,of credit risk accep.table. or 
some,other criterion used to judge whether or not to sell ta a customer 
on credit termi;;. · 
Other variables which affect specifically the level of· investment 
in accounts receivable are·defined below: 
Account: Due Peried - . The number of dc;1.ys betwe~n the," purchase date 
and the date when full payment of·. the acceunt is due. 
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Finance Charge~ - The penalty, expressed ae a:percentage of 
the input price per.unit of t:(.me, the·.customer must pay if the account 
ie not.paid by a specified date. 
Finanoer.·Charge.- Period ...,, The number of days between the purchase 
date and.the date the finance chaJ:'ge is imposed, 
Additional variables which apply to sales financecl with a premis-
sory note are defined as: 
Note· Issue: Peried - The number of days betwe.en: the, purchase date 
and the date the note is issued. 
InteJ:'est Rate - The annual percentage.rate.charged oi:i netes from 
. . 
the time notes are issued until the end· of .the no.te· payment· period. 
Note· Paymer,.t,,Peried ...,, The number. o.f days between the .date notes are 
issued and the date notes are due. 
. . Farm Firm Purchase and Payment Behavior 
This study is concerned .with the.· dealer/s. management' .of accounts 
and neites receivable, A discussion of the impact ef the·.credit pelicy. 
decision.variables upon the.cust~mers' .purchase and payment behavior 
will prelude the theoret_ical analysis ef t~e costs· aijd returns .associ,-
ated with: .the: .dealeJ:'1s. financing acti¥ity. 
The principles of resource employment help to: dete_rmine how much 
fertilizer a.farmer is willing: to purchase when alternative credit· 
arrangements'are·offered to him, Th~ farm firm's input purchase.be--
ha:vior depends upon the marginal value_preduct for using additional 
uni ts of an input and the purchase price of the input~ Assuming 
operation of the law of diminishing· returns· and a constant price for 
the firm's· output, each suc~essive unit of; an· .input employed in the 
production process adds less to the. firm:' s 'total· receipts,. Thus, the 
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marginal value product .for tb.e input declines as additiot').al units ef, the 
input are empfoyed. Each additional unit purchasecl.'by the firm adds:a 
constant amount equal te the price per unit of·the input to·his total 
costs; Assuming the. f.arm~r's objective is to maximize· profits, he 
should purchase: acl.ditional units of .. the input: until' the· marginal value 
product· ef the: input:.is. equal to,the price per unit of the resource. 7 
If thepurchc!,se price declines, one would expect.the farm firm to 
purchase a larger quantity of the input per unit of time. With a higher 
price per unit, he wauld purchase a smaller amount.of·the input. Given 
alternative dealers from wh9m to purchase-the same input, the farmer 
would purchase from the dealer who offers him the lowest price. 
When the dealer offers·financing t0 the.farmer, the· relevant·pur-
cha~e price .is the· price· 0f. the: input plus the marginal finance cost 
per unit of tl;i.e input purchased. 8 Technically, the cost of financing 
includes not only the ·intere1;,t ·paid to a lender, but a~so the intangible 
cost. due to a loss of .liquidity (i.e., decreased .cred,it re~erve). The 
amount ef,an input to purchase shoul~·be: determined: by equating the 
marginal value preduct with the, input price plus' th.e marginal finance 
9 
cost. 
Next consider the·farmer's payment behavior. Once the farmer has 
dei;:ided to purchase .from. the dealer by exchanging his· credit for inputs, 
when will he pay for the inputs? Since he has already purchased the 
input, the input price is not considered when making the decision as 
to wh~n to· pay for purchases. The length of time the input purchase 
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remains unpaid depends upon the cost: o . f financing from the- dealer rela-
tive to the, cost of capital available to .the farmer from. othe.r sour-
10 
ces. Assuming the farmer wants to minim:ize· his: finance costs;, he will 
repay the dealer when the cost.-per. dollar 0f financing for an a9,diti0nal 
unit of time from. t}:le dealer becotjles: greate:r than his- co·st: ef capital 
rate from other sources. 
The- farmer's co~t of capital rate depends on.the cost 0f capital 
from all alterQ.ative source~. · When, the, farmer pays, tb.e dealer· for in-
puts,, he obtains .the funds from either his: own. cash: reserves or from an 
institutional lender. If ·he uses his own cash reserves:,: he: ,sacrifices 
the ·yield these funds· could earn if they were invested: elsewhere·.. This· 
yield is his, opportunity cost. If he borraws from an, institutional 
lender, he· incurs a cash cost, in. the form of: interest paid to the· 
11 lender. Since. the farm firm can ,obtain funds from etther: its own 
reserves er from lenq.ers, both the,opportun:t.ty cost and the interest 
rate should be considered when determining his cest: oL capital·,:rate. 
The best estimate for the cost·of.capital rate is probably· the.weighted 
f i l f 11 , 12 H f h average cost o cap ta rem a · sources.. · · ·· owever,, or t e· purposes 
ef this analysis of the farmer's payment behavior, assume.his cost 0f 
capital rate from all alterQ.ative sources is equal to a given,rate.0f 
interest for: borrowed capital. Thus, unless otherwise: stated;: the ap-
portunity cost rate on h:t:s cash, reserves. is equal te .. the rate. 0f inter-
est on borrowed capital. 
The cost· of: the financing a farmer obtains from· an input.dealer. 
depends upon the type ef ,. credit· arrangemenj: used to £:1,.nance· the sales 
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transaction. When sales are financed with an open book account, the 
cost depends primarily upon four: .of. the: credit policy" decision: vari,-
l:l,bies: """- the .account due: period,. the. cash: discount rate,· the cash dis.,. 
count period, and the finance charge rate.13 ' 14· When: a note'is us.ed 
as the credit inst·rument, th~ price the farmer pays: fer financing de-
pends upon the cash discount rate,: the cash:<discount period, the·. time 
notes are issued, the annual interest rate charged' and the note payment 
period. 
The mal,"ginal finance cost is the difference between the price per 
unit· of· the inpu,t: om the date. o.f payment; and: the ,price: per- uni:t on the 
purchase date.·· The-marginal finance.cost,can be determined: as follows: 
m = p • f 
where: 
m =- the· marginal finance cost per unit of .the· input 
:· purchased, 
· f· = the· fin.9rm:e- cost.per dollar, and 
p = the, input price if paid fer on the purchaee·date; 
. : - (2-1) 
In order to compare. tq.e finance cost asso,ciated with ail, ternative: credit 
arrangements, the· marginal finance cost, .is trans.lated into: a,;i. equivalent 
annual interest rate, The fermula for cemverting: the· marginal. finance 
cost to an annual interest;. rate is: 
where: 
i = ___ m_. _ =' p • f 
p•t p•.t 
i = the annual interest·rate, and 
f 
= -
t 
.- . number: :of davs t· = the: proportion of· a, year, financed "' _ _... ____ ...,.,4_ 
360 
(2-2) 
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The equivalent annual interest rate, is the ratib. of· the· ·finance cest 
per dollar . to the proportion of .the. year. financed.. Using the· finance· 
cost expressed as an annual interest rate, the effect of se.lected credit 
· instruments and credit policy variab:les upon a fa.rmer:'s purchase and 
payment behavior can be shown. 
Account Policy--Account ~· P~riod. · Assume .the acceunt due period 
is.30 days from the· purchase date and that po ca$hdis~ount.is·offered 
for early payments nc;,r a finance charge impo.sed for· late· payments. Thus 
the price the farmer pays for inputs· is the same:·an the ,purchase date 
as on the payment date. The marginal finance.cost is zero assuming the 
dealer does·not have:an.interest· charge. hidden in the price of the in-
puts;15 Unless the· farmer:has .idle .cash which can· nqt·earna:pesitive 
rate of· return· elsewhere, he will take advan.tage· of ·the free· financing. 
The farmer does .not'. pay a direct interest cost for using: the dealer's 
funds !anger· ·than thirty days: However, after the 30-day period, the 
dealer·may,mail due: netices or take other action,te., encou:ra.ge the' farmer 
to pay, h:Ls: :overdue: account. Failure te pay. near the end· ef,, the acc<;>unt 
due period may raise· questions abeut the: farme.r'.s: ability· to· pay and 
may cause both: supply firms and· ether lenders to:be.less: willing to 
finance his· purchases· in the·. future. +.6 · · Thus,· the· existence,' ef an ac-
count, due period· may crea,te a. psychological barrier· which· enceurages 
the farm~r· to, pay within that period. 
New a$sume the·dealer offers.a 60-day rather than· a 30-day.acceunt 
due period. If·the price,of.the input remains censtant, the.farmer will 
take advantage of the dealer's willingness t9 provide free:financing 
for an additional. 30 da,ys. If he pays during the. first,· 30 days, the 
farmer would· forego· the opportunity ret,urnt;1 from using his: maney an. 
' ' . . 
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additiomtl 30 days. Or, if he has to borrow to pay, he would incur a 
· cash cost in· the form of· interest paid to another lender· for 30 days, 
Hence, the farmer would want at least.60 days to pay because his cost of 
capital from other sources is greater than.the.finance cost from the 
dealer. 
Account· Policy,--Cash· Di.scounts,. Some dealers may not rely upon 
the account due period alane to po::-ovide the incentive for·a farmer to 
pay the account when due. A cash discount is often offered to encourage 
an early payment for inputs. · The cash dis.count rate is the percentage 
reduction·in the quoted input price the farmer will receive if he pays 
within the cash discount period. The price of the input on the purchase 
date is the quoted price less: the amount of the cash discount, If the 
farmer does· not pay wi,thin the cash discount period, the cash·. discount. 
is foregone and· the amount' of this discount measures the finance cost 
per.dollar. Assume the dealer offers a one percent cash· discount rate 
and a 10-day discount period. If the farmer does not·pay during the 
discount period, he pays one cent more than the 99 cencshe could have 
paid for each dollar's worth of inputs purchased during the discount. 
period, Thus, the finance cost per dollar (f) for .any payment after 10 
days is .,0101 :(~01/,99) with the:one percent cash discoui;i.t·.· · A 1.01 per-
cent finance .cost does not seem high until it is translated into an 
· equivalent· annual interest rate, If he pays for· the inputs· at anytime 
within the 10-day period, the equivalent am;1.ual interest rate. is zero. 
But, if · the· farmer pays on. the 20th day after the purchase· date, he re-
ceives only 10· days· (20-10) of financing and the equivalent· annual in-
terest rate is 36,46percent (i = f/t=·,0101/.0277).·· Ifthe farmer 
waits 30 days to pay, he is foregoing 1. 01 cents per dollar for 20 
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(30-10) days of financin~. Thus~ the annual interest rate is 18. 2 per-,-
cent (i = f/t = .0101/.0555). The finance cost per.dollar per year is 
higher when a · b~yer pays en the. 20th day rather that). on the 30th·. day. · 
Since the absolute size of the .cash discount foregone dees··not chan$e, 
payments·:·furtl)er fr.om the end of the .cash discount period result in. a 
lower equivalent annual int;erest'rat;e. 
The equi valertt annual int;e:irest · r.at;e · for a one..,percent, 10-day, 
cash discount .is , shown gr.aphically in .Figure 1. Curve AEG shows the 
equivalent annual interest .rate, .the buy:er. sacrifices. for alternative 
· payment periods when" he. does not pay during. the .10--,day· cash dis~ount 
period. The annual. interest :cate .is. measured on: .the, .verti·cal axis. 
The number of .days: elaps:hig, between· the: purchase date ·and· .the· payment 
date is shown ·en the .horizental axis .•. Assumer .the, .farmea:::1 s .cost· of· capi-
tal rate from: sour.ces· ether than, the . input dealer is eight percent per 
year. (!in~ DEF)·.··· If he pays. within .the 10'"".day period (OB) t he· will need 
to pay the dealer with funds from other sources which cost eight per-
cent· per year. The farmer weuld prefer to berro.w from other: sources at 
eight percent and pay within the _cash discount period·. rather· than to 
pay the. dealer· on·, the 30th day •.. The cest ef financing· from the dealer 
for a 30-day payment is 18 percent per annum. Only, if: he·ebta.ins fi.;. 
nancing· from the'.deaier· for more than 55 days, would the· equivalent 
annual interest rate·be less than his cost ef capital rate (number of 
days where lin~s AEC and DEF intersect). · ,If .the:· dealer de.es· not. offer 
an additiena:1 incentive to pay, a .farmer who .£0..rfeits ,the cash' discount 
weuld likely wait for more than 55 days te pay: in, erder to· minimize his 
finance cost~ 
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Additional incentive for early .payme.nt .. could· ,be .provided by· raising· 
the cash disce.unt rate to two percent, Assuming the same 10-day cash 
discount perio.d, the new equivalent annual intere·,t rates· for ·payments 
after 10 days are shown by the cu:;ve PGHJ •... T.he .finan;e ;:cos.t ·, or the 
·cash .discount ,rate foregone. by not payi~g within .. t~e .10,-:day :petiod is 
2. 04 (, 02/. 98) cents· per .dollar (2 •. 04· percent· of the:· input price). The 
equivalent a.nl)ual .inte,;est rate sacrificed by1.the, farmer·,whei:pay-s• in 55 
days is lti.32 (f/t = ..• 0204/ .125) perceQ.t (paint G) which·:is mere than 
twice· :t:he eight• :percent :r.at;:e for a on~ ·percen:t ,cash .discount (point· E) • 
The· higher' cash, .discount .rate. provides addit:l.enal .incentive; :to pay 
within·· the .cash: .dis~ount period.. · Howev.:er, if ,a .bu.y..e:r. · 1:oreg"es .the cash 
disceunt, he weuld· have· to .obtail) financing from .the dea4,er· fo.r.: appre:d-
mately 102 days (point H) in erder· :to ,have·. an annual ·inte,;est .rate less 
than. his .oppertunity cast ef · capi·tal rate (eight per~ent). Unless some· 
add.itional. incentive to pay, is prcrv:;ded, some fa:i:mer~ may be induced to 
pay later, due· to the 0high&r cash discount rate. 
A lengthening ef· the. cash -discount .. period from 10 days to 20 days 
assuming· .a· tw~ p.ercent cash disceunt rate would :result··in<.:the· .equivalent 
ann1:,1al interesit· .rates . for payments after . 20 days, shQwn by· cuTve LMN. 
The enti.re curve· .. is sh~fted te. tq.e right·.-... A farmer· .fo'I'Illerly :paying late 
may now··pay within_·the longer· cash disc.aunt. periad • .-. However',· with. the 
longer cash ·.discount peried, the farmer who .foregoes. the cash' discount 
may be encouragei to wait, even, later than before. to pay.·: .The· 1.riterest 
rate. curve intersects t;he cast of cap;l.tal .. rate .. line· at ·llZ (point M) 
days ratherthan 102. 
As ra.hewn· .in: Figure 1, the· equivalent;· .annual inter.est: ra-te for a 
payment made after the disceunt·period .but within:30 days:is well above 
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· the· farmer's cost of capital rate· of eight percent for any of .. the credit 
·· · arrangel:'1ents offering a. cash discount •. Considering the .alternative of 
paying within-the cash discount period compared to paying at. 30 days,· 
the ·farmer could minimize his finance .. cost .by paying :within. the· discount 
· · ·period and using .avail,ble capital or borrowing from ·other lenders at _a 
cost of eight,_percent. However, if -the farmer does not·paywithin the 
cash discount period, he m~y be tempted to delay payment well beyond the 
end of .the 30 ... day acc11>unt due period. Ra-i;:her than. relying upon hi_s col-
· lection efforts to .encour.age .the. far.m'!lrs .. tq. pay at the end of the ac-
count .due. p.eriod, the deale+ may. impose a .strenge.:c .econemd:c .incentive 
by charging a pena:1,.ty for late payments. 
· ; : :· · .: Account· P.olicy:-.f"'.Fd;nance., Charg.e •. Suppose·, .the dealer offers· no cash 
discount but· adds one·percent ·to_the it1put -price on th-e·purchase date· 
fo+ every· 30 days. beyond the. 30-day ·acceunt ·du'!! period· the account is 
unpaid.· Hence, ·the farmer pays one _cent for the use of, a,dollar for 
. 17 ( ·1 .01 every 30 days. The annual interest rate is 12 percent f _t = 301360). 
If. the farmer obtains finan<;:ing from the dealer, the ann1,1al interest 
rates for the alternative ;paym~nt dates are shown as OBPRS in_ Figure 2. 
Assuming the farmer's cost of capital rate fro.m other ,source~ is eight 
percent per.year (line DF), he would pay the.dealer en.the 30th day. 
Additional financing from the dealer would cost.more than the oppor--
tunity cost·of using his availabl~ funds·or the cost to borrow from 
other lenders. 
Now suppose·the dealer also wants_to provide some·incentive for 
the_farmerto pay within 10 days. If ·he offers a cash-discount of one. 
percent for a payment in.10 days, the equivalent annual-interest ra.te 
for payments. from· ·the purchase date .· to 10 days . is · zero (Figure 3, 
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Segment OB) , A payment on; the 11th day has an e.q.uivalent annual inter-
est -rate of' approximately 360 percent• · The r.ate. de.creases along the 
· · curve AP to 18 i 2 percent on the, 30th day, After the 30th· day t}J.e dealer 
charges' a· one percent · pe~ month· financ.f!! charge ra-te •. Thus, for payments 
after the 30th day the annual.inte,;est .rate.is 12,l·percent (f/t • 
,0101 )18 l l 
301360 p us the. equiva ent a1:mual interest rate associated with fore-
going the one percent ·cash· disceunt ·.(flt .... 0101/t,.· .t .•. proportion of 
the year financed) c The total. equivalent annual interest rate for fi-
nancing from the dealer after 30 days is shGwn · in Fi.gure 3 · by curve JKL. 
The curve, JKL, can. be obtained by adding 12 •. 1. percent to curve PC. 
Assuming the farme:i;-' s .cost of capital. t:ate. from. alter.:native sources 
is eight percent (l:l:ne DEEh he wour~ ·'minimize' ·his finance ~o,t ·oy. paying 
for inputs ten days after the purchase·datei He :would not pay>befo~e 
10 days because.the :financ;:ing from.the dealer .is free during this period. 
For allpaYlllent dates after the·lOth day, th~ cost of capital .rate from 
ot~er sources (eight percent) is les.s than the equivalent annual inter-
est rate he would pay to the dealer. If he does no; pay on or before 
the 10th day,·· the ·equivalent annual interest rate· declines for later pay-, 
ment dates but remains greater . than, the 12 •. 1 percent financ~ charge rate. 
~--_:Policy •. The second type of credit instrument used· by dealers 
to finance their custotller' s purchases is .the promi;ssor.y note. The cost;: 
to the farmer is speeifiedon the not~ as an ann'l,lal interest r~te. Also, 
the.length of time frem the date the not;:e is issued until repayment.by 
the farmer·is usually specified. Th~ nete .maybe issued on the purchase 
date or after the sale.has been carried as an open.accoun~.for some. 
specified time, If the buyer knows that he will· .h~ve .to .. give t)le, dea;l.er 
an interest. bearing n<:>te for. the amount o:!: his purchases unpaid at the·. 
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·.·end of the .account due. period, the note . .may serve to induce ·the farmer 
to pay his account, The interest rate.on a note serves the.same pur-
· ·pose.as a finance charge.on an open account, Howav:er, the farmer may 
• 
1 be more likely to pay the. interest. due the dealer if he .has signed a 
promissory .. note, 
The farmer's· payment decision is less complex when. hh purchases 
· are financed with a. note. rather· than an open ,.account,· If notes are is-
· · sued on the purchaee date, the farmer will allow the dealer to finance 
his purchases only if his annual cost of capil;:al rate from other sources 
is gre~ter than.the ann11al interest rate specified on the note. Other-
wise, he will pay on the purchase date. If· .a fa.r.mer .utilizes the deal-
er's f:Lnancing, he w,ill .not pay.until. the1 end of the.note.payment period, 
It.is assumed that the dealer will not refinance the note after the note 
payment period. 
The dealer may aJ.so offer the .farmer a cash discount if he pays on 
the purchase date, Then. the .farmer will pay on .the .purchase date. if 
his cost of·capital rate is less that:i, the annual interest rate specified 
on the.note·plus the equivalent ann1,1al interest r.ate resulting from 
sacrificing the cash disceunt~ Assume a note is issued for six months 
(180 days) at a annual interest rate.of nine percent and the cash dis-
count rate f.or a.payment on the purchase date isone·percent. The total 
finance cost expressed as.an.annual interest rate far a payment at six 
h · 2 02 (f/ ....• OlOl ) 19 id db h h d mont s is · , · t = lS / 360 percent prov e y t · e cas is count. 
1 9 1 ........ : (.,.09/ ,99)· U 1 h f I f • 1 p us • percent 1 . · n ess t e .· armers cost. o capita rate 
is greater than lL 12 percent, he minimizes his finance cost by paying 
the dealer cash and borrowing from otI:ier sources, 
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Dealer Management of Receivables 
Input supply.firm managers. can control the level of the· investment 
· •" in receivables by manipulating the controllable cred,i.t decis.ion vari-· 
· ·ables. As previously shown, the credit varil(lbles affect the cost the 
farmer pays for financing. The farmer purchases his inputs and obtains 
· financin.g in a manner which minimizes his cost~. · The .purchase behavior 
of all custemers determine~ the quantity of fertilizer:the dealer sells 
for cash and on credit.. Their payment beh~vior dete.rmines the length 
of time credit sales remain.unpaid, Thus, the resulting farmer behavior 
will affect the deale~'s costs and returns, I:e the.dealer's.objective 
is to maximize net-returns, he should offer the credit arrangement 
(combination of decision variables) which yields the highest possible 
net returns •. 
Role of Economic Theory 
The input 4ealer's market can be.characterized as a differentiated 
20 
oligopoly, The number of sellers of a specific input, say fertilizer, 
in a local market area is small enough that one dealer's marketing acti-
vities (prices, and level of services offered) have an impact on the 
sales an~ profits of·other f:i,rms. The fertilizer sold by one dealer is 
a close substitute for the fertilizer sold.by another dealer. The pro-
ducts are not perfect substitutes, but.are slightly differentiated. The 
differentiation may be attributable t~ differences.in the physical com.,. 
position of tl;l.e product or to differences in·· the. serviceS! offered by 
21 the dealer who sells the product,· 
In this oligopolistic.market, the effect of a change in a credit 
dec;.isionvariable upon.the customer's behavior will depend upon the 
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competitors' reactions, The dealer .incurs the risk tha1; an action 
taken to increase his profits may result.through competition·in.,de-
creased, increased, or the same profits~ Ho~ever, in .the following the-
oretical and empirical:analysis, the competitors' credit pol:,icy_and 
·· · othet'. marketing activities are assumed to be fixed unless stated other-
mse. 
The pasic economic pr:l.nciples of margin~! cost ani;I marginal revenue: 
developed in the economic theory.of the firm apply to questions concern~ 
22 ing the managemeni of receivables. The dealer's operating capital is 
a scarce resource that haij several_alte~native uses. A change in a 
dealer'.s credit policy may require that .additional operating capital be 
invested in receivables. Additional funds should be inVE!Sted. in re-
ceivables only if the :use of funds. adds more to .. the dealer's revenue 
(sales and financial·revenue) than to his costs. A.change in the 
dealer's credit policy that frees funds sho~ld be undertaken only if 
the.reduction in revenue is less than the decrease in costs. These 
. 
costs include the cost of obtaining the funds invested in.receivables 
(interest or opportu,nity) and any other firm costs affected by the 
change in the credit policy. 
Costs and Returns of Dealer Financing 
Before the.dealer can determine the optimal receivables investment, 
he.must-iden~ify the possible revenues and costs which result from his 
financing activities~ The-major.purpose of this study is-to investi.-
gate.the effect of the credit policy decision variables upon the level 
of receivables and the resultiµg investment cost. Howevel;', to provide 
a conceptual framework for the anaiysis, all credit returns and costs 
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and the:1,.r relationships to credit decision variables are defined. 
Thesystem of·equations ahown.below define the short-run costs and 
returns for a dealer's financing activity. The equations are formu~ 
· lated assuming a static and deterministic environment. An analysis of 
each argument in the equations will illustrate how .specified credit 
decision variables affect ·the dealer's costs and returns. 
z = 
TI 
(profit 
per year) 
y + 
= z w 
(revenue) (cost) 
x + 
(revenue) (cash sales) (credit .. sales) (financial revenue) 
w 
-
(costs) 
v(x+y) 
(production .and 
marketing aosts) 
+ B 
(credit,adminis-
tra.tive costs) 
+ Ex(l-d) + Cx [ I P. +bl+ bx 
j=N-2 J 
(collection costs) (bad del:,t ' 
N 
where: l P. + b 
j=l J 
1, and 
(>,j - T) > 0, 
The credit decision variables: 
losses) 
+ ~y+xd) 
(cash discottnts) 
+ I [ f P.l. + b81 x j=l J J 
365 
(investment costs) 
F Finance charge rate.per year expressed as a decimal. 
T = Start of the finance charge period expressed in days from 
the purchase date. 
(2-3) 
(2-4) 
(2-5) 
B • Fixed administrative credit .costs paid for extension and 
bookkeeping. 
R • Cash discount rate expressed as a decimal. 
E • Collection expenditures per dollar of credit 1:1ales not 
paid for during the.cash discount period. 
C • ,Extra collection expenditux:es per. dollar of credit .sales 
not paid for before the start of the last three ~ayment 
intervals. 
The state variables: 
IT= Net profit per yea~($). 
z = Total revenue per year ($), 
w = Total cost per year ($), 
y = Annual sales for cash on the purctase date.($). 
x • Annual sales on credit ($), 
Pj • Praportion of.credit salee; paid during the jth payment. 
interval, j • l, 2, ••i N, 
d • ·Proportion of credit sales paid during the cash discount 
period. 
b = Proportion of credit sale.s not paid by the end of the Nth 
payment interval. 
v variable production and marketing costs per dollar of sales 
(excluding all credit ce>sts) 
The fixed paraltleters: 
N = Number of payment intervals. 
)..j = Number .ef days between purchase date at?-d the median day 
in-the jth payment interval. 
<P = Constc:1,nt cost of capital rateper year expressed as a 
decimal. 
8 Number of days from purchase date to the_ date an unpaid 
sale is written off the books as a bad debt loss, 
The dealer receives revenue from three sources -- cash sales, 
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credit .sales, anq financial revenue (2-4), It is assumed that.the in-
put price and all marketing variables other than credit arrangements 
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are held constant.- Thus, the rate of dollar cash and credit sale!:l per 
year (x+y) is dependent upon-the dealer's credit decision variables. 
The level of financial revenue receiveq depends on the finance charge 
· rate (F), the volume of credit sales (x) and the_ proport:t.on of credit 
,. 
sales (B j) paid during each payment interval after the -star..t of the 
· finance charge period (T), The average number of days each dollar of 
credit sales remains outstanding after T days,is estimated by multiply-
· ing the proportion of credit _sales (P.) paid in the jth payment inter-
J 
val by the number of days beyond T days a -sale is outstanding (). .. - T/3 
J 
and then summing this quantity over all j payment intervals. To deter-
mine the finance.charge revenue, the average_proportion of a year a 
dollar is outstanding beyond the start of the finance charge period is 
multiplied by Fx (the finance charge rate per year times the volume of 
credit sales), 
Next cons:t.der the dealet'' s total costs. (2-5), The total variable 
pr9duction;and marketing costs (excluding credit; cests) depend on the 
volume of sales per year (x+y) and the variable cost rate per doll_ar 
of sales (v)~ Wh~ther the.variable production and marketing cost per 
dollar of sales (v) increa13es, decreases er remains constant'due to a 
change in the dealer's credit policy depends upon the changes in the 
level of tei:hnical efficiency in the use of the preduction and market-
ing inputs, 24 The credit costs include administrative costs,, value of 
cash discounts paid, collec_tion costs, bad debt losses, and investment -
costs. 
The credit administrative costs (B) are-incurred when the manager 
and other employees use their time and effort·to_explain the credit_ 
policy to customers and to keep records of the purchase and payment 
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transactions. This cost is not likely to depend upon the volume of 
credit sales, but onthe number ef new credit customers and the number 
of credit purchases and payments made per year. It is assumed that.this 
cost.is incurred at a fixed rate per year (B) if any sales are made on 
credit. 
Assuming that the dealer's sales (x+y) are.valued at a fixed quoted 
price, a discount granted to.customers who.pay within the cash discount 
peraod is a reduction in revenue er an additional cost. The value of 
cash discounts-given is a _function of the volume of cash sales (y), the 
volume of credit sales paid for within the cash discount period (xd) 
and the specified, cash discount rate (R), 
When a dealer sells on credit, he also incurs a cost to prepare and 
mail out due notices to all customers who do not pay during the discount 
period. The size of this cost depends on the number of credit customers, 
However, for the purposes of this theoretical analysis, assume the deal-
er spends a specified ameunt (E) per dollar of credit sales paid for 
after the discount period. In addition, for each dollar of sales re-
maining uj:lpaid after a specified d,ate, the dealer pays an additional 
cost (C). This extra-collection cost .is necessary.to cover the expen-
ses to mail additional due notices. Al~o, for some accounts, the dealer 
may have to hire a collection agency or a lawyer in a final attempt to 
coll~ct a delinquent account. In equatien (2-5), the extra collection 
expenditures.are incurred on all.salei;; paid for during the last three 
payment intervals [x(PN-Z + PN-l + PN)] and on those sales not paid 
which are eventually written off as bad debts (bx). 
A dealer who sells on credit-incurs the risk of not rec;evering 
part of his investment in receivables. If credit sales are unpaid 
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after the Nth payment interval or after e days, they are ccmsidered a 
bad debt loss. The number of days before writing off.a bad debt (8) 
is set by the individual dealer. After e days the value .of.the sale not 
paid for is taken aut of rec~ivables and entered on. the dealer's recards 
as. a cast, · The cost is sho.wn as bx ii;,. equatian (2-5), 
The dealer's receivable investment cost is esttmat~d by multiply-
ing the firm's annual cost of capital rate. (IP)·. times.the average annual 
investment in receivableso The dealer's cost of capital rate.is at 
least the opportunity yield he could earn if he invested the funds tied 
up in receivables in other alternatives. If he. has limited cash re-
serves and mus.t borrow to compensate for the funds being tied up in re-
ceivables, his cost of capital rate is.the interest rate charged to 
borrow these funds. For the purpose 0f this theoretical and empirical 
analysis, it is assu~ed that the dealer's cost of capital rate (IP) is 
fixed at the interest rate he pays to borrow funds from leaders. 
The average.annual investment in receivables depends on the volume 
of credit sales per year (x) and the.average proportion of a.year a 
dollar of credit sales is invested in receivables [ r.P.A. + be l/365. 
N j=l J J 
The l P.A. term is an approximation of the average collection period on 
j=l J J 
credit sales which are paid for during the N payment intervals or during 
e days. The average collection period is the average number of days 
from the purchase date. to the date_ of payment for a do:).lar of credit 
sales. It is a measure ef the buyers' timing of payments f0r inputs 
purchased on credit. The distribution of payments according to th~ir 
age at the time ef callection can be.used to compute an estimate of the 
11 i . d 25 average co ect on per10 , The approximate age at the time of callee-
tion (A. days) f0r sale~ paid in each jth interval (j = 1, 2, ••• N) is 
J 
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mult,iplied by the proportion of credit sales (P j) paid for in ea.eh pay-
ment interval, The product is then.summed ever the N payment intervals, 
The sales written off as bad debts (bx) are invested in receivables for 
. . 
e days. Thus, th~ average.number ef.day1:1 a clollar of credit sales· is 
invested in receivables is [ I PjAj + bSJ. The proportion of credit 
sales paid for [ ·r pjl plus{~! preportion of sales net paid in e days 
j .. l 
(b) is equal to one, By dividing by 365 days and multiplying by the 
volume of credit sales per year (x) the average annual investment in re-
ceivables is determined. 
Account and Note Receivables Investment-~ 
Thedea,l.er's investment in receivables may be.in either accounts 
receivable,. notei;; receivable, er a,combinatien of the,two. The cast 
of the i~vestment fer the different credit instruments is not likely to 
be the same. For a·given dealer the volume ef sales sold with an open 
acceunt transactfon is usually different t}:lan th.e volume. ef sales in a 
note transaction, Also, the timing of payments will be different for 
the two instruments, To cempare the qealer's investment cost for alter-
native credit instruments and altern~tive credit decision variables, 
the receivables investment cost per d0llar of total sales will be esti-
mated for each alternative arrange~ent. 
The volume ef credit sales per year (x) is the sum of credit sales 
on acceunt and on notes (2-6), 
x =a+ ,n. (2-6) 
where: 
x = credit sales per year ($), 
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a.• account sales·per year($), and 
n • .B.2l!·sales per year($). 
Total sales is the sum of account sal~s (a), nete saies (n), and cash 
sales (y). Then, as she,wn in equations (2"'.'"7), (2-8) and (2-9) the pre-
pertion of t9tal sales en netes, en acceunts a~~ fer cas~, reepectively 
are: 
x = a,/(x+y) (2-7) 
a 
x = n/(x + y) (2-8) 
n 
Ye = y/ (x + y) (2-9) 
where: 
y • cash sales per year ($), 
x • prepertion.of total sales en,acceunt, a 
x 
-
preportion ef .teta+ sales on.notes, 
n 
Ye •·prepertion af .. t9tal sal~s for £!.@!l and 
x + x + y • 1, a n c 
In additien ta tli.e pre part ion of sales on accEilunts. and net es, the 
investment ii;i acceunte. and note~ receivables per dollar E>f tatal sales 
depends on the timing ef custemer vayments fer acceunt and note sales. 
Cash sales are paid f1;1r on the,date.ef purcha!;le. The estimated avei-age 
collection period fer accounts is the average number.of days a dollar 
26 
sald en acceunt is.invested in receivables. (2-10), 
N 
M = .l PjAj + b6 
a J=l 
(2-10) 
where: 
M • average collection period ~n account sales (days), 
a 
P j = preportion ef accc,,unt. sales paid in the j th payment 
interval, 
b = propertien of ac;:count sales not·· paid during N pay.,-
ment intervals, 
e = number af days before an ac;:ceunt sale is written 
off as a bad debt, and 
Aj = number ef days from purchase date to the median 
date in.· j th payment interval (days) • 
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Assuming that the·farmer pays for purchases made with a,pramissory note 
at the end of the note payment period, the.average number ef days a 
dollar sold en. a net~ is invested in receivables is equal to the note .. 
pay~ent period specified on the note (2-11). 
where: 
M = K 
n 
M • average.collection peried en nqte sales (days), 
n and 
K = note, payment peried (days.). 
(2-11) 
Thus, the rece:f..vables investment cast per dollar ef tetal sales 
can be determined as shown in equation (2-12), 
where: 
I= investment cost per dollar of total sales, 
.IP =, de,{flai""*s~n_ual cast of. c:apital-c,~T-at.e, 
x M /365 = 
a a 
investment in accounts receivable per dallar of 
tatal sales, and 
(2-12) 
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x M /365 • investment in note receivable per dollar of total 
n n sales. 
One also could calculate the .£2..§..t~ dollar of credit sales by dividing 
. I .. 
equation (2-12) by the preportion of. total sales which are credit sales 
(x + x ). To compare the investment costs for alternative ·credit 
a n 
arrangements, the prepertion of tot~l sales on acceunt (x ), the propor.,. 
a 
tion of total sales on notes (x.) and the average collection period on 
n 
accaunt sales (M) should be estimat~d for each combination of credit 
a 
decision variables. 
Summary of Relationships 
The hypothesized relationship between specified account credit 
decision variables and the proportion of total sales on account can be 
specified in.general as: 
where: 
x • f(A, T, D, R, F) 
a 
x = proportion of total sales on account, 
a 
A= account due period, 
T finance charge period, 
D = cash discount period, 
R cash discount rate, and 
F = finance charge rate. 
(2-13) 
One would expect that a longer account due period (A) or finance charge 
period (T) offered by a dealer would increase the preportion of sales 
made on acceunt (x ). A higher discount rate (R) would increase the 
a 
proportion of sales fer cash relative to the proportien on account. A 
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lenger cash disceunt perfod (D) weuld induce a farmer to pay after the 
purchase date, thus increasing the proportion of.dealer sales on account,· 
A higher finance charge rat~ (F) may reduce the proportion of sales on 
accounts, However, if the start of the,finance charge period is imposed 
several months after the purchase date, a finance charge may not affect 
the farmer's purchase behavior, 
The same credit decision variables alse affect ·the average collec-
ticm peried on acceunt sales (M ) , The relatienship existing between 
. a 
the average cellection period and the decision variables is hypothesized 
as follows: 
where: 
M = g(A, T, D~ R, F) 
a 
M = th,e average·collec;ion period on.account sales. 
a 
(2-14) 
A longer finance charge period (T) or acceµnt due~period (A), without 
a change in any 9f the.othe+ variables, weuldlikely increase the number 
of days the farmer will allow his acco1,1nt te remain unpaid, A finance 
charge rate (F) would enforce payment at .the end of the account due 
period provided the finance charge rate is higher than the cost.the 
farmer pays to ebtain funds. elsewhere, A higher cash discount rate (R) 
may provide additional in~entive for the farmer to pay during the cash 
discount period. li(;)wever, as noted in the.theory of farmer payment be-
havior, the higher cash discount rate may enceurage a farmer whe fere~ 
goes the cas.h di~ceunt tG> pay. after the .account due period, The effect 
of·the cash discount on payment behavier depends on the interrelation-
ships existing between it.and other variables -- the cash discount 
peried and the finance charge rate. The length of the cash discount 
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period (D) may have offsetting effects on the average collection period, 
A longer cash discount p~riod will likely increase the opportunity cast 
of foregoing the cash discount. Thus, more incentive is provided for 
the farmer.to pay during the discount period. But, a.longer.cash dis-
co.un1;: period offers the far.mer who was paying in the shorter period 
additional free financing. Also, if the farmer.foregQes the cash dis-
count, there may be.no incentive to pay at.the end of the account due 
period. 
The expected relationship existing between the proportion of total 
sales on notes (x) and the note decision variables is speci.fied in n . 
general as: 
where: 
x . = h (K, Q , R) 
n 
K = the note payment period, 
Q • the. interest .rate. charge ·on .notes, and 
R • the cash discount·rate, 
If the annual interest ·rate (Q) cha~ged on n~tes is less than the 
(2-15) 
farmer's cost.of capital rate; ene would expect. a longer note.payment 
period (K) to increase the proportion of sal~s made with notes (x ), An 
n 
interest rate .on notes (Q) higher than the farmer's co.st of capital rate 
would encourage· the farmer to pay for inputs on th.e purchase ·date rather 
than ta use the .dealer's financing, A higher cash discount rate (R) 
would also encourage the farmer to pay on the purchase <late. However, 
longer note .. due periods· (K) reduce the effectiveness of the given cash 
discoun1;: rate in encouraging the farmer to pay on the purchase <late. 
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The average collection period (Mn) on notes is assumed to be.equal 
to the note payment period (K). The note payment period is usually spe-
cified on.the credit instrument. Thus, the funct.ional relationship for 
this payment coefficient does nqt need to be estimated. However, the 
note payment period used will vary.among dealers. 
The expected functional relationships between credit.palicy vari-
ables and credit performance measures specified abeve are the hypotheses 
for this study of dealer financing. One can determine the expected in-
vestment cost for alternative credit policies by using equation (2-12) 
and estimating the. empirical relationships for x , x , and M • A com-
a. n a 
parison of the investment costs per doll~r of .sales for alternative 
credit instruments.and decision variaqles will ,aid the dealer in making 
his credit decisions; This information could be combined with data for 
the other creqit costs to determine the dealers' total credit casts for 
alternative arrangements. Given the credit costs per dollar of total 
sales, the dealer can compare the.level of sales he would need to 
achieve for each alternative credit arrangement·. in order to recover the 
credit cests. 
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CHAPTER III 
A DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA 
The Population .and Sample 
Population 
A mail questionnaire was sent·to each input dealer in Oklahoma who 
sells dry bulk or liquid mix fertilizer to farmers. The questionnaire 
was mailed te 295 dealers. in March, 1971. A copy .of, the questiennaire 
is attached in ·App·endix A, With the ,exception of the manufacturer-owned 
retail outlets, dealers with branch offices were sent only one question-
naire, Each .retail outlet .owned, by a fertilizer manufacturer ,was mailed 
a questionnaire. 
Figure 4 shows the lacation of .the 295 dealers accQrding to Okla-
homa cou~tiesi (numbers net. in parenthesis), The 295 dealer~ are lG>cate.q 
in.6? of the 77 cauntie~. · Fig;ur·e 4 alsa shews that 17 ceunties had 
aver 12,000 tons of tetal fertilizer sales fqr the 1969-1970 fertilizer 
year (including sales 0f dealers not surveyed). 1 One hundred fifty-four 
(52 percent) of the 295 dealers are l(;)cated in these 17 counties. The 
other 141 dealers (48 percent) are.located in 50 counties. 
Sample Dealers 
Usable.questionnaires were returned by 101 (34 percent) of the 295 
dealers. All firms did not answer each part of the questionnaire. 
CIMAII-
aEAYltll HAlll'ltll 
5 (3) 4 2 
I Y({(((//{H(((H:(41 J1:u.1s 
~ 
In parentheses 
Counties with over 
12,000 tons of fer-
tilizer sales, 
(1969-1970) 
-The number of sample 
dealers in each 
county 
Not in parentheses-The number of popu-
lation dealers in 
each county 
1 
(1) 
2 
(1) 
,na, 
-
4 
Source: Oklahoma State Board of Agriculture, Charts and Maps Showing Fertilizer Consumption in 
Oklahoma, 1969-1970. 
Figure 4. The Distribution of the 295 Dealers in the Population and the 101 Sample Deale+s by 
Oklahoma.Counties lJ1 
...... 
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Questions relati,ng to credit arrangements were answe~ed by 100 firms. 
Ninetr-four dealers answered questions relating to both credit arrange"'." 
ments and credit performance. F:Lgura 4 shows the number of firms in 
each county tqat responded tll> the_ que1i1tionnaire (numbeu in. parentheses). 
The 101 dealers are located in 41 counties. Only one.county with fer-
tilizer aales_ of over 12, 000 tons· is not represented among the sample 
firms. Fifty-dght ef the 101 dealers are located in the 17 caunties 
with over 12,000 tons of fertilizer sales. 
Dealer Characteristics 
There were 48 cooperatives, 43 independent dealers and 10 company 
stores that responded to the questionnaire. All cooperatives and inde-
pendent dealers who own,bran<rh offices reported the.main office and all-
branches as a single firm. The company stores inclu4e both company-
owned stores and lease-agent operations. The company-owned stores are 
usually owned and managed directly by a fertilizer manufacturer. The 
manufacturer usually owns the facilities in·the lease-agent arrangement, 
but the local firm leases and manages the fertilizer facilities. Each 
retail locatfon owne_d by. the manufacturer is considered as, a single 
firm. 
Sales Characteristics 
Ninety-seven dealers reported their total sales anq fertilizer 
sales for the last-fiscal yearo Their total sales of all products and 
services range from $35,000 to $6 million per firm (Table IV). The 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF DEALERS ACCORDING TO TOTAL SALES AND TYPE OF FIRM, 97 DEALERS 
Total Sales 
Type of Firm {Million Dollars2 Average. Range 
.5 or .51- 1.01- 1.51- 2.01- 2.51- 3o0l 
less 1,0 1.5 2.0 . 2. 5 3.0 or more 
(Number of Firms) ($) ($) 
Cooperative 4 11 9 9 7 3 5 1,659,816 165,.000-
5,965,306 
Independent Dealer 23 10 2 2 1 1 1 767,585 35,.000-
6,.000,.000 
Company Store 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 236 ,808 40,000-
410,000 
All Firms 36 21 11 11 8 4 6 1,159,852 35,000-
6,000,.000 
lJl 
\0 
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average total sales per firm is $1,159,852, Table IV shows the number 
of firms in each discrete interval of total sales according te the al-
ternative types of ,firms, Thirty-six firms have $500,000 or less in 
total sales, Cooperatives have the largest average total sales 
($1,659,816) and also a more even distribution over all size groups. 
All company stores have total sales less than $500,000, One-half (23) 
of the independent dealers have less than $500,000 in total sales. 
The average fertilizer sales for all firms is $159,956 (Table V). 
The range is from $2,785 to $486,567. Of the 19 firms in the greater 
than $250,000 fertilizer sales group, seven have greater than $350,000 
in fertilizer sales. Six of these are.cooperatives. Company stores 
have the largest ·average fertilizer sales ($2Z3,753) per firm and inde-
pendent dealers the smallest ($133,654). 
The dealer's average fertilizer sales expressed as a percent of 
total sales is 32o3 percent (Table VI). The firms with the largest 
total sales have the smallest 'percentage of ·tota~ sales as fertilizer 
sales. Cooperatives who have the largest average total sales, have an 
average of 11,33 percent of total sales as fertilizer sales. Forty-five 
(94 percent) of the cooperative firms have less than 25 percent of sales 
as fertilizer sales, indicating that fertilizer is not their main pro-
duct. Most'cooperatives are grain-supply firms handling large amounts 
of wheat and selling a variety of farm supplies in addition to ferti-
lizer. The independent dealers have the largest variation among firms 
in percent fertilizer. Some independents sell primarily fertilizer 
while others sell fertilizer along with othe~ products such as grain, 
feed, seed, or farm equ:i,.pment, All company stores have at least 85 
percent of their total sales as fertil:i,.zer sales, 
Type .. of Firm 
Cooperative 
Independent Dealer 
Company. Stare 
All Firms· 
TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF DEALERS ACCORDING TO FERTILIZER SALES 
AND TYPE-OF FIRM, 97 DEAL~RS 
Fertilizer Sales ($) 
50,000 51',ooo- 151,000- More than Average 
or less 1501000 2501000 2501000 
-
· (Number of Firms) ($) 
5 19 15 9 169,912 
7 21 7 5 133,654 
2 1 1 5 223,753 
14 41 23 19 159,956 
Range 
($) 
2,785-
450,000 
15,307-
486,567 
40,000-
350,000 
2,785-
486,567 
C' 
.... 
TABLE VI 
DISTRIBUTION OF DEALERS ACCORDING TO FERTILIZER 
SALES AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL SALES ANm 
TYPE OF FIRM, 98 DEALERS 
Fertilizer Sales as a Percent 
Type of Firm ef Total Dealer S~es 25 26-75 76 or Average 
or less mere 
(Number ef Firms)·- (%) 
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Range 
(%) 
Co0perative 45 3 0 11,33 .4-37.6 
Independent Deq.ler 17 14 9 41.43 .4-100 
Company Stere 0 0 10 96,45 85-100 
All Firms 62 17 19 32.30 .4-100 
Customer Services 
The fertilizer dealers were1 asked to indica·te which services asso-
ciated with the sale of fertilizer are offered by their firm. The last 
column of Table VII shows. the number of firms and the percent ef all 
firms which offer the selected services to their customers. Ninety-six 
of the 101 dealers surveyed accept their customers' credit. Nearly all 
firms (97 percent) furnish fertilizer applicators to their custemers. 
Approximately 60 percent of these firms indicated that the customer is 
charged for the applicator. About two-thirds (64 percent) of all 
dealers indicated that they lead fertilizer for their custemers after 
their normal hours of eperatien. Over half (58 percent) of all firms 
offer soil testing to their customers, with about one~quarter (24 per-
cent) of those firms charging their customers fqr this service. Over 
TABLE VII 
DISTRIBUTION OF DEALERS OFFERING SELECTED CUSTOMER SERVICES 
ACCORDING TO TYPE OF FIRM, 101 DEALERS 
Service Offered 
Credit 
Applicator Furnished 
Custom Application 
Fertilize~ Delivery 
Loading After Heurs 
Field Help 
Soil.Testing 
Educatienal Meetings 
Farm Planning Programs · 
No. ef Firms in Each Class 
Significance 
Level a 
II 
** 
II 
* 
* 
** 
Ce@perative 
44 
(92) 
45 
(94) 
19 
(40) 
20 
(42) 
26 
(54) 
18 
(38) 
21 
(44) 
20 
(42) 
5 
(10) 
48 
Type of Firm 
Indepenqent Company 
Dealer Store 
(Number of Firms)b 
42 10 
(98) (100) 
43 10 
(100) (100) 
26 7 
(60) (70) 
28 9 
(65) (90) 
30 9 
(70) (90) 
22 5 
(55) (50) 
30 8 
(70) (80) 
28 7 
(65) (70) 
15 6 
(33) (60) 
43 10 
All 
Firms 
96 
(95) 
98 
(97) 
52 
(51) 
57 
(56) 
65 
(64) 
45 
(45) 
59 
(58) 
55 
(54) 
25 
(25) 
101 
aThe significance level (a.) for alternative types of firms is designated as** (a..:._ .01), * 
(.01 < a. 2_ .05), and# (.05 <a.~ .10). 
bNumbers in paren.the~es indicate the percent of dealers in:each type that offer each service.· °' uJ 
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h;:1.lf (56 percent) of all firms deliver fertilizer to the farmer and 51 
percent offer .c·ustom application of f~;-tilize.r. A large proportion .of .. 
;he firms · .. (85 percent) charge for custom application. Approximately 
54 percent of all firms have educational meetings, 45 percent 
offer field help, and 25 percent have farm planning programs. 
2 A chi-square tes.t is used to determine if there is any signif:l.cant 
difference in the, preport·ion ef deal~rs offering each selected service 
among the alternative types of firms and amang alternative fertilizer 
sales classes.· Th~ null hypothesis tested is that the proportion of. 
dealers offering each service is the same for ali classes of dealers, 
The null hypo thesis is rejected if the calculat~.d chi-square yields a 
value whose associated probability of,occurrenqe under the null hypo-
thesis is less than or equal·to the significance level chosen (e1.). The 
null hypothesis is rejected in favor of the alte.rnative hypothe~is that 
the proportion of dealers in each class·that offer a service is differ-
ent. The significance level (a) is the probability that the chi-square 
test will. yield a value under which the null hypoth(?sis will be rejected 
when it is true. 3 The significance level chosen for the test is ,10. 
With the exception of credit, applicator, and field help, there 
are significant differences (e1. ~ .10) in the proportion of firms offer-
ing each service amang the alternative types of firms (see Table VII). 
A larger percentage of the independent dealers offer each of the ser-
vices than do cooperatives. For example, 60 percent of the independent 
dealers offer custom application whereas only 40 percent of the cooper-
atives offer this service, With the exception of field help and fur-
nishing an applicator, a large!" percentage of the company stores offer 
each service than either independent dealers or cooperatives. 
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In general, a greater percentage of·the firms with larger fertili-
zer sales offer the.selected services than do the firms with smaller 
sales (see Table VIII). For exa~ple, 21 .percent of the firms having 
$50,000 or less in fertilizer sales offer soil testing. As fertilizer 
sales increase, 59 percet).t, 61 percent, and 74 percent. ef the firms in 
each size group, respectively, offer soil testing. Only 28 percent of 
the small firms ($50,000 or less) offer cust.0m application, while 68 
percent of tl).e large firms (mere thatJ. $250,000) offer this service. 
This same size relationship holds; in general, far all other services. 
The chi-square.test indicates that significant differences exist among 
thefertilizer sales classes in the prapertio~ of firms offering custom 
application, fertilizer delivery, l0ading after hours, soil testing and 
educational meetings (a< .• 05) for each of these services), 
In addition to tl).e firm characteristic~ shown in Table.a VII and 
VIII, services are offered .more frequently by deale;s who have a larger 
proportion of -their total sales for f e,;-tilizer . than. those with a small 
perce~tage of fertilizer sales, A chi~square test indicates tha~ signi-
ficant differences exist among the alt1;irnative classes of percent ferti-
lizer sales in the proportion of firms offering custem application, 
delivery, soil testing, and farm planning programs (a <,10), 
. . -
Managerial Attitudes Toward Financing 
Dealers were asked to rank flve possible reasons for accepting trade 
credit, Forty-seven firms gave a complete, ranking of all five reasons;· 
Eighty-six dealers ranked at least·two of the reasons. Table IX sh0ws 
the percent of the dealers who ran~ed el;lch reason either first.or second. 
The majority ef .. the firms ranked "maintain or increase market; share ef 
TABLE VIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF DEALERS OFFERING siLECTED CUSTOMER SERVICES 
ACCORDING TO FERTILIZER SALES, 97 DEALERS-
Service Offered 
Credit 
Applicator Furnished 
Custom Application . 
Fertilizer Delivery 
Loading After Hours 
Field Help 
Soil Testing 
Educational Meetings 
Farm Planning Programs 
No, of Firms in Each Class 
Significance 
Level a 
* 
** 
* 
* 
* 
50,000 
or 
Less 
12 
(86) 
11 
(79) 
4 
(28) 
8 
(57) 
5 
(36) 
3 
(21) 
3 
(21} 
5 
(36) 
1 
(7) 
14 
Fertilizer Sales-~ 
51;000 151,000 More 
to to Than 
150,000 250,000 250~000 
(Number of Firms)D· 
38 
(93) 
41 
(100) 
17 
(41) 
18 
(44) 
24 
(59) 
16 
(39) 
24 
(59) 
17 
(41) 
8 
(19) 
41 
28 
(100) 
23 
(100) 
15 
(65) 
10 
(43) 
18 
(78) 
13 
(57) 
14 
(61) 
15 
(65) 
7 
(30) 
23 
19 
(100) 
19 
(100) 
13 
(68) 
17 
(89) 
14 
(74) 
10 
(53) 
14 
(74) 
15 
(79) 
6 
(32) 
19 
aThe significance level (a) for the fertilizer sales groups is designated as** (a< 
.01), * (,01 <a.:_ ,05), and# (,05 <a~ .10). -
bThe numbers in parenthesis indicate the percent of dealers in each size class that 
offer each service. °' °' 
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sales" or "convenience to buyers'' as their first or ·second choice of 
reasons for offering credit i Approximately 73 percent of all firms · 
ranked market share as either the first or second reason for offering 
credit,to cust~mers. A total of 60 percent of the firms indicated con-
venience to buyers as their first·or second choice of reasons for offer-
ing credit, About 11 percent of the firms specified "other" reasons 
as their first or second choice. Most "other" reasons are actually 
similar to the.mark~t share reason. 
TABLE IX 
RANKING OF SELECTED REASONS FOR OFFERING SALES FINANCING 
Reasons. 
Maintain or In~rease Market. 
Share of Sales 
Increase Net Profit 
Make Money on Finance· 
Charges 
Convenience to Buyers 
Increase Fertilizer Sales 
In Off-Season 
a Other Reasons· 
Total Number of Firms 
Ranking Reasons 
Percent of Dealers. 
Ra,nking Reason 
1st or ·2nd 
73 
18 
2 
60 
8 
11. 
86 
Average.Rank 
1.4 
3.0 
4.7 
2.3 
3.6 
47 
aOther reasons were primarily to compete with other firms offer-
ing credit. 
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Only 18 percent of the firms indicated th,t increa~ing net profit 
is either the.first or secon4 mast importa11,t·re,a.sen.for effering credit. 
Th~s may suggest .that ~st. ,firms are more conc~rned with. sales rather 
than profits when determining their credit arrangements. 
Table IX also shows the average rank:assigned-tQ each.Qf·the rea-
sans by the·. 4 7 dealer$ providing a complete ordex-ing. (The lower num-
bers have .the higher .ordinal ranking.) The ordering ef the reasons is 
consistent with the percen~age.ef firms ranking each reason.first or 
s~ond., · The ranking -ef the five reasens by alternative types ef firms 
is censistent with the ranking provided by.all firms. 
A statistical test (Kend,all Rank Ceefficient of Concordance) is-
used to determine if thex-e .is a significant degree of agreement among · 
the 47 firms in ranking the.five reasons, 4 The degree of agreement 
amang the firms. in: ranking tq.~ five reasens is, measured by. a rank coeffi~ 
cient (W) calculated as: 
where: 
s = 
s w. . 
(l/12)K2 (N3-'.N) 
N 2 l [R.,.. (Rj /N)] , j=i J 
O<W<l. 
- -
N = numbe.r of reasons t~ be rl:!,nkecl = 5, 
K = number of fi.rms rank~ng the· reasons = 4 7, and 
R. = sum of rankings for the ,j th reason, · 
J 
(3-1) 
To test the significance of the rank ,coefficient. (W), one can use a 
chi-square test witq N-1 degrees of freeq.om, whe:r;e: 
x2 = K(N-,l)W, (3-2) 
The null hypothesis that the 47 ran~ings are.unrelated is rejected at; 
the .Ql level of significance if the calculated chi-square is greater 
than 13.3. A high or significant rank coefficient (W) means that the 
47 dealers are applying essentially the same standards in ranking the 
reasons. 
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The rank coefficient· (W) resulting from the ordering of the five 
reasons by the 47 dealers is .6277. The chi ... square is 118. The rank 
coefficient is significant at the .005 level. Thus, there is a signi-
ficant degree of agreement among the dealers in ranking the reasons. 
The managers were also asked to give their opinion as.to the effect 
of sales financing on their profits. · Ninety-four firms responded to the 
question. If increasing net profit is the goal of fertilizer dealers, 
then Table X may suggest that credit extension is not having the desired 
effect for many·firms. Approximately 14 percent of.all firms indicated 
that extending credit .to buyers of fertilizer decreases the net profit 
of th.eir firms. Most firms indicated that this decline occurs because 
working capital is tied up incredit accounts and they have to bqrrow 
funds to carry on their operation. There are·no significant difference~ 
in the answers to this question between the alternative types of firms. 
TABLE X 
THE EFFECT OF DEALER FINANCING ON NET PROFIT, 94 DEALERS 
Effect on Pref it Number of Firms Percent of Firms 
Increased 38 40.4 
Decreased 13 13.8 
No ijffect 43 45.7 
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Use of Alternative Credit-Policies 
Appra~imately 75 percent of all fertilizer sold by the sa~ple. 
dealers is financed with traqe, credit. For a partic~lar. f ertilber 
dealer, the,prapertion efsale1:1 on credit and the length of time a 
sale. iEI financ~d depends upon the . dealer's . credit -arrangement. · The 
types af credit.arrangements-utilized varies amang the.dealers. The 
objective of this sec;:tfon is to descri·b~ the .credit-policies accarding 
to credit instru!llents·and crec;lit deci1:1ion Vl;lriables and relate each to 
selected dealer characteristtcs, 
Credit Instruments 
The credit. _instruments ut;ilized by the. fertilizer dealers to fi--
nance their sales are open accounts. and pramissery notes, As shown in 
Table XI, five af the-100 firms do not ,1:1ccept the,custgµiers' credit and 
sell only for cash· en the purchase date. Two f::l._rms . use only notes, 60 
firms-use only open accounts, and 33 dealers use both accounts and notes 
to finance- their crec;lit sales, 
Four (80 percent) of the dealers that sell enly fer c~sh are ceop-
eratives, The two del;llers. financing all credit sale1:1 with notes are. 
alse ceepera-tives. A larger propartion of. the cooperatives utilize 
notes than de independent deal~rs ~r cempany .ster.es, Appraximately 45 
percent (41 + 4) of the.cooperat:i,ves _use notes-to finance part of their 
credit sales compared to 24 percent for the independent dealers and 30 
percent for campany.stares. A larger proportion of the independent 
dealers (74 percent) and company.stores- (70 percent) use open accounts 
to finance all credit sales than qe ce.eperatives (46 percent). 
Instrument 
Cash Policy 
Note Policy 
Account Policy 
Account-Note.Policy 
Total 
TABLE XI 
AVERAGE FERTILIZER SALES AND DISTRIBUTION OF DEALERS 
BY.TYPE OF FIRM ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF 
CREDIT INSTRUMENT USED, 100 DEALERS 
Firm Characteristics 
All T e 
Firms Independent· Company Cooperative Dealer Store 
(Number of Firms) 
5 4 .1 0 
(8) (2) (0) 
2 2 0 0 
(4) (O) (0) 
60 22 31 7 
(46) (74) (70) 
33 20 10 3 
(41) (24) (30) 
100 48 42 10 
aPercent of firms in each type with the alternative credit instrument, 
Fertilizer Sales [ll 
Average Number Per 
Firm Reporting 
57,625 (5) 
120,439 (2) 
153,701 (56) 
191,590 (33) 
161,028 (96) 
....... 
I-' 
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To relate the use. of alternative credit instruments. to the size of 
the firm, the average fertilizer sales for dealers using each instru-
ment is considered. (Only 96 ef the 100 firms reported their fertilizer 
sales.) The firms which do not accept credit have the s~llest average 
fertilizer sales ($57, 625), The dealers with both. note .. and account in"':' 
struments have a larger average fertilizer sales ($191,590) than th9se 
in the accounts enly ($153,701) class. 
Credit Pelicy Variables 
Account Pelicies. As.shown in Table XI, 93 dealers are using the 
open account instrument te finance some of their credit sales. The·open 
account policies a.re classified according to the use of selected credit 
decision variables (Tabl~ XII). All acc~unt policies specify an account· 
due period, but the policies differ in.the use of cash discounts and 
finance charges. Sixteen (17 percent) ef the dealers selling with epen 
accounts do not offer custom1!3rs cqsh discounts or impose.a finance 
charge on late payments. Forty-three- (46 percent) of the dealers with 
accounts. impose a finance charge on late payments, but de net affer a 
cash.discou~t·for an ec;1rly payment. Eight dealers (9 percent) offer a 
cash discount but do not impose a finance charge. Twenty-six dealers 
(28 percent) offer a cash discount and impose a finance charge, 
A larger proportion ef the.firms that do not offer a cash discount 
ner impose a finance charge use notes to finance some of their credit 
sales cempared to firms with other account policies. Seven of the.16 
firms (44 percent) with the account due peried only policy offer note 
financing in addition to account financing. These firms may issue notes 
to their custom'?rs when the account is due rather than impose a finance 
Policy 
Account·Due Period 
Account Due Period~ 
Finance Charge 
Account Due Period-
Cash Discount 
Account Due Period-
Finance Charge-
Cash Disceunt 
All Firms 
-
TABLE XII 
AVERAGE FERTILIZER SALES AND DISTRIBUTION OF DEALERS 
BY TYPE OF FIRM ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF 
ACCOUNT POLICY USED; 93 DEALERS 
All. Offer Type of Firm 
Firms Notes Campany Caeperat.ive Independent Stare 
(Number e f . Firms) 
16 7 9 7 0 
(17) (2l)a (17) (0) 
43 15 25 16 2 
(46) (60) '(39) (20) 
8 3 1 6 1 
(9) (2) (15) (10) 
26 8 7 12 7 
(28) (17) (29) (70) 
93 33 42 41 10 
aPercent of firms in each class with each alternative account policy. 
Average Fertilizer Sales 
($} (Number of Firms) 
181,652 15 
152,965 41 
120,375 8 
198,815 25 
167,750 89 
-...! 
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charge on late accounts. Thirty-five percent (15/43 x 100) and 31 per-
cent (8/26 x 100) of the dealers imposing a finance charge without a 
cash discount and with a cash discount, respectively, offer note finan-
cing. 
Table XII also shows the distrib~tion of the dealers with the al-
ternative account policies accerding to type.of firm. A larger prepor.,-
tion of the cooperative firms (60 percent) offer the account due period-
finance charge policy than do independent dealers (39 percent) or 
company s.tores (20 percent). Seventy percent of the company stores 
have an account policy with both finance charges and cash discounts, 
compared to 29 percent and 17 percent for independents and cooperatives, 
respectively. All of the company stores have either a finance charge 
or a cash discount. 
Table XII also shows the average ferttlizer sales for the dealers 
using each account. policy. ('Xhere are 89 dealers with accdunt policiet:1 
which reported their fertilizer sales.) The dealers with both finance 
charges and cash discount policies h~ve the largest average fertilizer 
sales ($198,815). However, the dealers with neither a finance charge 
nor a cash discount have larger average fertilizer sales ($181,652) com-
pared to those having a finance charge ($152,965) or a cash discount· 
($120,375) only. 
The lengths of the account due periods fo,r firms with accounts 
range from 30 days to the time ef crop harvest. The length of the 
account due period when crop harvest terms are offered depends on the 
kind of crop fertilized and the time of fertilizer application. For 
example, if fertilizer is applied to wheat at the time of planting 
(September 15), the.account due period under crop harvest.terms is 
75 
approximately 270 days, (Assume that wheat is harvested on June 15,) 
However, if the fertilizer.is applied to growing wheat on February 15, 
· the accou~t due period is approximately 120 days. If fertilizer is. 
· applied on cotton at the time ,ef 1 planting (May 1), the. aocQµnt due 
period is appro·ximately 180 days, (Assume cotton is· harvested on Novem-
ber L) The various account due periads for the dealers are grouped 
as 30-day, 30-90 day, crop terms, and ether terms (Table XIII), The 
"other" terms are either accounts. due .at 120 days from the date .of pur-
chase or accounts due on two specified dates during the year such as 
December 1 and June 1. 
Table XIII shews the.number of firms having the alternative account 
due periods for the.93 dealers with account policies, Approximately 33 
percent of the. firms have 30-day; · 20 percent; 31 to 90-day; 39 percent, 
crop harvest; and·a percent, other account due periods, A larger pra-
portton of cooperatives (52 percent) have 30-day account due periods 
than independent dealers. (20 percent) or company store$ (10 percent) , 
Independent.dealers and cempany stores appear te h~ve longer due periods 
than cooperatives, Only 17 percent of t}:le coeperatives have crop har-
vest due periods compared to 59 percent and 50 percent for independent 
dealers and company stores, respectively. 
The finance charge rates for dealers imposing a·finance charge 
range from .• 5 to 1. 5 percent per month, Table XIII shows the number of . 
dealers with account polic:i,es who imppse :altei;native finance charge 
rates. Sixty-nine dealers (74 percent of dealers with accounts) h<;1ve 
a finance charge. Forty-six dealers (49 percent) charge 1.0 to 1.4 per-
cent per month on past'"".due accaunts and 19 dealers (20 percent) charge 
1.5 percent per month. 
Account 
Decision 
TABLE XIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF FIRMS WITH VARIOUS ACCOUNT DECISION VARIABLES, 
ACCORDING TO TYPE OF FIRM AND ACCOUNT DUE PERIOD, 93 DEALERS 
Type of Firm Account Due Period 
Independent Company Variable Cooperative Dealer Store 30 31-90 Crop Ot:he£ 
No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) 
Account Due Period 
(days) 
30 22 (52)a 8 (20) 1 (10) 
30-90 11 (26) 5 (12) 3 (30) 
Crop Harvest 7 (17) 24 (59) 5 (50) 
Other 2 (5) 4 (10) 1 (10) 
Finance Charge Rate 
(% per month) 
.5-.9 1 (2) 3 (7) o (0) 1 (3)b 1 (5) 2 (6) 0 (0) 
1.0-1.4 17 (40) 20 (49) 9 (90) 12 (39) 9 (47) 20 (59) 5 (71) 
1.5 14 (33) 5 (12) o (0) 10 (32) 7 (37) 2 (6) o (0) 
Total 32 (76) 28 (68) 9 (90) 23 (74) 17 (89) 24 (71) 5 {71) 
Finance Charge Period 
(days) 
30 11 (26) 8 (20) 2 (20) 15 (48) 2 (11) 3 (9) 1 (14) 
31-60 13 (31) 4 (10) 4 (40) 8 (26) 6 (32) 5 (15) 2 {D) 
61-90 7 (17) 4 (10) o (0) o (0) 8 (42) 1 (3) 2 (D) 
91 or more 1 (2) 12 (49) 3 (30) o (0) 1 (5) 15 (44) 0 (0) 
Cash Discount Rate 
(%) 
2 6 (14) 15 (37) 3 (30) 3 (10) 6 (32) 14 (39) 1 U4) 
3 or more 2 (5) 3 (7) 5 (50) 2 (6) 1 (5) 5 · (14) 2 {D) 
Total 8 (19) 18 (44) 8 (80) 5 (16) 7 (37) 19 (53) 3 (43) 
Cash Discount Period 
(days) 
20 or ;tess 3 (l) 5 (12) 2 (2(!) 1 (3) 1 , (5) 5 (14) 3 (43) 
30 or more 5 (12) 13 (32) 6 (60) 4 (13) 6 (32) 14 (39) 0 (0) 
All Firms 42 41 10 31 19 36 7 
8percent of type with each note decision variable. 
bPercent of dealers with each account due period with each decision variable. 
All 
n.,.. 
.,_ (%) 
31. (33) 
u (20) 
36 (39) 
7 (8) 
.. (4) 
'" 
(49) 
u (20) 
H (74) 
n (23) 
n (23) 
ll (12) 
16 (17) 
2' (26) 
10 (ll) 
34 (37) 
l.O (ll) 
M {26) 
'3 
" ()'\ 
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Table XIII also shows the relationship between the alternative 
account due periods and the finance charge rates, A larger proportion 
of the dealers with 30-day due periods (32 percent) and 31-90 day due 
periods (37 percent) charge 1.5 percent per month compared to the deal-
ers with crop terms (6 percent), However, a larger proportien of 
dealers with crop and other account du~ periods charge one percent per 
month than the dealers with 30 and 31-:90 day due periods. A slightly 
smaller percent (71 percent) of the dealers with crep terms impese a 
finance charge than dealers with 30-day, 31-90 day, er other due·per:;l.ods. 
Dealers with crep ter~s may not impose a finance charge because the 
farmer will likely pay the dealer when he receives the receipts from his 
crop. Only one company stare did not have a finance charge. The other 
nine company stores charge one pe+cent per month. A larger proportion 
of the cooperatives impose a finance charge-(76 percent) than do inde-
pendent dealers (68 percent), Also, a larger proportion of the c0opera-
tives have higher finance charge rates .. than independent dealers. Thirty-
three percent of the cooperatives charge 1.5 percent per month compared 
to 12 percent of the independent dealers. 
The time the finance charge is imposed, the finance charge period, 
is usually tqe same as the account due period, Howev.er, as shown in 
Table XIII, some dealers have finance charge periods different than 
their account due periods. Twenty-six percent of the dealers with 30-
day account due periods have finance charge periods from 31.to 60 days. 
Eleven percent of the dealers with 31 to 90 day account due periods 
have 30-day finance charge periods and five percent (one dealer) have 
finance charge.periods that are more than 90 days. Twenty-seven per-
cent (15 + 3 + 9) of the dealers with crop harvest due periods have 
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finance charge periods less than or equa~ to 90 days •. Only one coopeta~ 
tive firm has a finance'.charge period of 90 or more·days. Twenty-nine 
percent of the independent dealers.and 30 percent of the, company stores 
have finance charge periods longer tha~ 90 days. 
Thirty-four dealers off er a, cash .. discount. for payments m~de during 
tne cash.discount period. Only two dealers offer more.than a three per-
cent cash discount, A larger proportion of the dealell'S with crop har-
vest due periods offer a. cash. discount than do dea,lers with 30-day or 
31-90 day due periods. Also, a larger.proportion of the company stores 
· and independent d_ealers offer a c~sh discount than cooperatives. 
The cash discount periods (the·nulllber:of days from the ·purchase 
date·to.the date the·payment must be made to receive a cash discount) 
for the dealers offering a cash. disco.unt . range from the date. of pur-
chase to 60 days after the.purchase date. More dealers,have cash dis-
count periods of 30 days or longe~ (24 dealers) than 20 days·or .less. 
(10 dealers). Even.of the dealers with 30-day ac~ount due periods, 
more.have 30-day cash discount·periods tha~ the.20-day or less peri~ 
ods. 
Note Policies. Thirty-five of the·de~lers use.notee to finance 
at least a part·of their credit sales. Only two dealers use notes to 
finance. all of their credit .sales. The note payment periods ( the avet- . 
age length of time from tb_e ·date· notes are· issued to the due date) for 
the dealers with notes range from 3 to 10 months. Table XIV shows the. 
number and percent of the dealers with various note due periods. The 
largest percentage of all firms' notes are due in 5 to 6 months from 
the issue date (51 percent). All three of the company-stores with notes 
TABLE XIV 
DISTRIBUTION OF DEALERS WITH VARIOUS NOTE DECISION VARIABLES, ACCORDING 
TO TYPE OF FIRM AND NOTE PAYMENT PERIOD, 35 DEALERS 
Note Type of Firm Note Payment feriod (months) All Decision Independent Co11JP8.nf Firms Variable Cooperative Dealer Store 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 
No. (%) No. (%) No. °(:Z) No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) No. {%) No. (%) 
Note Payment Period 
(months) 
3-4 0 (O)a 4 (40) 3 (100) 7 (20) 
5-6 14 (64) 4 (40) 0 (O) 18 (51) 
7-8 5 (23) 1 (10) 0 (0) 6 (17) 
9-10 3 (14) 1 (10) 0 (0) 4 (11) 
Annual Interest Rate 
(%/year) 
0 0 (0) 2 (20) 1 (33) 2 (29)b 1 (6) 0 (O) 0 (O) 3 (6) 
7-8 10 (45) 1 (10) 1 (33) 1 (14) 7 (40) 3 (50) 1 (25) 12 (34) 
9-10 9 (41) 5 (50) 0 (0) 2 (29) 6 (33) 3 (50) 3 (75) 14 (40) 
11-12 3 (14) 2 (20) 1 (33) 2 (29) 4 (22) 0 (0) 0 (0) 6 (17) 
Issue Date 
(days) 
0-20 .5 (23) 4 (40) 0 (0) 2 (29) 4, (22) 1 (17) 2 (50) 9 (26) 
30 12 (54) 2 (20) 2 (67) 2 (29) 8 (44) 4 (67) 2 (50) 16 (46) 
60 4 (18) 4 (40) 0 (0) 2 (29) 5 (28) 1 (17) 0 (O) 8 (23) 
90 or more 1 (5) 0 (0) 1 (33) 1 (14) 1 (6) 0 (O) 0 (O) 2 .(6) 
All Firms 22 10 3 7 18 6 4 35 
8i>ercent of type with each note decision variable. 
bPercent of dealers with each note payment period with each alternative note decision variable. 
~ 
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· have due periods from 3 to 4 months. All of the notes. issued by cooper-
atives are due in five or more months. 
The annual interest rates charged on notes range from zero to 12 
percent, Six percent of the dealers with notH charge no interest if 
the. notes are paid during the. not~ due period. Thirty-four percent, 
40 percent, and 17 percent charge 7 to 8 percent, 9 to 10 percent and 
11 to 12 percent, annual interest rates; respe~tively. All cooperative 
firms charge seven percent or m9re annual interest rates. However, a 
larger proportion of the independent dealers w'ith notes charge nine per-
cent or more (70 percent) compared to cooperatives (55 percent). Table 
XIV also shows the number and perce~t of .firms with the various note 
payment periods charging alternative interest rates. Forty percent of 
the dealers with 5 to 6-month note due periods have 7 to 8 percent annual 
interest rates, 33 percent haye 9 to 10 percent rates, and 22 percent 
have 11 to 12 percent rates. 
Notes are issued either on the purchase date or after the sale is 
carried on an open account for seme period of time, The issue date 
ranges from the purchase.date.to 120 days after the purchase date, 
Twenty-six percent 0f the.dealers with notes.issue them within 20 days 
of the purchase date. Forty,-six percent, 23 percent, and 6 p,ercent 
issue notes in 30, 60, and 90 er m0re days, respectively. In general, 
the longer note payment periods are associated with the.shorter note 
issue dates, ·. Only one dealer with. a note due. period of .seven or more 
months has an issue date of 60 or more days.· 
Standards and C0llection Practices. The dealers were alsa asked 
-.- .. 
questions concerning their credit standards and credit collectian prac-
tic es. The alternative types of .statements required of new credit 
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customers is one measure of a dealer's areC,it standards. Table XV 
· · shows the. numbe.r an4 percent .. of th.e 95. deale.rs selling on Ct'edit terms 
who require the selec~ed statements frem new custo~ers. The most cemmon 
credit statement required of .new customers is a formal credit applica-
tion (46 percent of all firms selling on credit ,require this statement). 
Only 11 percent of the dealers require a financial statement. The 
"otheJ;' stateme1;1t" most eften used by·f:i,rms is an oral interview with the. 
new custQmer. (Twenty-one.percent of the.dealers selliq.g on credit re-
quired "other statements".) However, 31 ,percent of the.firms de net 
require any. statE!!ment of new custem~rs who buy cm er.edit. These data 
suggest that many managers fe~l they know thE!! payment capability of 
mest farmers in their trade area~ The proportion ef coeperatives re-
quiring no statement is higher than either independent deale;s or com-
pany stores. · A h~gher proport:J.on of company. stores ·require formal, 
credit applications than either c00perative~ or independ·ent dealers, 
A written notice.ence·a month is the most cemmen collection prac-
tice used by fertilizer dealers (79 percent ef all firms use this prac-
tice). About ·one-half ·of all firms persenally visit .with the farmer 
when an account is past'"'.'gue. The most. cemmon practi<;:e indicated in 
the."0ther me~ns ef collecti0n" group is the use ef a.coll~ctien agency. 
There is little difference. in the collecti.on practices used by the dif-
ferent types affirms. 
Credit-Performance 
The objective of this sect:ien is·tp describe the data obtained from 
tl;te fertilizer dealers concerning their credit perform1;1.nce. The credit ·. 
performance variables analyzed are the.proportion of.sales for cash, on 
TABLE XV 
DISTRIBUTION OF DEALERS WITH VARIOUS STATEMENTS REQUIRED AND COLLECTION 
PRACTICES UTILIZED ACCORDING TO TYPE OF FIRM, 95 DEALERSa 
Credit Type,of Firm 
roJiSY 
·company All Firms Variable Cooperative Independent Store. 
No, (%) No. (%) No, (%) No. (%) 
Statement Required 
Formal Credit Appli-
cation 16 (36) 20 (49) 8 (80) 44 (46) 
Financial State~ent 3 (7) 5 (12) 2 (20) 10 (11) 
Other Statement 13 (30) 7 (17) 0 (0) 20 (21) 
No Statement 18 (41) 10 (24) 1 (10) 29 (31) 
Gollec.tion Practice 
Written Notice Once 
a Month 35 (80) 32 (78) 8 (80) 75 (79) 
Written Notice When 
Accaunt is Due 15 (34) 16 (39) 5 (50) 36 (38) 
Personal Visit After 
Account is Due 24 (54) 21 (51) 5 (SO) 50 (53) 
Other Means of Col-
lecticin 9 (20) 6 (15) 2 (20) 17 (18) 
Number in Each Type 44 41 10 95 
aDealers may require more than one statement and utilize more than one collection 
practice. 
00 
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accounts, and on notes; the proportion of account sales paid in alter-
native payment intervals and the.collection period on account sales. 
The credit performance variables are compared for selected dealer char-
acte.ristics and the alternative credit policies, A more detailed sta-
tistical analysis of the relationship be~ween credit decision variables 
and the credit performance variables is presented in Chapter IV, 
Percent of Sales for Cash, On Account 
and On Notes 
-------
Ninety-four dealers completed the section of the questionnaire 
concerning their credit performance, The average percent of fertilizer 
sales per dealer paid for in cash on the.purchase date is 29,3 percent 
(see Table XVI), Five of the 94 dealers have 100 percent of their 
sales for cash, Sales for cash c9uld also include those sales for which 
the dealer arranges for financing with the local bank, The dealer usu-
ally receives payment from the bank near the purchase date, The aver-
age percent per firm for this type of financing is 1,2 percent, All 
sales other than cash sales or those financed by the.local bank are fi~ 
nanced either by the dealer or his supplier (fertilizer manufacturer 
or wholesale distributor). If the dealer's fertilizer supplier finances 
the customer's purchase, the local dealer is usually paid by the fer-
tilizer supplier at some time .after the purchase date, but before the 
customer. pays for the purchase. In this case, the supplier rather than 
the local dealer, has funds tied up in credit receivables. The aver-
age percent of fertilizer sales financed with an open account instrument 
(firm and supplier) is 61.6 percent per dealer, The average percent of 
fertilizer sales financed with a note instrument is eight percent, 
The suppliers finance an average of 27 percent of the fertilizer 
TABLE XVI 
AVERAGE PERCENT OF FERTILIZER SALES FOR CASH AND FINANCED 
ACCORDING TO FIRM CHARACTERISTICS, 94 DEALERS 
Firm Number Average Percent of Fertilizer Sales 
Characteristic of Dealer Supplier Dealer Supplier Local Dealers Cash Account Account Note Note Bank 
All Firms 94 29.27 39.36 22.22 3.09 b 4.90 1.16 (61.58)a (7 .99) 
Firms With Credit Sales 89 25.29 41.57 23.47 3.28 5.18 1.22 
(65.04) (8.46) 
Firms With Accounts 87 24.44 42.53 24.01 2.76 5.01 1.25 
(66.54) (7 .77) 
~ of Firmc 
Cooperative 37 21.35 59.08 5.81 4.46 6.89 2.41 
(64.89) (11.35) 
Independent Dealer 40 28.28 36,98 30.10 1.63 2.90 .13 
(67,08) (4.53) 
Company Store 10 20.50 3.50 67.00 1.00 6.50 1.50 
(70.50) (7 .50) 
Fertilizer Sales file 
~50,000 10 55.00 28.0Q 17.00 .oo .oo .oo 
(45.00) (O) 
51,000-150,000 33 23,67 43.91 23,79 2.42 5.91 .30 
(67.70) (8.33) 
151,000-250,000 22 18.09 54.23 10.23 5.68 7.95 3.82 
(64.46) (13.63) 
>250,000 18 19.28 40,72 33.56 1.94 3.67 .83 
(74.28) (5.61) 
aAverage percent of fertilizer sales on dealer and supplier accounts. 
bAverage percent of fertilizer sales on dealer and supplier notes. 
c!ncludes only firms with accounts. 00 
.i:,,. 
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sales (22 percent with acceunts and 5 percent with notes), 
The 89 dealers (excluding five dealers with 100 percent of sales 
for cash) who sell with either accounts, notes, or both, have an aver-
age of 25. 3 percent of ·their sales for cash. Sixty-five percent of 
their sales are on accounts and 8.5 percent are on notes. Over 28 per-
cent ef their fertilizer sales are financed by the supplier (23,47 + 
5.18). The suppliers finance a larger share of the note sales than the 
account sales. 
The average·percent of sales for cash, on account, and en notes 
for the 87 dealers which have account policies (excluding two dealers 
with only notes), are compared for the alternative types of firms, The 
company stores and cooperatives appear to be financing a larger propor-
ticm of their fertilher sales than are independent dealers. The aver-
age percent of sales paid in cash is 20,5 percent for company stores 
and 2L4 percent for cooperatives, whereas the average for independent 
dealers is 28.3. 5 The coeperati.ves finance a larger proportion of 
their sales with notes (11.4 percent), However, independent dealers 
and company stores finance a slightly larger proportion of their sales 
with accounts than do cooperatives, Comparing the proportion of sales 
financed by the local dealers (both notes and accounts) to those fi-
nanced by the dealer's suppliers, the cooperatives finance a larger 
proportion of their sales (63.5 percent) than de. independent dealers 
(38,6 percent) or company stores (4.5 percent). Nearly all of the com-
pany stores' credit sales are financed by their suppliers, 
Table XVI also shows the average percent of fertilizer sales for 
cash, on acceunts, and on notes for the dealers according to their vol-
ume of fertilizer sales. The dealers having the smallest volume of 
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fertilizer sales (less than or equal to $50,000) have the highest aver,.. 
age percent of fertilizer sales for cash· (55 percent), In general, the 
larger the v0lume of fertilizer sales, the higher the percent of ferti-
lizer sales on accounts. 
Table XVII shows the average.percent of fertilizer sales purchased 
in cash, on account, and on notes for alternative account arrangements, 
The dealers who finance all credit sales with account instruments have 
an average of 28.2 percent of their sales for cash compared to 17.3 
perc-ent for the dealers with credit sales on. both. accounts and notes. 
The dealers with only accounts have 71.1 percent of their sales on ac-
count. (dealer and supplier). The dealers with accounts and notes have 
57,9 percent on accounts and 22.5 percent on notes. A larger proportion 
of sales for the dealers who offer notes are financed by the supplier 
than are the sales of dealers with only accountso 
There does not appear to be much difference in the percent of 
fertilizer sales for cash and on accounts for the alternative account 
policies. However, the dealers who do not offer cash discounts nor 
impose a financ·e charge. (the. account due period policy) have a larger 
average. percent of sales financed with notes than do dealers with fi-
nance charges, cash discounts or both, 
Payment Distribution and Average Collection 
Period 
As discussed in Chapter II, the distribution of payments for ac-
count sales by their age at the time of collection is used to describe 
the farmer's payment behavior. The proportion of sales paid in each 
payment interval and the approximate age at time of collection is used 
TABLE XVII 
AVERAGE PERCENT OF FERTILIZER FOR CASH AND FINANCED ACCORDING 
TO TYPE OF ACCOUNT POLICY USED, 87 DEALERS 
Account Number Average Percent of Fertilizer Sales 
Arrangement· of Dealer Supplier Dealer· Supplier Dealers Cash Account Account Note Note 
All Account Firms 87 24 .44 . 42.53 24.01 2c76 b 5.01 
(66.54)a (7,77) 
Instruments 
Account Only 57 28.19 45.32 25.79 
(71.11) 
Account-Note 30 17.30 37,23 20.63 8.00 14.53 
(57. 86) (22.53) 
Account Policy 
Account.Due Period 12 21.42 41.92 24c50 1.67 10.50 
(66.42) (12.17) 
Account Due Period 
Fina.nee Charge 41 26.02 49.85 15,00 3.54 4.27 · 
(64.85) (7. 81) 
Account Due Period 
Cash Discount 8 25.13 47.38 20.00 4.38 L25 
(67.38) (5,63) 
Account Due Period 
Finance Charg~-
Cash Discount 26 23 .08 29, 77 39,23 1.54 4.81 
(69.00) (6.35) 
a.Average percent of fertilizer sales on dealer and supplier accounts. 
bAverage percent of fertilizer sales on dealer and supplier-notes. 
Local 
Bank 
1.25 
.70 
2.30 
.oo 
L32 
1.88 
1.54 
00 
-..J 
to compute an average collection period. The approximate age at the 
time of collection assumed for payments made:in each·payment interval 
is shown below. 
Payment Interval 
1st 
2ncf 
3rd 
4th 
5th 
1-30 days 
31-90 days 
91-180 days 
181-365 days 
> 365 days 
Age il Time ef Callec_tion 
30 day~ 
60 days 
135 days 
270 days· 
365 days 
The·approximate age of payments made in the second, third and fourth 
88 
payment interval.is assumed to be the.median day of tl:iat interval, It· 
is also assumed that all payments made during the·first·interval are 
paid en the 30th day~ and that all sales paid after one year are paid in 
365 days from the purchase date. Since the average collection period is 
a measure of tl:ie average length of time account sales are. invested in·. 
receivables, the proportion ef sales not paid (bad debts) are included, 
in-the calculations, It is assumed that the sales not,paid for are 
invested in receivables, for 365 days. The average collection period 
(days) is calculated using equation (2-10) in Ch~ptex: II, 
Table XVIII shows the average percent of account sales paid in. 
each. payment interval and the average collectian period fer dealers. 
with various firm characteristics. The average colleqtian period for 
all firms having any ac~aunt sa~es is 121,02 days. The average cellec-
tion period is calculated for the dealers' total account sales including 
6 
sales financed by their suppliers. The average percent of account 
sales net paid for is anly .33 percent, However, only 19 of the 87 
dealers report·e4 any. bad debts, If the dealers were reluctant to report 
baq. debts, the average percent of account sales. not paid fer may be 
TABLE XVIII 
AVERAGE PERCENT OF ACCOUNT SALES PAID IN ALTERNATIVE PAYMENT PERIODS 
AND THE AV-ERAGE .CQL-LECTION PERIOD ACCORDING TO 
FIRM CHARACTERISTICS, 87 DEALERS 
Aver.age Percent of Account.Sales Paid In 
Firm Characteristic Alternative Payment Intervals {Days2 
< 30 31-90 91-180 18].-365 > 365 Not Paid 
All Firms With Accounts (87)a 27.68 23 .24 25.88 21. 94 .93 .33 
~·Of Firm 
Cooperative (37) 39.38 32.78 20.84 6.54 .41 .05 
Independent Dealers (40) 17.79 14.53 29.20 36.45 1.46 .57 
Company Store (10) 24.00 22 .80 31.20 20.90 . 70 .41 
Fertilizer Sales 
_:_ $50, 000 (10) 29.00 15.50 39.00 15.00 LOO .50 
$51,000-150,000 (33) 23 .86 26,42 25.33 23.41 .61 .36 
$151,000-250,000 (22) 37.09 22.41 21.50 18.07 • 79 .15 
> $250,000 (18) 23.06 24 .oo 22~90 22.17 1.39 .39 
--
aNumbers in parentheses are the number of firms in each category. 
Average 
Collection 
Period 
{Da:y:sl 
121.02 
78.95 
159.30 
123.48 
116.63 
130.78 
105.82 
126.82 
(X) 
\0 
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small compared to the.actual situati_on. The average-percent of account 
sales paid for within 30 days of the; purchase date is 27. 7 percent. 7 
As shown in Table XVIII, the cooperatives have a larger average. 
percent of account sales paid in the early payment intervals (30 and 
31-90 days) and a shorter co~lection period than either company s~ores 
or independent dealers, The cooperatives have an average. collection 
period per fi.rm equal to approximately 79 days compared to 123. 5 for 
company stares. and 159.3 days for independent dealers. Recall, fram 
Table XIII; that a larger prapqrtion of the coaperatives have shorter-
accaunt due periods and finance charge periods th~n either independent 
8 dealers or company stores. The independent dealers have. a larger aver-. 
age percent of,account sales paid in the intervals after 180 days and 
a larger percent not·paid than either company stores or cooperatives. 
The average percent of account sales not paid is .5~ percent for inde-
pendents compared ta • OS for cooperatives and ,41 for company stares. 
The percent of account sales paid in alternative payment intervals 
and the average.collection periods are.also shown for dealers in each 
fertilizer sale~ group. Based on the average collection period, calcu-
lated for each size group, there does not appear to be,a significant 
relationship between the size of the fertilizer sales and the length 
of the average collection period. 
Table XIX shows the average percent of account sales paid in each 
payment interval and the average collection period for dealers using 
alternative account instruments and account policies. The dealers 
using the account instrument to finance all of their.credit sales have 
a longer average collection period than the ,dealers having both accc;,unts 
and notes. The average collection period for the dealers with only 
TABLE XIX 
AVERAGE PERCENT OF ACCOUNT SALES PAID IN ALTERNATIVE PAYMENT PERIODS 
AND THE AVERAGE COLLECTION PERIOD ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF 
ACCOUNT POLICY USED, 87 DEALERS 
Number Average·Percent of AccountSales Paid in Account 
of Alternative Payment Intervals {days) Arrangement Dealers <30 31-90 91-180 181-365 >365 .. Net Paid 
All Account Firms 87 27,68 23.24 25.88 21.94 ,93 .33 -
Instrument 
Account Only 57 28.18 20.91 24.15 24.98 1.38 .39 
Account-Note 30 26.73 27.67 29,16 16.15 .07 .22 
Account Policy 
Account Due Period 12 35.83 24.08 9.92 30,00 .oo .17 
Account Due Period 
Finance Charge 41 30,27 25.41 23.32 19.51 1.07 .41 
Account Due Period 
Cash Discount 8 19.06 10.12 40.63 29. 7 5 .28 .16 
Account Due Period 
Finance Charge-
Cash Discount 26 22.50 23.46 32.75 19,63 1.32 .34 
Average 
Collection 
Period 
(days) 
121.02 
127.51 
108.65 
120.21 
113.89 
148.57 
124.10 
\0 
I-' 
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accounts is 127.S days compared to 108.6 days for the qealers with 
9 both accounts and notes. The qealers with notes have a smaller aver-
· age percent of account sales paid in the intervals.after 180 days and a 
smallex: percet').t 'not paid than the.dealers with only accounts. 
The lower portion of Table XIX shows'the variation in:the percent 
of account sales paid in each payment interva~ and the average·collec-
tion period ai;oong.the dealers with alternative account policies. The· 
dealers imposing a finance charge and~ cash discount have the shortest 
average collection period per firm (113.9 days). The dealers with both 
finance charges and cash discounts have account sales outstanding for 
124 .1 days. However, the de~.1 ers with neither -. a f inan~e ch~rge nor a . 
cash discount-have an average collection period perfirmof only 120.2 
days. Also, the.dealers with a cash.discount but imposing no financE;! 
charge have the longest average collection pe~iod -(148.6 days). 
The length of the account due period is.not considered in Table 
XIX. The length of the account due periods for dealers with each of 
the account policies is likely to influence.the length of the average 
collection period. A large .propertion of the dealers imposing a finan~e 
charge have account due periods of 30 days or 30 to 90 days (see Table 
XIII). Also, a large froportion of the dealers offering.cash discounts 
.. 
have crop harvest accojnt·due periods. Thus, it is evident that in or-
ii 
der to determine the e{fect of the ac~ount arrangements on average col-
·'; ;.: 
lection periods, a proc~dure · is needed to disti·nguish the effects of 
,.,a 
•i! 
l each credit policy deciJion variable. This is.the purpose of.the next 
chapter. 
FOOTNOTES 
1 Oklahoma State Board of Agriculture, Charts and Maps Showing 
Fertilizer Consumption in Oklahoma, 69-70. (Oklahoma City, 1970), p. 11. 
2sidney Siegal, Non-Parametric Statistics for-Behavioral Sciences 
(New York, 1956), pp. 17:S-179. 
3 Ibid., p. 8. 
4Ibid., pp. 229-238. 
5If the dealers which have 100 perc,nt of sales for cash are in-
cluded, the cooperatives have an average·30.6 percent of their sales for 
cash compared ta 30.0 percent and 20.5 percent for independents and com-
pany stores, respectively. 
6 Referring to the percent of account sales paid in each interval 
as shown in Table XVIII and the approximate age.at the time of collec-
tion shown above, the,average collection period fer all firms with 
accounts i.s calculated as: .2768(30) + .2324(60) + .2588(135) + 
.2194(270) + .93(365) + .33(365) = 121.02 days. 
7 Account sales do not include sales paid for in cash on the date of 
purchase. 
8A statistical analysis of the effect of the .credit decision vari-
ables on the average collection period is discussed in Chapter IV. 
9The dealers with both accounts and notes have approximately 22.5 
percent of their fertilizer sales on notes (Table XVII) which are out-
standing for an average of 6 months (180 days). 
CHAPTER .IV· 
CREDIT PERFORMANCE FOR ALTERNATIVE CREDIT POLICIES 
In Chapter II, it wai;; hypothesized that; the.dealer's receivable 
investment cest is a function of the proportien of fertilizer sales 
f:tnanced wtth either accoun1;:s or notes and the timing of payments for 
financed sales. The average collection period is used as a measure of 
the timing of payments for credit sales, The average collection period 
on notes receivable is assumed to be equal to the length of the.note 
payment period specified on the note instrument, Th~ average collection 
period on,accounts receivable and the proportion of fertilizer sales on 
accounts and on notes are hypothesized to be a function of the credit 
policy decision variables. Thus, in order to calculate the cost of 
investing a dealer's funds in.receivables for alternative credit ar~ 
rangements, the empirical relationship existing between these credit 
performance variables and the credit policy decision variables must be 
estimated. 
In Chapter III, the data regarding the dealers' firm characteris-
tics~ credit arrangements, and credit performance were presented. Using 
the data, a multiple linear regression analysis will be utilized to 
estimate the change·in.the values of the credit performance variables 
when a dealer changes a decision variable in his credit arrangement. 
Using the regressi?n equations estimated for average collection period, 
percent accounts,. and percent.notes, the cost of investing a dealer's 
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funds in.receivabl,es under alternative credit arrangements can then·be 
calculated. 
Statistical Procedure 
Multiple Linear Regression Models. 
The multiple linear regression procedure is us.ed to ,estimate the 
linear relatie;mship which exists between a dependent variable denoted 
by Y and k independent or explanatory variables denoted by x1 , x2, ••• , 
~· It is assumed that a linear relationship exists between Y and the 
X's for each observation in a sample of size n such that: 
where: 
i = 1, 2, ,,,, n observations, 
Yi= ith observation on the dependent variable, 
so' sl' 132' ••• , sk .. unknown constants, 
Xli' x2i' ••• , Xki = ith observation on the k independent 
variables, and 
v. = unknown error or disturbance terms. 
1 
(4-1) 
Utilizing the sample data, the S c.oefficients and the parameters of the 
distribution of the error terms (mean and variance) are estimated by 
the method of least squares, When the following assumptions about the 
observations are met the ordinary least squares procedure provides the 
best (least variance), unbiased, linear estimators of the S coeffi-
1 
cients. · 
1. The vi (error terms) are random variables and their 
expected value is equal to zero. 
2. The vi (error terms) have a constant variance, o2 for all 
sets of values of .the independent variables X and the vi 
are not correlated with one.anot~ef. 
3. The numbers Xli' x2i, ••• , Xki are.fixed and not subject· 
to random variation. 
4. The number of parameters to be estimated (k) is less than 
the number of observations (n) and no exact linear rela-
2 tionships exist am~ng any of .the X variables. 
The least squares procedure used to estimate the S coefficients 
gives the estimated regression equation: 
where: 
Y is the estimate of Yi for the .ith ob~erved values 
of the X's and b0 , b1 , ••• , bk are the estimates .of 
Sl, S2, ••• , ,sk. 
Then, the observed value for the;ith Y is: 
where: 
ei = Y.~Y. are the.residuals. 
1 1 
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(4-2) 
(4-3) 
The dependent or response variables for which regressfon equations 
are estimated in this study are: 
yl (M) average collectien peried for accounts receivable, a 
y2 = (x ) percent of fertilizer sales on account, a 
y3 = (x ) percent of fert;:ilizer sales en notes, and n 
Y4 = (y c) percent of fertilizer sales for cash. 
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The average collection period model (Y1) is estimated using data from 
87 dealers (observations from the 87 firms with accounts). The account 
and cash medels (Y2,, and Y4) are,estimated wit~ data, from the.89 dealers 
who effer fina_ncing (either account1;1 and/or nates). The nete, model is 
estiI114ted witp data.from.32 1 dealers whe offer note financing. Tabie XX 
shows the mean, standard deviation, arui range fe-r the observed values of 
each dependeE1.t variable. The· observed. average cCi>llectian period en 
accounts. is computed fo.r each of the 87 dealers. as describ.ed in. Chapter 
II (equation 2"'."10) using the payment d~stribut;on fer all acceunt .. sales 
including the~e· sales written off as bad debts. The observations for 
the percent of fertilizer sales paid in-cash. (on the purchase·date) and 
sold on acceunts or nates are obtain~q dircactly frem the questiannaire 
completed by each dealer. The percent of ·sales an acceunts and on nates 
include both,the deale;'s anq his suppliers' accounts a~d notes. 3 
Several medel.s were estimated anq evaluated for each dependent 
variable. , All models are multiple .l:f:near regreuion medele ef .the form 
specified in equE1tion (4-2). The independent:variables selected to 
estimate the regressien equat:l,ons for Y1 , Y2, Y3 and Y4 are either 
credit.policy variables which ·can be centrolled by the dealer ar firm 
characteristics which can be mea1:1ured, The hypothesized effe\ct-of the 
credit policy variables upon each depenqent variable was discussed in 
Chapter II. No exvlanatory variables concerning the,buyers' behavior 
or enviren~ent were.observed. The-explanatory variables censidered and 
their respective explanations are: 4 
x1 = Finance charge period if a fitUlnce.charge is imposed on 
late payments, · account que period otherwi~e (days), 5 
. ' . : ' ' .. · . ' 
Xi = Cash disce>unt ra~e ·offered for early payments (%), 
X3 = Casih discount_. period, (days) , 
x4 = Finance charge~ per menth imposed on accounts net. 
pai'd by the f f~nce. charge perio4. (%), 
x5 = Annual interest'!!l! 1 charged en netes (%), 
x6 =~payment period er.average cellection period en 
ne~es.'(menths), 
x7 • 1 if .cash disceunt is offered, 0 otherwise, 
x8 == 1 if finance· charg_e is imposed :on past due accounts., 0 
etherwise, 
x9 • 1 if dealer us~s·nete'f~n~~~ng, 0 etherwiee, 
x10 • annual fertilizer-sale@ (1000 dollars), 
x11 = 1 if de6ller is a ceepe_rative, 0 otherwise~ ian4 
x12 = 1 if dealer is an indepen,dent dealer, 0 otherwise. 
Parameter 
TABLE~ 
MEANS, STA,Nl>ARD DEVIATlONS, AND RANGES FOR THE 
OBSERVEB VALQES OF THE DE;PENDENT VARIABLESa 
Variable Unit Mean Standard. Deviation 
Average Collection 
Range 
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yl 
Peried days 121.05 71.49 31. 5-279. 5 
y2 Percent of F~rtilizer 
Sales en Acceunts % 65.04 26.24 0-100 
y3 Percent ef Fertilizer 
Sales on Nates % 23.47 21.04 1-85 
y4 Percent .of Fertilizer 
Sales fer Cash . % 25.29 23.16 0-90 
a Stat:f;.stics. are cemputed for the average co:J.lectian period frem 87 
dealers, percent acaeun_t and, percent cash frem 89 dealers and 'percent. 
n~te,frem.32 dealers~ 
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Variables x1 through x9 are account and note credit,policy decision 
variables which make up a credit arrangeil).ent. Variables. x1 . through x6 
are the conventional qu~ntitative variables and x7 through x9 are (0,1) 
dummy variables. Variables x10 threugh x12 are variables representing 
firm character;l.stics. The annual .fertilizer saJ,es variable in 1,000 
dollar uni ts, (x10) is included as a potential independen.t .• variable, in 
order to d,etermine ·if the size of the firm has a significant impact·upon. 
the dealers' credit performance,variables, Variables x11 and x12 are 
d,ummy variables used to classify the dealers according to.type of firm. 
The dummy variable for the third type of firm, company stores, is de-
6 7 leted to avoid singularity. ' Likewise, dummy variabaes are not in~ 
eluded for dealers who do not have cash discounts, finance charges or 
notes. 
There are.several ways to utilize dummy variables in.a regression 
8 9 
analysis. ' The (Q,l) dummy variables listed as petential independent 
variables allow for intercept changes only. For example, consider dummy 
variable x7. If a regression equat:i,on is estimated including a (0,1) 
dummy variable for a.cash discount (X7), two parallel linear functions 
are estimated, one for dealer~ with cash qisceunts and one,for dealers 
'th h d' lO wi out cas iscounts. 11 Sappin~ton indicates that a (0,1) dummy 
variable to allow for interc;.ept changes should be used only if the 
i h h 1 1 b ' if' d 12 assert on tat t es opes are equa can e Just ie • 
The means, standard deviations, and ranges of the independent vari-
ables calculated fr.om the data for 89 dealers are shown in Table XX!. 
The means for the dummy variables x7, x8 , and x9 are the proportion of 
the sample dealers having the credit policy variable and the means for 
the variables x11 and x12 are the proportion of.the 89 dealers which are. 
TABLE XXI 
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND RANGES FOR THE OBSERVED VALUES OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES, 
(FOR 89 DEALERS AND FOR DEALERS HAVING THE VARIABLE) 
For 89 Dealers For Dealers Having the Variable 
Variable Parameter Unit Standard Number Standard Mean Deviation Range of Mean_ Range Deviation Dealers 
Account Due Period or 
Finance Charge Period ~ days 87.19 61.45 0-180 87 89.20 30-180 60.69 
Cash Discount Rate x2 % .98 1.29 0-5 36 2.42 2-5 • 77 
Cash Discount Period X3 days 9.44 14.64 0-60 36 23.33 0-60 14.34 
Finance Charge Rate X4 %/mo. .84 .53 0-1.5 67 1.12 .s-1.s .25 
Interest Rate XS %/yr. 3.01 4.44 0-12 32 8.38 0-12 3.11 
Note Payment Period x6 months 2.22 3.18 0-10 32 6.19 3-10 1.86 
Cash Discounta X7 (0,1) .40 .49 (0,1) 36 1 1 
Finance Chargea XS (0,1) .75 .43 (0,1) 67 1 1 
Notes a X9 (0,1) .36 .48 (0,1) 32 1 1 
Fertilizer Sales 
~o $1,000 170.25 110.18 15.31-486.6 89 110.18 15.31-486.6 110.18 
Cooperative a 
~l (0,1) .44 .so (0,1) 39 1 1 
Independent Dealer a 
~2 (0,1) .45 .so (0,1) 40 1 1 
aDummy variable. 
I-' 
0 
0 
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either cooperatives or independent dealets. Not all firms have each of 
the credit pelicy variables .included .in their credit arrangement. The 
means, standarq deviatiens and ranges are.also shewn only for these 
firms having each variable~ 
Selection Among Alternative Models 
A computer multiple regression routine using the forward selection 
procedure was used to estim~te alternative regression equations fer each 
of the credit performance variables. The forward selection procequre is 
described by Draper and Smith. 13 · The first linear regression equation 
es.timated using this procedure includes only the independent variable 
most.highly correlated with the dependent variable, Additional equa-
tions are derived by inserting additional variables one at a time in the. 
erder determined by the ,magnitude of tl:i.eir. partial correlatio.n coeffi-
cients. The partial correlatien coefficient is a measure of the impor-
tance of variables not.yet in the equation, The process is centinued 
until all the specified independent variables are included in the re-
gressien equation or, if specified, until the partial F-test value for 
the most recently inserted variable becomes nonsignificant at a speci~ 
fied probability level, The partial F-test is used to test whether or 
po!,., adding a new term to the model e~plains a significant .amount of the 
variation in additien to that explained by the terms previously in the 
equatien. 
A criticism of the forward selection procedure .is that the contri-
bution of the variables already in the equation is not re-examined with 
a partial F-test after an additional variable is added, The introduc~ 
tion ef a new variable ta the model may have an.effect on.the importance 
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14 
of a variable which entered at an earlier stage. In order to avoid 
this problem; a significance level for acceptance of new variables into 
the model is not specified, This forces the program to accept all spec-
ified independent variable.a, The partiaJ, F-tests for all variables in 
each model geq.erated by the,forward s~lection proc•dure are then exam-
ineq. 
In addition to the partial F~tests, other statistical values such 
as the square of the ·multiple .correlation ceefficient (R2), the standard 
error of tbe estimate· (s) and the standard error of the b coefficients, 
are compared for alternative models. AJ,so, the residuals are examined 
to check for violations in the assumptions of the least squares regres-
sion analysis and for inadequacies in t~e model. A discussion concern-
ing the computation,and application of .these criteria is presented in 
Draper and Smith. 15 
The selection of a specific regression equation among the alterna-
tives available is based on tbe objectives of the analysis, The primary 
objective of the regression analysis is to determine the importance of 
the credit policy variables as a part of the.dealer's overall credit 
arrangeI!lent.in explaining each of the selected credit performance vari-
ables. Therefore, two criteria were used in evaluating the equations: 
(1) do the signs of the estimated regression coefficients tend to sup-
port or reject the hypothesized effect and (2) is the magnitude of the 
regression coefficient large enough relative to its standard error to 
support the hypothesis that the.b coefficients are.significantly differ-
ent from zero? Only independent variables with b coefficients signi~ 
ficant at the .20 level of' probability or less were included in each of 
16 
selected models. 
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A secondary objective of the regression analysis is te estimate 
functi~ns whi_ch are useful in predicting how CQanges in: the dealer's 
credit arrangement cause changes in the average collection period on 
accounts and the;percent oi fertilizer sales financed with notes and 
accounts, Considering this ebjective, th~ ad~quacy of the model. and 
the precision and accuracy of the estimates are evaluated with criteria 
such as R2, the overall F-test value, and an e~amination of the resi-
duals. 
Empirical Results 
Average Collection Period Model 
The regression model selected to estimate the average collection 
period (M) consists.of five independent variables. The estimated 
. a 
regression,equation is: 
where: 
Ma= Y1 = 65,0639 + .7230 x1 - 58.9239 x4 
(19.03ll)a(,1219)a (28.8120)b 
- 28.4612 x7 + 78.4168 x8 - 20,7516 x9 
(14.4090)b (35.0600)b (13. 2436)d 
The standard errors are given in parenthesis and the 
significance levels (a) of the coeffients are denoted 
by: a if a~. ,01; b if .01 <a< ,05; c if .05 <a< 
.10; and d if .10 <a< .15. 
This selected model has an R2 of .3726 with an overall F-test value 
(4-4) 
significant at .the .0001 probability level (see Table XXII, column la), 
The standard error of the estimate (square root of the residual mean 
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TABLE XXII 
AVER.AGE COLLECTION PERIOD REGRESSION MODELS 
Independent Model
8 
Statistic Variable (la) (lb) (le) (ld) 
Intercept bo 65,0639 (19,0311) 8 
66,5507 
(19,2369) 8 
56,9952 
(18.4830) 8 
89,9513 
(18,7075) 8 
Account Due Period bl .7230 ,6922 ,7274 ,6282 (, 1219)a (,1224)a (,1229)& (,1151)a 
Cash Discount Rate b2 -8,0468 (5,5806)d 
Finance Charge Rate b4 -58.9239 (28.8120)b 
-58.9975 -54,1429 
(29,1403)b (28.903l)c 
Cash Discount (0,1) b7 -28.4612 -27.7407 -37.6363 (14.4090? (14 ,5289)c (13,4912)a 
Finance Charge (0,1) b8 78.4168 (35.0600)b 
75,5299 
(35,3765)b 
73.3937 
(35.2216)b 
18.5822 
(14.3336)e 
Notes (0,1) b9 -20.7516 (13.2436)d 
-20,7334 
(13,3932)d 
Cooperative (0,1) bll -57,7223 (12,8294)a 
R2 
.3726 .3589 ,3536 .4594 
F 9,62a 9,07a ll,22a 17.42a 
s 58.34 58,98 58.86 53,83 
s/Y .4819 .4872 .4863 .4447 
D,W, 1.97 2,00 1.94 2.32 
a . 
The standard errors of the b coefficients are given in parentheses and the 
significance levels (a) of the coefficients are denoted by: a if a< .01; b if ,01 
<.a.::_ .05; c if ,05 <a.::_ .10; d if ,10 <a.::_ .15; e if ,15 <a< ,20, 
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square, s) is 58.34, The standard error of the estimate. (s) 1 expressed 
as a percentage of the mean response Y1 (121.05 days) is 48.2 percent. 
. 2 
The R value indicates that the credit policy qecision variables in the 
· equation explain 37.26 percent of the variation in the dealers' average 
collection periods. The value for s relative to the mean response Y1 
· indicates that th.e preqictions provided by the model may not be very 
precise. 
The constant.term in the equation is statistically significant at 
the • 01 probability level. The coefficient$ for the independent var±-
ables which represent account due·pe;-iod (X1), finance charge rate (X4), 
cash discount (X7), and finance·charge.(X8) are all significant at the 
.05 probability level.· The dummy variable for dealers .which offe.r notes 
as well as accounts (X9) is significant at the ,12 level. 
Ba$ed on the partial F-test values and.standardized parti~l regres-. 
ff 17 . h d d (X ) lS h sion coe icients, t e account ue perio 1 is t e most important 
credit policy variable explaining variation in the dealers' average 
collection perio~ on accounts receivable. Its partial· regression coef-
ficient ·(.7230) indicates that on the average a 10 day increase in the 
dealer's specified account due period would increase the average callee-
tion period by 7.230 days given that the other independent variables in. 
the equation are held constant; The positive sign and the magnitu~e of 
the coefficient support·. the hypothesis that the buyer of fertilizer will 
pay at.a later date,given a.longer interest free period to ma~e the pay-
ment. · 
Since there are dummy variables in the equation (X7 , x8 , x9), the 
constant term. (b0 = 65,0639) is the estimated intercept assuming the 
dealer does not offer cash discounts, impose a finance charge, or offer 
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note financing. The coefficients for the dummy variables (X7 , x8 , and 
x9) are the deviations.from.the overall·in~ercept (b0) when the dealer 
offers. a cash discount, imposes a finance charge or offers notfa finan-
cing, The coefficient for the cash discount dummy variable (X7) indi-
cates that offering a cash discount for early payments decreases the 
average collection pe:r;iod by 28.4612 days. As discussed in Chapter II, 
offering a cash discount fox; early payments may be equivalent to impos~ 
ing a penalty for ll!lte payments. Thus, one,would expect the average 
collection period to be shorter for dealers offering cash discounts, 
The coefficient ·for the.note dummy variable (X9) indicates that 
dealers who offer note financing in addition to account financing have 
average collection periods 20,7516 days shorter than dealers offering 
only account financing, The magnitude and sign of this coefficient sub~ 
stantiates the earlier hypothesis and is consistent with the data 
presented in Chapter III. It is possible that dealers may issue inter-
est bearing notes to customers who have past-,due accounts, Thus, the 
note may substitute for a finance charge in encouraging farmers to pay 
at the end ef the account due period, 
The coefficient for the.finance charge dummy variable (X8) indi-
cates that dealers who impose.a finance.charge on.accounts not paid by 
the.end of the.finance charge period have 78,4168 days longer collec-
tion periods.than dealers who de.not impose a finance charge. Hewever, 
the coefficient for the.finance charge~ (X4) indicates that for the 
dealers who have finance·charges, each .5 percent increase in the 
finance charge rate decreases the average collection period by 29,4620 
days (58,9239 · 5), Thus, based on this equation, only if the dealer's 
finance charge.rate is·appreximately 1 .1/3 percent·per month er higher 
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would the net effect of imposing a finance cha;-ge on the.average collec-
tion period be negative, Approximately.28 percent. of the sample.dealers 
with finance charges have finance charge rates greater than 11/3 per-
cent, 
The coefficient for the finance charge rate (X4) conforms to the 
hypothesized relationship, However, the coefficient for the dummy vari-
able for finance charge (X8) does. not.support tqe preposition that im-
posing a finance·charge.encourages the customers to pay at an earlier 
dat;e. One possible e,xplanation for this inccmsisteri.cy with theory is 
that same d,ealers may not ·be enforcing the finance charge specified in 
their credit arrangement, Of the 61 dealers imposing a finance charge, 
15 indicated that it is imposed before the end, of the account due period, 
For example, one dealer indicated that accounts are due at the time of 
crop harvest but a finance charge is imposed 30 days after the purchase 
date. If the finance charge is imposed at an early date but an interest 
payment is not required unless the account remains unpaid beyond the 
longer account due period, then the finance charge may not be effective 
in reducing the dealer's average collection period. Another possible 
explanation for the coefficient (X8) being inconsistent with theory is 
that same dealers who do not have·a finance·charge may have short col-
lection periods, These dealers may use strict collection procedures or 
means other than a finance charge to encourage farmers to pay on time. 
For example, th~ dealer mar not sell more fertilizer to a farmer who has 
not paid a previous account, If these two.factors (enforcement of 
finance charges and collection practices other than finance charges) 
were included in the regression equatic,rn, the coefficient. for the 
finance charge rate might-possibly have a negative sign. 
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Figure 5 illustrates graphically the estimated cQllection period 
functions, The vertical axis measures the estimated average collection 
period (Y1) and the herizontal axis is the dealers account due period 
(X1), Since (0,1) dummy varial:>les are used,. there are several result-
ing linear functions, The·equations are.graphed for only the selected 
sets of arrangements described below the graph, 
To evaluate the validity of the empirical results,. the selected 
equation is compared to alternative estimations, One alternative model 
included the cash discount rate variable (X2) rather than the cash dis-
count dummyvariable (X7) (seeTable XXII, columnlb). The coefficient 
for the cash disco.unt rate (X2) indicates that a· one percent higher 
cash discount rate decreases the average collection period by 8,0468 
days. 
However, this coefficient is significant at the ,15 probability 
level compared to a significance level of .05 for tte cash discount 
dummy variable in Model la. Also, the value for R2 is smaller and the 
19 
value for sis larger for Model lb compared to Model la. 
If the least significant variable (notes, x9) in Model la is ex-
cluded from the equation, the.estimated regression equation is Model le 
(Table XXII) • 2 Exclusion of (X9) reduces the R value to ,3536 and also 
reduces the significance of the coefficients of the other independent 
variables in the equation. 
Other credit policy variables such as the cash discount period, 
the interest rate charged on notes, and the note payment period were 
deleted from the selected equation. The coefficients for these vari-
ables were not significantly qifferent from zero at the .20 probability 
level when included in the equation with a::1-1 otqer independent variables. 
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None.of the independent variables which represent dealer charac-. 
teristics are. included in th~ selected collection period equation. · The 
coefficient.for the ·fertilizer sales variable (x10) was not significant 
at the .20 probability level. When the cooperative dummy variable (x11) 
is included along with all the variables in equation la, the coeffi~ 
cients for the note dummy variable (X9) and the finance charge rate 
variable. (X4) are not·significant (probability levels are .51 and .23 
respectively). Excluding x4 and x9 from the.equation (Medel ld, Table 
XXII) result.s in. a higher R2 value (. 4594) and a lower stc!,ndard error 
ef the estimate (53. 83) than fer th1:1, selected regression mad el ,(M:odel 
la). 
The coefficient, for the caope:pa.tive dummy variable (X11) indicates· 
that cooperative dealers have·average collection periods significantly 
shorter than·the other types ef firms. An analysis of the data (Chapter 
III) indicates that a larger proportion of t~e cooperatives have 30-day 
account due periods, affer note financing, and impose·l.5 percent fi-
nance charge rates compared to other·types of firms. Thus, a part of 
the varia~ion in collection periods explained by the cooperative dummy 
variable (x11) in Model ld could be explained by credit policy variables 
which are less significant wheµ x11 is in the. equation.. Since, the 
real causal forces for the length of the collection period would appear 
t9 be the type of credit arrangement offered by a cooperative rather 
than the cooperative structure per se, Model la is selected over Model 
The deviations between the observed and the predicted average col-
lection period (residuals) also provide information on the validity of 
the model. The residuals are first examined to determine if the 
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assumptions about the errors.appear to be violated and second to inves-
tigate how well the estimated equation,predicted the observed average 
c~llection periods, A plot of the residuals (Yi - Yi) against the 
" predicted values (Y1) indicates that.the error term assumptions do not 
appear to be invalidated. The Durbin7Watson d statistic can.be used to 
test the assumption that; the successive error t~rms are serially inde-
pendent and not autocorrelated, The statistic is calculated from the 
residuals. 2° For Model la, tqe calculated d statistic is 1.97 (denoted 
by D. W. in Table XXII) which is greater.than.the tabulated upper bound 
for a sample of size 87 and 5 independent variables, Based on this 
test the hypothesis of random error terms is not rejected and thus, the 
assumption of independent error terms does not appear to be violated, 
A plot of the.residuals (Yi - Yi) against the observed values (Yi) 
indicates that ·the smaller observed values for average collection 
periods are.over predicted and the larger observed values are under pre-
dieted,· All residuals for observed collection periods less than 70 days 
are negative and all but one.of the residuals for observed collection 
periods greater than 155 days are positive, 
This examination of the residuals suggests that bias may be present 
in the regression estimates, One possible source of bias is errors of 
. i 21 omiss on. There appear to be independent variables omitted from the 
equation that affect the timing of payments on account ·sales. For 
example, the various collection practices.or credit standards a firm 
includes in its credit policy which are difficult to quantify have not 
been included in the analysis. Also, unobserved factors which indicate 
the buyer's financial position of his attitude towards dealer financing 
are not included in the equations, These and other errors of omission 
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could bias the partial regressd.on coeff i.cients c;,f the· independent vari-
ables include<l in the equation, 
Another possible source of bias in the regression estimates ate 
errors of observation or measurement.in the independent variables or 
in both the independent and dependent variables, When errors of meas-
urement in an independent variable are present; there.is a dependence 
between the explanatory variable and the disturbance terms. 22 Thus, 
the assumption that the X's are a fixed set of num~ers may be violated 
and the ordinary least squares proce~ures may.not give unbiased esti-
mates of the true regression coeffic:l,ents, If ther~ are.errors of ob-
servation or measurement present, and the variance of these measurement· 
errors is less than the variance of the true values.for X, then ordin-
ary least squares estimates (b) under-estimate the true S values. 23 
If a dealer indicated that the customer is charged a fee for accounts 
paid after a specified number of days, but he does not enforce.this 
action, measurement error would result. 
Since a mail questionnaire was used to gather the data, a number 
of other errors of measurement ·could possibly exist for both the inde.-
pendent and dependent variables, The dealers' average collection peri-
ods were calculated from the distribution of.payments.for account·sales. 
Errors of measurement would result if in completing the questionnaire, 
the dealer included cash payments or payments on notes in the payment 
distribution for account. sales, Also, errors of measurement in the 
cash discount independent variable would exist if dealers reported 
quantity discounts or lower prices than, .a competitor as a· cash discount 
for early payments, These errors of.measurement and the omission of 
some independent variables explain part of the bias in the regression 
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equation shown.by.the relatively large residuals for th~ short and long 
collection periods. 
Another problem which must be considered in the evaluation of the 
results for the average collection period model is the linear relation-
ship which exists betwe~n some of the independent variables. If the 
independent variables are highly correlated with .one another, it may 
be difficult to obtain precise estimates of the net effects of the in-
24 dependent variables. In the selected equation, the.finance charge 
rate variable (X4) and the finance charge dummy variable (X8) have a 
correlation coefficient of .90. However, when both variables are in 
the equation, both are significant at the ,05 level, For predictive 
purposes, if the intercorrelation of independent variables is expected 
to continue in the future, the multicollinearity problem may not be 
serious. 25 
Percent Account Model 
The selected regression model for the percen:t of fertilizer 
sales on account (xa) is estimated from data for the 89 dealers who 
offer sales financing. The estimated function is: 
xa = Y2 = 56.7375 + ,0637 x1 + ,5046 x3 
(,2913)° 
- 15,9373 x7 - 16.1158 x9 + .0601 x10 
(8. 5657) c (5.4616)a (. p234) b 
where: 
The standard errors of the b coefficients are given in 
parentheses and the significance levels (a) of the 
(4-5) 
coefficients are denoted by: a if a~ .01; b if .01 
<a< .OS; c if .OS< a< .10; d if .10 <a~ .15; e 
if .15 < a < • 20, -
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The model has an R2 value of ,2205 and the F test value is significant 
at the ,001 probabil~ty level. The standard error of the estimate (s) 
is 23,86 (see Table XXIII). The standard e:i;-ror (s) is 36.7 p,rc·ent of 
th.e mean percent of s~les on accounts. 
The signs of the coefficients far all of .the credit decision vari-
ables included in the selected equation conform.to the hypothesized re-
lationships between the variables and the proportien of fertilizer sales 
on accounts. · Th~ variable most highly cqrrelated with percent of fe.rti-
lizer sales on account is the note qummy variable (X9) (r = .31). y2x9 
Its partial regression coefficient (significant at the .001 probability 
level) indicates that dealers who have not·e financing in addition to 
account financing have 16,1158 percent fewer sales en accounts given 
that other independent variables in the equati-0n are held censtant. 
The coefficient fer the dealer's account due period (X1) is not 
highly significant·(.16 probability level), but its sign substantiates 
the earlier hypothesis that dealers with longer account due periods 
have a larger percent.of their sales on accounts. Its coefficient 
(. 0637) signifies that a, 10 day longer account due period increases the 
percent.of fertilizer sales on a~count by .• 637 percent. Thus, given a 
longer length of time to pay, more.farmers may accept the dealer's 
account financing terms. 
The coefficient for the cash qiscount dummy variable (X7) is signi-
ficant at ·the • 08 probability level. Dealers offering cash discounts 
for early payments have an estimated 15.9373 percent fewer dollar sales 
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TABLE XXIII 
PERCENT ACCOUNT REGRESSION MODELS 
Independent Model a Statistic Variable (2a) (2b) (2c) (2d) 
Intercept i>o 56,7375 61.0567 56.4837 52,2526 (6.0616)a (5,2533)a (6.1107)a (6,1312)a 
Account Due Period bl .0637 ,0641 ,0693 (,0454)e · (,0461)e (.0473)d 
Cash Discount Rate b2 -4.0239 (2.8195)e 
Cash Discount Period b3 ,5046 .5591 .3218 .6908 (,2913)c (,2904)c (,2495)e (,2972)b 
Cash Discount (0,1) b7 -15,9373 -14.1677 -20,4652 (8,5657{ (8,5214)c (8.053)b 
Notes (0,1) b9 -16,1158 -16.4374 -16.8897 (5,4616)a (5.4883)a (5,4675)a 
Fertilizer Sales/1000 blO ,0601 , .0608 .0584 .0500 (,0234) o (.0235)b (,0237)b (,0242)b 
R2 ,2205 .2020 ,2075 .1388 
F 4,70a 5,33a 4,35a 3.38b 
s 23.86 23.99 24.06 24.93 
s/Y ,367 .369 .370 .383 
D,W, 2,06 2.09 2,07 2,04 
aThe standard errors of the b coefficients are given in parentheses and the 
significance levels (a) of the coefficients are denoted by: a if a< ,01; b if 
,01 <a~ .05; c if ,05 <a~ .10; d if ,10 <a~ .15; e if ,15 <a~ ,20, 
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on account. Thus, offering a cash discount encourages more·farmers to 
pay the dealer in cash, However, as .evidenced by the coefficient for 
the cash discount period variable (X3), the longer the length of time 
the customer can'.wait .to pay and still be eligible te receive the cash .. 
discount,. the higher the percent of sales on account, The coeff.icient 
is significant;at the .06 level and _indicate~ that a day increase iil 
the cash discount period increases the. percent of a.ales en. acaeunt by 
,5046 percent. Thus, if a dealer offers a ca.,sh discaunt at.J,d the cash 
discount period is longer than 32 days, th~ negative effect fo.r the cash 
qiscount dummy variable on the percent of-sales en account is .offset by 
the positive effect of the !anger cash discount period. 
A firm characteristic variable, annual fertilizer sales (x10), is 
alee included in the selected equation. An.earlier analysis of the. 
average'percent of sales an accounts·for dealers belonging to alterna-
tive size groups (Chapter III, Table XVI) and the correlation coeffi-
cient between the dealers' fertilizer sales and percent of sales on. 
account (r 
ylxlO 
= • 2211) suggest that. a posi·tive relationship exists. 
The part,ial regres1:1ic:'m ,coefficient for fe~tilizer sales (significant 
at the .011 probability level) indicates that each $1,QOO increase in. 
fertilizer sales increases the percent on .. accoun.t ·by .0601 percent. 
Thus, the larger fe.rtilizer dealers tend to have· a larger percent of · 
their sales on accaunt. 
Figure .. 6 s.hows · the estimated percen1; of sales .en acceunt: (Y 2) for a 
dealer having $170,000 annual fertilizer sales asS!uming alteI'I!,ative 
credit.arrangements. The·horizental axis measures the independent vari-
able, account due period (X1). 
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Table XXIII shows a comparison of the selected model (Model 2a) 
to three alte,rnative models, Model. 2b excludes the least· significant 
ind·ependent variable in Model 2a, account due period (X1), The other 
regression·coefficien~s and their standard errors.do not change sub-
stantially when this variable is not in the equation, However, deleting 
this variable reduces the R2 value and inc~eases the standard error of 
the estimate. 
In,Model 2c the cash discount: dummy variable (X7) in Medel 2a is 
replaced with the cash discount .rate variable (X2), The coef~icient 
for cash discount rate indicates that a one perce~t increase in.the rate 
reduces the percent of sales on accoµnt by 4,0239 percent, However, 
when this variable is added to the equation, the coefficient and the 
significance of the.cash discount period variable (X3) decreases. This 
2 
alternative model has a lower R value and a higher standard error of 
the estimate (s) than Model 2a, 
The final model presented (2d) illustr.ates the contribution of 
the note dummy variable (X9) in explaining the variation in the percent 
of sales on accounts. The note dummy variable is deleted in Model 2d, 
2 By deleting this significant variable, the R for the fitted equation 
is. decreased substantially compared to Madel 2a (from , 2205 to .1388), 
When the note dummy variable is deleted,the cash discount variables 
(X3 and x7) and the account due period variable (X1) are more signifi-
cant, However, an examination of the.residuals fer both.equatians sug-:-
gests that Model 2a predicts the.small and large ebserved percent of 
sales on account with more accuracy than Model 2d, 
Several other models which included different independent variables 
were estimated. The coefficients for the finance charge variables (X4 
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and x8) were not. significantly different from zero (probability level 
was greater than .40) when added to Model 2a. The coefficients for the 
dummy variables representing the type of firm (X11 and x12) were also 
not significant at the ,40 probability level when included in Model 2a. 
An examinatien of the residuals plotted against the predictions for 
the selected Model (2a) indicates no unusual behavfor, Also, the Durbin,-
Watson d statistic suggests that the error terms are.not serially corre-
lated. However, a plot of the residuals against the observed percent on 
account for each dealer shows a positive linear trend, The smaller 
percents on account appear to be over.predicted and the larger percents· 
on account under predicted, As suggested in the evaluation of the aver-
2 
age collection period model, this residual plot and the low R value 
suggest. that the estimates previded by the fitted equaticm m~y be. biased. 
The omission of variables that were unobserved may introduce bias into 
the regression coefficients estimated by the least squares procedure. 
Additianal bias may be intreduced due to errors of measurement and ob-
servation in the variables. Errors of measurement in the dependent 
variable are present if some.dealers included accounts paid in 10 to 20 
days after the purchase date as cash rather than.account sales. This 
error in the measurement of the dependent variable (Y) can be treated 
as ordinary error if there is no error in the measurement of the X's 
and the errors of measurement for Y·are uncerrelated. 26 However, errors 
in the observation of independent variables may result in.biased partial 
regression coefficients, For example, if dealers effer free financing 
for longer periods of time than specified by their finance charge peri-
od, the true regression coefficien~ for x1 may be under-estimated. 
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Percent Note Model 
~· 
The regression model for the.percent of fertilizer sales on netes 
(xn) is estimat,.d with two independent variables utilizing data from ·32 
dealers. that off er note finandng, All but two of these dealers a1H 
offer account:finaq.cing, The estimated functiGln is: 
,.. 
xn • Y3 • 26,0509 - 3,2426 x5 + 3,9717 x6 
(13,5422)c(l,050)a (1,7S62)b 
where: 
The standard errors of the.b coe;!:ficient,are given in 
parentheses and the significance level~ (a) of ·the co-. 
efficients are denoted by: a if a ~ , 01 ;. b if , 01 < a 
< ,05; c if ,05 <a~ ,10, 
(4·6) 
The medel has an R2 value of ,3129 and an F value of 6,604 which is 
significant . at the , 005 probability level, The standard·· error 'of the 
estimate is 18. 03 •. The standard· error of the estimate .expressed as a 
percentage of the mean percent ·Of· sale1;3 on nc:;,tes is 76. 8 perc·ent. · 
The intercept coefficient indicates that deale;s which offer note 
financing have 26.0509 percent of their fertilizer sales on notes given 
that;. the .note .. payment period (X6) and the annual interest rat~ (X5) are 
fixed at zero. The coefficient for the intercept constant is signifi-
cant at the .06 probability level, The magnitude of the intercept con-
stant is consistent with the earlier calculatien of the average percent 
of sales on notes for dealers who offer note.· financing. (Chapter III, 
Table XVII). 
Baseq. on the partial F test values and the stand,ardized regression 
coefficients for equation_(4-6), the annual interest rate variable. (X5) 
is the most important independent variable. The coefficient for x5 is 
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significant at the •• 005 probability level and substantiates . the hypo-
thesis that a higher interest rate charged on notes r~duces the willing-
ness of buyers to use the dealers·nete.financing. A one percent higher 
interest rate results in an estimated 3.2426 percent decrease in the 
percent of sales on notes. The coefficient for the nQte payment ·period 
(X6) also supports the earlier hypothesis. Thus, a one month longer 
average.nete.payment period increase1:1 the percent ef sales financed with 
notes by 3.9717 percent. This ceefficient is significantly different 
from zero at the • 03 probability level. Figure 7 summarizes the esti.,-
mated percent of sales financed with notes for alternative annual inter-
est rate'charges assuming a feur month, a six month, and an eight month 
average. nete. payment period. · 
An alternative model using data from all dealers .which effe.red 
either acc;ount or no.te financing (89 dealers) was all;ie estimated. This 
mode+, which included a (O,l) dummy variable for dealers.who offer nete 
financing (X9), resulted in the same estiI11q.ted partial regression coe:fr 
ficients as for the.selected model. The coefficient.for the note·dummy 
variable was·identical to the.intercept censtant in equat:i.on (4-6). 
The intercept constant·fer the.second model was estimated to be zero. 
Thus, the resulting predictions would be identical to those for the 
selected medel. However, due to the increased number of observations 
2 (89 compared to 32) the R value is higher and the standard error of 
the estimate.and the standard errors.for the b c~efficients are lower 
with this second model. 
Other models estimated included additional credit policy variables 
and variables representing firm characteristics. Given that the inter-. 
est rate (X5) and the nete payment peried (X6) variables a:re·in the 
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equation, the coefficients for these 9ther independent variables were 
not significant at the ,20 probability level. 
A plot of t~e residuals (Yi - Yi) against the predicted percent on 
notes for equation (4-6) suggests that some .abnormality may be pre-
27 
sent. The magnitude of the.residuals appear to increase at higher 
predicted values. The residual plot suggests that the assumption that 
the.error terms have a constant variance independent of.the value of 
28 x5i and x6i may be violated. When the variance is not censtant or 
heterescedasticity exists, the estimates obtained with ordinary least 
squares analysis will be unbiased but will net have the minimum vari~ 
ance. A suggested correction.for t~is problem is to transform the ob-
servations .of the dependent va,;iable. and then apply the ordinary least 
squares analysis to the transformed variables. The appropriate type of 
t);'ansformatien depends upon the form of heteroscedasticity. 29 
An examination <:>f the residuals platted against the observed values 
for percent on notes indicates that .all ebserved values greater than 50 
percent are. under predicted, Additional independent variables may need 
to be added te the model to better predict the percent on notes for 
high observed values. Bias in the estimates may also be.due to errors 
in measurement ef ·the ~ndependent variables in the equatien. For 
example, seme dealers whe specified that interest is charged on notes 
may net be actually cellecting interest if the note.is paid by.a speci-
fied date, 
Percent Cash Model 
The selected models fo.r the average· collection period, percent on 
acceunt, and percent en note wil+ be used to estimate the.cest.of 
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investing funds in receivables, The percent cash madel·will not·be 
used in the cost calculation, but a regression analy$is is performed 
to determine which ci,,edit policy variables and/or firm characteristics. 
are significant in explaining variation in the percent of fertilizer 
sales for cash, The selected regression model for the percent of fer-
tilizer sales fer cash (y) is estimated with data from the 89 dealers 
c 
that sell on credit, The estiwi.ted function is: 
where: 
Ye~ Y4 ~ 41.4608 - ,0543 xl - ,5354 X3 
(5,4868)a(,04ll)e (.2637)b 
+ 16.6152 x7 
b (7.7536) 
- 8,9184 x9 - ,0581 X10 
(4. 9437) c (.0212)a 
The standard e~rors of the b coefficients are in. 
parentheses and the significance levels (a) are de-
noted by: a if a~ .Oi; b if .01 <a~ ,05; c if ,05 
<a< .10; d if ,10 <a< .15; e if ,15 <a< .20. 
(4-7) 
The model has an R2 value of .1800 and an overall F-value significant 
at the .005 level (see Table XXIV, Medel 4a). The standard error of 
the estimate (s) is 21,59. The standard error of the estimate expressed 
as a percentage of .the mean respense is 85 .4 percent. 2 The R ands 
values tend to indicate that predictions with thi.s model would be 
neither extremely accurate or precise. 
However, selected credit policy variables do explain some of the 
variation among dealers in the percent of fertilizer sales for cash. 
All of the coefficients for the independent variables are consistent 
with the hypothesized effect. The intercept coefficient of 41,4607 
TABLE XXIV 
··PERCENT- CASH REGRESSION MODELS 
Independent 
Variable 
Intercept 
Account Due Period 
Cash Discount Period 
Note Payment Period 
Cash Discount (0,1) 
Note (0,1) 
Fertilizer Sales/1000 
Statistic 
b 3 
F 
s 
s/Y 
D.W. 
(4a) 
41.4608 
(5,4868)a 
-,0543 
e (. 0411) , 
-.5354 
(. 2637) b 
16. 6152 . 
(7. 7 536) b 
-8.9184 
(4, 9437) c 
-.0581 
(.0212)a 
.1800 
3, 64 a · 
21,59 
.855 
2.17 
Model8 ' 
(4b) 
37.7753 
(4,7490)a 
-.5819 
(,2625)b 
15.1053 
(7, 7034)c 
-8.6440 
(4. 9614) c 
-,0587 
(.0213)a 
,1627 
4,08a 
21.69 
,858 
2.21 
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(4c) 
41.1392 
(5,5892)a 
-,0567 
(,0416)e 
-.5252 
(,2685)c 
-1. 0368 
(.7669)e 
16.1928 b 
(7.8448) 
-,0599 
(,0213)a 
,1662 
3 ,31 a 
21.78 
.861 
2,16 
a The standard errors of the b coefficients are given in paren-
theses and the significance levels (a) of the coefficients are denoted 
by: a if a~ .01; b if ,01 <a< .05; c if ,05 <a~ ,10; d if ,10 
<a< .15; e if .15 <a< .20. 
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· is significant at the .001 probability level. As ·indicated by the 
· coefficient for the cash discount dununy variable (X7), dealers that 
offer a cash discount have an estimated 16.6152 percent larger percent 
of sales for cash given that the.cash discount period is the purchase 
date (zero days). However, for each one day increase in the cash dis-
count per:1-od (X3) the percent of sales for cash .decreases by • 5354 per-
cent. If the cash discount period is longer than 31 days beyond the 
purchase date, the positive effect of offering a cash discount upon 
percent cash is offset by the negative effect of·the longer cash dis-
count period. 
If the dealer effers note financing (X9), in additi.en to account 
financing, the percent of sales for cash is decreased by 8.9184 percent. 
The coefficient for the note dul!lmy variable is significant.at the .07 
probability level. As indicated by the coefficient for the acceunt due 
peried (X1) a 10 day !anger length of time for the.buyer to pay his 
account purc}:iases results in an·estimated .543 percent.decrease in the 
percent of sales fo.r cash. This ceefficient is less significant than 
the other variables (.19 probability level). 
The coefficient for the fertilizer sales variable (x10) suggests 
that larger firms have a smaller percent of their sales for cash than 
smaller firms. Each 1,000 dollar increase in fertilizer sales reduces 
the percent cash by .0581 percent. The coefficient for x10 is signi-
ficant at the .007 probability level, and substantiates the analysis 
of data pre~ented in Chapter III (lable XVI), 
Figure 8 summarizes the effect of the credit policy decision 
variables on th.e percent of sales for cash (Y4). The estimated percent 
cash is shewn for alternative account due periods assuming selected 
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cash discount and note policies, The annual fertilizer sales is as-
sumed to be $170,000, 
Table XXIV shows two alter~ative models for percent cash. In Model 
4b, the least significant variable of Model.4a; account due period· (X1), 
is deleted. Thia variable is correlated with the cash discaunt dummy 
variable (X7) and the.cash disco.unt pe'L'iod variable (X3) (r = ,38, 
xlx7 
r = .39). Thus, elimination of x1 changes the coefficients and re-
xlx3 
2 duces the level of significance for X3 and x7·• The R value is lower 
and the s value higher for equation 4b compared to 4a. In Model 4c, 
the note dummy variable (X9) is replaced by the note.payment period 
variable (X6). The coefficient. for the note payment period indicates 
that dealers with one month longer note payment periods have an estima-
ted 1.0368 percent less in the percent of fertilizer sales for cash. 
The coefficient is significant at the ,18 probability level and is con-:-
sistent with theoretical expectations, The coefficients far the other 
variables in Model 4c are similar to those in Model 4a. However, the 
R2 value is lower and the s value higher in Model 4c compared te Model 
4a. 
A plet of the residuals against the predictions for percent cash 
using the selected equation (Model 4a) suggests that the dist~ibutien 
ef errors dees not have a constant variance (heteroscedasticity). This 
preblem was also encountered with the percent nete model. Hewever, 
based on a plat of·the residuals, the problem is more severe with the 
percent cash medel. Thus, the estimated partial regression coefficients 
may be unbiased but do not·have the least variance. However, the as-
sumption of independent errors dees net appear to be violated based on 
the Durbin-Watsen d statistic fer the medel. 
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A plot of the residuals against the observed percent·cash shows 
an upward sloping linear trend. The higher observed values· for the 
percent of sales for cash tend to be. under predicted. This also sug-,, 
gests that the regression equation estimates may be biased and indicates 
why the R2 value for this equation is low (.1800). A part of ·this 
error may be due to measurement or variable omission problems. The 
dealers having a large percent.of sales for cash likely have incentives 
other than those specified as credit policy variables to encourage their 
customers to pay on· the date of purchaiiJe. · Also, if the . dealer assumed 
that;: all fertilizer sales paid in 20 days or less are.cash sales rather 
than account sales, the large observed values may include a substantial 
amount of measurement error, 
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CHAPTER V 
RECEIVALBES INVESTMENT COST AND BRE~-EVEN 
SALES FOR ALTERNATIVE CREDIT POLICIES 
Receivables Investment Cost 
In Chapter II, the various costs incurred when the dealer finances 
his customers' purchases were discussed. A major cost·. is the cost of 
investing his funds in.accounts or notes receivables, Using the sta-
ti.stical relationships between the· credit policy variables and credit 
performance variables developed in Chapter IV and the cost equation 
illustrated in Chapter II (equation 2-12), the investment cost per dol-
lar of fertilizer sales can be estimated for alternative credit arrange-
ments; T4ese calculations will provide estimates of the possible 
changes in cost which .will occur when the .. dealer changes a credit deci-
sion variable in his credit policy, The other costs associated with 
sales financing (administrative costs, cash discounts, collection costs 
and bad debts) are not estimated here, but should not be ignored, 
Specification of Alternative Credit Arrangements 
The investment cast per dollar of sales is .calculated for (1) those 
dealers having only open-,-account credit instruments and (2) those deal-
er,s having both open-account and promissory-note instruments,· Table XXV 
illustrates the specific values of the credit policy variables for which 
the estimated receivables investment costs will be calculated. 
TABLE XXV 
SPECIFIED VALUES FOR THE CREDIT POLICY VARIABLES USED TO 
CALCULATE THE RECEIVABLES INVESTMENT COSTS 
Account Policy Unit Specified Variables Values 
Account Due Period days 30, 60, 90, 
Cash Discount Offered o, 1 
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180 
Cash Discount Period days O, 10, 20, 30 
Finance Charge ·Imposed o, 1 
Finance Charge Rate percent/mo, I 5 J 1.0, 1.5 
Note Policy . Unit Specified Variables Values 
Interest Rate. percent/yr. 0, 6, 8, 10, 12 
Note·Payment Period me;>nths 4, 6, 8 
The dealer's annual fertilizer sales is a significant independent 
variable in the percent account eq'uation. The inve,stmetit casts for 
the alternative ere.slit arrangements are first: calculated assuming the 
annual fertilizEar sales is $170,000.~'l!"cos:t's; fo,r three selected 
representative arrarigemetict'll}are then calculated. fat" dealers. ·with $60, 000 
and $280,000 fertilizer sales. 1 
As discussed in Chapter II, the annual cost of capital rate for an 
individual dealer depends on his alternative so.urces of funds and thei,r 
respective costs. For the.purposes of this analysis, the reGeivables 
investment .. cost is first calculated using an .8 percent cost .of capital 
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rate. Th~ costs are also calculated for three selected representative 
arrangements with a 6 and 10 percent rate. These rates may represent 
the interest rate for borrowing funds from a lender, the rate of return 
on an alternative investment or some,weighted combination of the two. 
Open,Account Policies 
The cost per dollar of fertilizer sales for having funds invested 
in acccrnnts receivable depends on the qealer' s cost of capital rate· and 
his average annual investment in accounts. receivable per dollar of 
fertilizer sales. Thus, 
where: 
I = the accounts receivable investment cost per dollar 
a 
of fertilizer sales, 
qi = the annual cost of capital rate, 
x = the percent of fertilizei:; sales on.account, and 
a 
M = the average collection period en acceunts receivable. 
a 
(5-1) 
Using equation C>-1) and the predictions for the percent of sales on ac-
counts (xa) and the average collection period (Ma) provided by the 
selected regression equations, the accounts receivable investment cost 
can be calculated for alternative account policies. 2 
Table XXVI shows the predicted average collection periods for the 
specified account policies that qo not include a finance charge, using 
equation (4-4) of Chapfor'IV, the predicted average collection 
per:L.0d ftir. dealers with 30-day account. due perfods anc;l not offering a 
cash discount is 86.75 days. If the dealer were to offer a 180-day 
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account due.period, the estimated average-collection period is longer. 
(195. 2 da,ys). However, for a. dealer who offe.rs a .cash .discount, the. 
estimated average collection period is 28.46 days shorter for all.ac-
count due periods, compared to the.policy when no cash discount is 
effered. 
Account 
30 
60 
90 
180 
Ill' 
TABLE XXVI 
ESTIMATED AVERAGE· COLLECTION PERIOD ON ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
FOR SELECTED.ACCOUNT POLICIES (NO FINANCE CHARGE) 
Ne Cash 
Due-Period Cash Discount 
Discount Offered 
-(days) (days) 
days 86.75 58.29 
days 108.44 79.98 
days 130.13 101. 67 
days 195.20 166.74 
Table XXVII summarizes the effect of alternative fins.nee charge. 
rates upon the estimated average collection period for dealers.who 
i~pose finance charges. For example, a.dealer having a 30-day account 
due period, no cash discount, and a .5 percent finance charge per montb 
has an estimated average collection ,period of 135.71 days, However, if 
the dealer charges 1,0 percent per month, the estimated average callee-
tion period decreases to 106.25 qays. For eacb finance-charge period 
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specified, only if the dealer imposes a 1. 5 percent per month finance 
charge rate is the estimated average collection period shorter than the 
estimat:ed average collection ,period for a dealer .not imposing a finance 
charge (see Table XXVI), The shortest average collection period shown, 
for the account policies is 48.32 days which results from a 30-day 
finance charge.period combined with a cash discount and 1.5 percent 
finance charge rate, The longest (244,16 days) results from a 180-day 
(crop harvest) finance charge period, no cash discount and a .5 percent 
per month (6 percent per year) finan~e charge rate, 
TABLE XXVII 
ESTIMATED AVERAGE OOLLECTION PERIOD ON ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE FOR 
SELECTED ACCOUNT POLICIES (WITH FINANCE CHARGE) 
Finance Charge Period No Cash Cash Discount 
and Rate Discount Offered 
(days) (days) 
30 days 
• 5% . 135. 71 107.25 
1.0% 106.25 77, 79 
1.5% 76,78 48. 32 · 
60 days 
.5% 157.40 128.94 
1.0% 127,94 99.48 
1.5% 98.47 70.01 
2Q days 
,5% 179,09 150,63 
1.0% 149.63 121.17 
1.5% 120.16 91. 70 
180 days 
.5% 244.16 215. 70 
1.0% 214. 70 186.24 .. 
1.5% 185. 23 156. 77 
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The dealer~ with only acceunt palicies (no notes offered) have 
3 
sales for cash and on accounts. · Since; the proceeds for cash sales al;'e · 
not tieg up in receivables,. the. cash sale~ are not included when calcu-
la ting the investment cost.. However, both the percent of sales for cash 
and on·account are estimated using the selected regression equations 
(equations 4-5 and 4-7, Chapter IV) and summarized in Table XXVUI. 4 
The dealers offering shorter account·du~ periods have a smaller esti-
mated percent of sales on accounts·arui a larger percent of sales far 
cash than dealers with longer account due.periods. Fer dealers without 
cash discounts, the estimated percent 'of sales on accounts increases 
from 68.87 percent fer 30-day account due periads to.78.42 percent.for 
18.0-day acceunt due: periods. The percent of .sales. for cash .decreases 
from 29 0 95 percent for 30-day account due.periods tg 21,81 percent for 
180-day acc9unt due perie.ds. The percent ·of salee. fer cash and on ac-. 
count for dealers with cash discounts depends on the length of the cash 
discount period in adqition tc;,. the.length of·the account due periad. 
For policies which include cash discl3unts, the .smallest estimated per-
cent of sales .on account (52. 93) and the largest est'imated percent of 
sales for cash (46.57) result fram a 30-day account du~ peried with a 
cash discount·. offered for payments made en, the purcha,se date. (cash 
payments). The largest estimated percent of sales on account (77 .62) 
and the smallest percent of sales .for c~sh (22.36) result .from a 180-
day.account e:lue period with a cash disceunt fer payments within 30 days 
after the purchase datt!. Since the finance charge inqependel.;l,t var:i,-
ables were net·significant at the .2Q probability level in these.re-
gression equations, the predicted percent of ·sales on account and fc;:,r 
cash do not change given alternative finance.charge rates. 
TABLE XXVIII 
ESTIMATED PERCENT .OF FERTILIZER SALES FOR CASH AND ON ACCOUNTS 
FOR SELECTED ACCOUNT POLICIES., $170,000 FERTILIZER SALES 
Finance Charge Period No Cash Discount Period 
or Accaunt Due Cash Purchi!,se 10 20 Period Discount· Date Da;y:s Days 
(% of Fertilfzer Sales) 
30 days .. 
Account 68.87 52.93 57,97 63.02 
Cash 29,95 46.57 41.22 35.86 
60 days 
Account 70.78 54.84 59.89 64.93 
Cash 28.33 44.94 39.59 34.23 
90 days 
Account 72,69 56.75 61.80 66.84 
Cash 26,70 43.31 37.96 32.60 
1&Q. days 
Acc()unt 78.42 62.48 67,53 72,58 
Cash 21.81 38.43 33.07 27.72 
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30 . 
pays 
68 .07 
30.51 
69.98 
48.88 
71.89 
27.25 
77 .62 
22.36 
The estimated accounts rece.ivable investment cost per dollar of 
fertilizer sales are shown in Table XXIX for account policies which do 
not include; a fin~nce charge and in Table_XXX for those that have a 
finance charge. The policies which contribute.to the lowest average 
collection.period and the.smallest percent of sales on account produce 
the 1:1mallest accounts rec~ivable investment cost. Assuming an.8 percent. 
cost.of capital rate, the deE!,le:i::s not imposing a finance charge (Table 
XXIX), have estimated investment costs per dollar of fertilizer sales 
ranging frea a low of • 68 cents (~0-day account due period and a cash 
discount for payments made.on the purchase date) to a high of 3.36 
TABLE XXIX 
ESTIMATED ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE INVESTMENT COST PER DOLLAR OF FERTILIZER SALES 
FOR SELECTED ACCOUNT POLICIES (NO FINANCE CHARGE) $170,000 
FERTILIZER SALES, EIGHT PERCENT COST OF CAPITAL RATE 
No Cash Discount Period 
Account Due Period Cash Purchase 10 20 30 Disceunt Date Days Days Days 
(cents per dollar of fertilizer sales) 
30 days 1.31 .68 .74 .80 .87 
60 days 1.68 .96 LOS 1.14 1.23 
90 days 2~07 1.26 1~38 1.49 1.60 
180 days 3.36 2.28 2.47 2.65 2.84 
...... 
w 
\0 
TABLE XXX 
ESTIMATED ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE INVESTMENT COST PER DOLLAR 
OF F.!RT.ILI.ZER SALES FOR SELECTED ACCOUNT POLICIES 
(WITH FINANCE CHARGE) $170,000 FERTILIZER SALES, 
EIGHT i?;ll:RCENT COST.OF CAPITAL RATE 
Finance Cha:rge Period No Cash Discount Period 
and Finance Caeh Purchase 10 20 Charge Rate Discount Date. Da:Y;S . Da;s 
(ients per dellar ·of 
fertilizer-sales) 
30 day period 
.5% 2.05 1.24 L36 1.48 
1.0% 1.60 .91 LOO 1.09 
1.5% · 1.16 .51 .61 .67 
E.Q. day period 
.5% 2.44 1.55 1.69 1.84 
li0% 1.98 L20 1.31 1.42 
1,5% 1.53 ,84 ,92 1.00 
ll day period 
.5%", . 2.85 1.87 2,04 2,21 
1~0% · 2.38. 1,51 1.64 1,78 
1.5% 1.91 1.14 1.24 1.34 
180 day · per.ied 
,5% ... 4.20 2.95 3,19 3.43 
1.0% 3.69 2.55 2. 76 2,96 
1.5% 3,18 Z,15 2,32 2.49 
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Da:Y;S 
1.60 
1.18 
• 72 
1.98 
1.53 
1.07 
2,37 
1.91 
1.44 
3.67 
3.17 
2.67 
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cents (180-day account due period with no cash discount offered). For 
dealers imposing a finance charge (Table XXX), the cost per dollar of 
fertilizer sales range· from, • 51 cents (30-day account due period~ · cash 
discount,offered for payments on.the purchase date and a 1.5 percent 
per month finance charge.rate) to 4,20 cents (180-day account due period, 
no cash discount, and a ,5 percent finance charge rate per month). The 
costs expressed in cents per dollar of fertilizet: sales may seem small. 
However, when expressed as the total investment cost for a.dealer with 
$170,000 fertil:f,.zer sales, investment costs are quite large and exhibit 
a considerable amount of variation among the alternative account poli-
cies, For example, a dealer with an investment cost per dollar of .fer-
tilizer sales equa:t. to 4,20 cents would incur interest or opportunity 
costs on the. accounts receivable investment equal to approximately $7140 
per year,, The average.annual inyestment in accounts receivables would 
be. appro·ximately $89,250 (7140/ .08), In contrast, the least cost credit 
policy with a .51 cent per dollar of fertilizer sales investment cost 
would result in an annual interest cost of only $867 and an average in-
vestment in.receivables of $10,838, 
The dealer's cost.of capital rate is an important·factor in the 
investment cost function. Table XXXI s.ummarizes the effect of alter-
native cost of ·capital rates·on·the cost per dollar of fertilizer sales 
and'the total accounts receivable investment cost for three alternative 
account arrangements, The size of the investment is not affected by 
the cost of capital rate. Assuming $170,000 fertilizer sales and an 
eight percent cast of c~pital rate, the cost. ,per dollar of fertilizer 
sales .is approximat~ly 1.16 cents if a dealer offers a 30-day finance 
charge period, imposes a 1,5 percent per month finance charge, and 
TABLE XXXI 
ESTIMATED ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE INVESTMENT COST PER DOLLAR OF FERTILIZER SALES, 
TOTAL·ANNUAL COST, AND AVERAGE ANNUAL INVESTMENT FOR SELECTED 
ACCOUNT POLICIES, FERTILIZER SALES AND COST OF CAPITAL RATES 
Fertilizer Sales · Arrangementsa _ Ill - ,12 #3 
and Cost of· Total· Average Total ·Average Total Average Capital Rate Cost/$ Cost/$ Cost/$ Cost Investment Cost. Investment Cost Investment 
¢ $ $ . ¢ $ $ ¢ $ $ 
$60.000 
'6% .7858 471 7,858 .9983 599 9,990 1.8078 1,085 18 ,078 
8% 1.0478 629 7,858 1.3317 799 9,990 2.4104 1,446 18,078 
10% 1.3098 786 .7,858 1.6650 999 9,990 3.0130 1,808 18 ,078 
$170.000 
6% .8693 1,478 24, 631 1.1307 1,922 32,028 1.9888 3,381 56,355 
8% 1.1591 1,970 24,631 1.5071 2,562 32,028 2.6518 4,508 56,355 
10% 1.4489 2,463 24,631 1.8841 3,203 32,028 3.3147 5,635 56,355 
$280 .oo_o 
6% .9528 2,668 44,465 1.2625 3,535 58,912 2.1702 6,077 101,276 
8% 1.2704 3,557 44,465 1.6832 4,713 58,912 2.8936 8,102 lOil.,276 
10% 1.5880 4,447 44,465 2.1039 5,891 58,912 3,6170 10,128 101,276 
a Arrangements: Ill - 30-day finance charge period, 1. 5% finance charge rate, no cash discount, /12 -
90-day finance charge period, 1. 0% finance charge rate, cash discount period is purchase date, and 113 -
180-day account due period, cash discount period is 20 days, no finance charge. 
..... 
.i:,-
"' 
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offers no cash discount, This account policy (arrangement #1) results 
in an average annual investment of $24,631 and a total investment cost 
per year.of $1,970, However., if the dealer has a.10 percent opportunity 
cost .ra.te, the cost per dollar of sales is .1. 45 cents and the total cost. 
is $2,463 per year, The esti~ted investment cost per dollar of sales 
for the.same.account policy is only ,87 cents if the dealer's cost,of 
capital rate is 6 percent per year resulting in a tetal annual invest.,. 
ment cost of $1,478, 
The effects of a lower or higher cost .. of capital rate upon the 
receivables investment cost fo~ oth~r account policies are.similar, In· 
general, for a given policy, the change in the cost of capital rate from 
8 percent to 6 percent or 10 percent results in·a 25 percent decrease or 
increase in the cast estiII1qtes, For example, the investment cost per 
dollar of sales for a 90-day account due period, a one .. percent finance 
charge.rate and a cash discount,for payments made on the-purchase date 
(arrangement 112) is 1.13, 1.51, and 1.88 cents for 6, 8, and 10 percent 
cost of capital rates, respectively, The annual accounts receivable 
investment cost also increases as the cost of capital rate increases. 
An accaunt palicy (arrangement #3) with more liberal payment terms (180-
day account due period, no finance charge, and a cash discount for pay-
ments made in 20 days) results in a larger estimated average annual 
investment and a higher annual investment cost for each specified annual 
interest rate than the ether two pelicies (see Table XXXI, $170,000 
sales). 
Since the level of fertilizer sales was a significant variable 
(with a positive coefficient) in ~~plaining the percent of sales on 
account, the average annual investment in receivables and the cost per 
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do).lar of fertilizer sales is.smaller for dealers with fertilizer sales 
less than $170,000 and larger for dealers with annual fertilizer sales 
greater than $170,000, for a given.account policy, The effect of the 
dealers' size measured by the annual fertilizer sales upon the invest.,. 
ment and investment cost is also shown in Table XXXI, Assuming an.8 
percent cost of capital rate, a dealel;' with $60,000 annual sales offer-
ing account arrangement· tll has a cost per dollar of fertilizer sales af 
1,05 cents compared to 1,16 cents for a.dealer with $170,000 sales, The 
difference in the cost per dollar of fertilizer sales .is small (,11 
cents), but the average investment ($7,858) and the total annual cost 
($629) for the dealer with only $60,000 sales is much smaller than the 
$24,631 investment and the $1,970 cost for a $170,000 sales dealer. In 
contl;'ast, a large dealer with $280, 000 fertilizer sales has a 1. 27 cent 
investme~t cost per dollar of sales, a $44,465 average annual investment 
and a $3,557 total investment cost (assuming an 8 ~ercent cost·of capi-
tal. rate) • Fer arrangement Ill, a $110, 000 change in the sales level 
changes the,investment cast per dollar by approximately 9,6 percent for 
5 
any given cost of capital rate. For arrangements #2 and #3, the cost 
per dollar of fertilizer sales changes by approxima~ely 11,65 percent 
and 9,1 perci:ant:, respectively, given a $110,000 change in the sales 
level, 
Account-Note Policies 
If. a dealer finances his sales with both'open.,.accounts aI).d promis-
sory-notes, he has funq.s tied up inacceunts and notes receivable, 
The cost per dollar of fertilizer sales will likely be different for 
the investment in accounts receivable than for inves.tments in notes 
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receivabl~. Also, if note arrangements are .available, th~ accounts 
receivable investment and investment cost will probably be lower than 
if note financing is not offered, The combined receivables investment 
cost per dolla,r of salei;, will probably be different for account .... note 
financing than for only account financing, 
The total receivables investment cest per dollar of fertilizer 
sales is the sum of the accounts and notes rec.eivables investment costs. 
Thus, 
where: 
I= the average.receivables investment cost per dollar 
of fertilizer sales, 
ii>• the annual cost of capital rate, 
x • the percent of fert+lizer sa:l:,es on accounts, 
a 
M • the .average collection period on accounts (days), 
a 
x 
-
the percent: ef fertilizer sales on notes, and 
n 
M = the nete payment period (months), 
n 
(5-2) 
Using the estimated regression equations shown in.Chapter IV (4-4, 4-5, 
and 4-6), and the. cost equatfon CS-2), the investment costs for both 
accounts and notes receivable: assuming alternative account,and note 
policies will be calculated. The results can be cempared to those fer 
only account financing. 
The' estimated average collection period on accounts receivable ::i,s 
20,75 days shorter for policies which include 'note financing compared 
to the collection perieds for the same account pelicies which do net· 
in~lude note financing (refer to Tables XLII and XLIII in Appendix B), 
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For example, the estimated average co].lection period for an account-
• 
note policy with a 30-day.finance charge period, a cash discount, and a 
1.5 percent finance charge rate is 27 .57 days (Table XLIII) compared to 
48.32 days (Table XXVII) for the same acco1.,mt policy without note fi..;. 
nancing. 
In addition, the estimated percent of sales on account is 16.12 
percent smalle,r for account-note policies than for the same account 
policies without note financing affered. The percent of fertilizer 
sales for cash is also smaller by 8.91 percent for policies with notes 
compared to th9se without notes (refer to Table XLIV in Appendix B), For 
exampJ.e, an account:-note policy with a 30-day account due period and 
a cash discount for payments made· in. 10 days 'results. in an estimated 
41.86 percent of sales on accounts and 32,30 percent for cash compared 
to 57~77 and 41,22 percent, respectively, for the same policies without 
I 
note financing (refer to Table XXVIII). 6 
Using the estimates for the average account collection period and 
the percent of fer.tilizer. sales on account, the accounts receivable 
investment cost per dollar of fertilizer sales for alternative account 
policies (assuming notes are available) can be calculated.· The results 
are summarized in Tables XXXII·(acceunt-nqte policies with<:lut finance 
charges) and Table XXXIII (account-note.policies with finance charges). 
The esti~ted accounts receivable investment.cost per dollar of ferti-
lizer sales is smaller for each alternative account policy when note, 
financing is available cempared ta the. costs when note financing is not. 
offered. (Compare costs in Tables XXXU and XXXIII to costs in Tables 
XXIX and XXX), The accounts receivable investment cast for account-note. 
financing does not include the cost of funds which are invested in notes 
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receivable. The accounts. rec~ivable investment costs per dollar of 
fertilizer sales when,note,financing is available range from .22 cents 
for a 30-day account ·due period, a cash discount for payments on-the 
pu+chase elate and a finance cqarge ·rate of 1.5 :p~rcent pel;' month ·to 
3.05 cents for a 180-day account due pe;iod, no cash discount anq a 
,5 percent.finance charge rat~ per month (TaQle XXXIII). 
TABLE XXXII 
ESTIMATED ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE INVESTMENT COST PER DOLLAR OF 
FERTILIZER SALES FOR SELECTED ACCOUNT-NOTE·POLICIES 
(NO FINANCE CHARGE) $170,000 FERTILIZER SALES, 
EIGHT PERCENT COST OF CAPITAL RATE 
No Cash Discount Period 
Account Due Period Cash Purchijse 10 20 -- 30 Discou1;1t ___ Date Daxs Da;x:s Daxs 
(cents per dollar of 
fertilizer sales) 
30 days - ,?6 .30 ~34 ,39 .43 
60 days 1.05 .so ,57 ,63 .70 . 
90 days. 1.36 • 72 .81 ,90 .99 
180 days 2.38 1.48 1.65 1.81 1.97 
Next, using the select,ed regression equation (eq4atien 4-6, Chapter 
IV), the.percent of fertilizer sales on notes can be estimate4 for al-
ternative note payment periods.and note il'l,terest rate charges, A 
summary of theee estimates is shown in_ Table XXXIV. If the, nete, .payment 
TABLE XXXIII 
ESTIMATED ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE INV~STM$NT COST PER DOLLAR OF 
FERTILIZER SALES FOR SELECTED ACCOUNT-NOTE POLICIE~ 
(WITH FINANCE CHARGE) $170,000 FERTILIZER SALES, 
EIGHT PERCENT: COST OF" CAP.I.TAL RATE 
Finance Charge Period Ne Cash Discount Periad 
and Finance Cash Purchase 10 20 
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30 Charge Rate Discount Date Days Days _ Days 
(cents pet dollar, of .. 
fertilizer sales) 
30 day period 
--.5% .. 1.33. .70 .79 .89 .98 
1.0% .98 .32 .37 .41 .46 
1.5% .65 .22 .25 .28 .31 
60 day period 
.5% 1.64 .92 1.04 1.16 1.28 
1.0% 1.28 .67 • 7 5 .84 .93 
1.5% .93 .42 .47 .53 .58 
90 day.perio~ 
.S% 1,96 1.16 1.30 1.44 1.59 
1.0% 1.60 .89 1.01 1.12 1.23 
1.5% 1.23 .63 . • 71 • 79 ,87 
ll.Q. day peried 
. • 5% 3.05 1.98 2.20 2.41 2.63 
1.0% 2.65 1.68 1.86 2.05 2.23 
1~5% 2.25 1.38 1.53 1.68 1.83 
Note·Payment Period 
4 months 
6 months 
8 months 
TABLE XXXIV 
ESTIMATED-PERCENT OF FERTILIZER SALES ON NOTES 
FOR SELECTED NOTE POLICIES 
Annual Interest Rate Charged 
0% 6% 8% 10% 
(pe.rcent of fertiii'zer sales) 
41.94 22.48 16.00 9.51 
49.88 30.42 23.94 17 .46 
57.82 38.37 31.88 25.40 
12% 
3.03 
10.96 
18.91 
..... 
~ 
'° 
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period i~ 6 months and the note interest rate·is 8 percent, the esti-
7 trliited percent of sales on notes is 23.94 percent. The percent of sales 
on.notes for interest rates less tha,n 8 percent and note.payment periods 
greater than 6 m:enths is greater than 24 percent. For interest rates 
greater than 8 percent ancj. note.payment periods less than 6 months, the 
percent of sales en notes is less than 24 percent •. The sum of the 
estimated percent ,of sales on notes, en ac.counts, and for cash should 
be approximately 100 percent. The estimate~ percent of sales fer cash 
plus the estimated percent of sales on accounts for the alternative 
account-note policies range from 73.54 to 75.84 percent (see Table XLIV, 
Appendix B) . If the note policy is an 8 percent inte.rest rate and a 6 
month note payment period, the sum of estimated perc~nt ef sales on. 
accounts, on notes and for cash is approximately 98 percent for all al-
ternative acceunt policies. For all other specified note.policies this 
sum deviates from 100 percent by a larger amount, Table XLV in Appendix 
B summarizes the sums. of the estimated percent of sal~s on .accounts, 
on notes and for cash for several account-note,policies. The sums range 
from 76.82 percent to 133.66 percent. A possible explana,tion for these 
wide deviations from 100 percent is that none of the.account policy 
variables which were statistically significant in the.percent note 
.regression equl;!.tion were significant tn the percent.account or percent 
cash regression equatiens. Thus, a ,predicted increase in the percent 
of sales on.notes due to a change in a note policy variable is.not off-
set·by a change in the.predicted percent cash or percent account. 
The estimated notes receivable investment.cost per dollar of fer-
tilizer sales can be calculated by taking the product.of the annual cost 
ef capital rate (IP), the propartien -of sales on notes (percent notes/ 
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100 percent) and the average proport~on of the,year notes are ,out-
standing (note payment.period/!~ months). As shown in Table XXXV, the 
notes receivable investment cost increases as-the note payment.peried 
increases or as the note interest'rate dec;:reases. Assuming the dealers 
cost of capital rate is'8 percent; tije co~ts range from,.08 cents per 
dollar of f ert·ilizer sales (a: 12 percent annual interest rate and a 4 
month. note payment period) to 3. 08 cents pe~ deJ,.lar 4:1f fertilizer sales 
(a· zero rate, of interest and an 8 fnonth nl;lte p~yment pel;'iod) • For the 
average note policy (6 month nc;,te,,payment l'eriod and all 8 percent.in .... 
terest rate), the cost'per dollar of fertilizer sales is nearly one 
cent (.96 cents). 
TABLE XXXV 
ESTIMATED NOTES: RECEIVABLES INVESTMENT COST·PER DOLLAR OF 
FERTILIZER SAL~S FOR SELECTED NOTE POLICIES, 
EIGHT PERCENT COST OF CAPITAL RATE '. 
Annual,Inte:r;est Rate ,Charged 
Note· Payment .Period 
0% 6% 8% 10% 
(cents per~doll~r ef ,sales) 
4 months 1.12 .60 .43 .25, 
6 months 2.00 1.22 .96 • 70 
8 manths 3.08 2.04 1. 70 1.35 
12% 
.08 
.44 
1.01 
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The estimated combined receivables investment cost'(for both nates 
and .accounts) per dollar of fertilizer sales for alt~rnative acc9unt-
nate.policies is estimated by adding the estimated note receivable in-
vestment cost .,(Table XXXV) t~ the esti~ted accounts receivable invest-
ment' cost' (Table .XXXII or JQCXIII). The receivable~ investment cqsts. 
are calculated assuming a 6 month note.payment period and an 8 percent' 
annual note.interest rate, The costs. far the alterl)ative accaunt poli-
cies are su11ll!).arized in Tables XXXVI·and XXXVII. As shewn in Table XXXVI 
the estimate4 combined receivables investment • costs per dc:>llar of ferti-
lize; s,ales for palicies without finance cb,arges an: acco1.,1nts range from 
1.26 cents (30~day account due period and cash discount for payments on 
'the purchase date) to 3.34 c,ents (180-day acceunt'du~ period and no cash. 
discount).· These c9st estimates assume'that-the dealer's annual sales 
is $170,000 and his cost,ef capital rate is 8 pjercent. These costs can 
be campared to the ; cqst .. for policies that do net · include note financing 
(Table XXIX). If the. qealer 's account, due period iSI 30, 60 or 90 days, 
the receivables investment cost. ,per dallar of f~.rtilizer 51ales is 
smaller for palicies with .only acco\,lnts.than.f\i)r policies with both 
accoul)ts al)d notes. Alsa, if t~e-acceunt due :Period is 180-days and a 
cash.discount.is of~ered, th~ receivables investme~t·coijt'per dallar of 
fertilizer sales is smaller far the pelkies with anly ac_c13unts. If 
note·palicies with note'payment periods.different thall 6 months or annu-
al interest rates other than 8 percent are·considered, the comparison,af 
account-note,policy costs with acceunt·policy costs. would yield differ-
ent results. The,total receivables investment costs for other note 
policies are ·not calculat.ed since the sum af the percent ·ef sale!;) en 
accounts, on.notes, and for cash deviates ·censiderably from 100 percent. 
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TABLE XXXVI 
ESTIMATED COMBINED RECEIVABLE INVESTMENT COST (NOTES AND ACCOUNTS) 
PER DOLLAR OF FERTILIZER SALES FOR SELECTED ACCOUNT-NOTE 
POLICIES (NO FINANCE CHARGE) $170,000 FERTILIZER 
SALES; EIGHT PERCENT COST OF CAPITAL RATEa 
No Cash DiSC(?)Unt Period 
Account ,Due Period Cash Purchase 10 20 30 Discaunt Date Dais Dais Dais 
(cents per dollar of. 
fertilizer sales) 
30 days 1. 72 1.26 1.30 1.35 1.39 
60 days 2.01 1.46 1.53 1.59 1.66 
90 days 2.32 1.68 1. 77 1.86 1.95 
180 days 3.34 2.44 2.61 2.77 2.93 
aNote Policy: Payment perfod is 6 months and annual interest rate 
is 8 percent. 
As shown in Table.XXXVII, the total receivables investment cost 
per dollar af fertilizer sales (a~caunts and nates) for ,dealers impos-
ing an acGount finance. charge ra~ge fram 1..18 cents (30-day account due 
period, cash discount ·. for payments o~ the , purchase date. and a 1. 5 per-:: 
cent finance,charge rate) ta 4.01 cents (180-day account due pei;-iod, no 
cash discount, .5 percent finance.charge rate). For dealers with fi-
nance·charges, the estimated receivables cost for 30, 60 or 90 day 
finance charge periods is lawer for policies with only accounts (Table 
XXX) than for the account-nate policies. Also, if the acceunt due 
period is 180 days, the finance charge rate is one·percenl;: or higher 
and a cash discaunt is offered, the cost estimates are lower for account 
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TABLE XXXVII 
ESTIMATED CO~INED RECEIVABLE INVESTMENT COST' (NOTES AND ACCOUNTS) 
PER DOLLAR OF FERTILIZER SALES FOR SELECTED ACCOUNT-..NOTE 
POLICIES (WITH FINANCE CHARGE), $170,000 FERTILIZER 
SALES, EIGHT·PER.CENT COST OF CAPJ;TAL·RATEa 
Finance·Charge Period No Cash Discount Period 
and Finance. Cash. Purchase 10 20 ·30 Charge Rate Discount Date. Days Dave D~ys· J 
- (cents per dollar of 
fertilizer sales). 
l!1 days 
.5% 2.29 1.66 1. 75 1.85 1.94 
1.0% 1.94 1.28 1.33 1.37 1.42 
1.5% · 1.61 1.18 1.21 . 1.24 1.27 
60 days 
.·5% . 2.60 1.88 2.00 2.12 2.24 
1.0% 2.24 1. 63 1. 71 1.80 1.89 
1.5% 1.89 1.38 1.43 1.49 1.54 
90 days 
~ 5%' . 2.92 2.12 2.36 2.40 2.55 
1.0% 2.56 1.85 1.98 2,08 2.19 
1.5% 2.19 1.59 1.67 1. 75 1.83 
180.days 
.5% 4.01 2.94 3.16 3.37 3.59 
1.0% 3. 61 2.64 2.82 3.01 3.19 
1.5% 3.21 2.34 2.49 2.64 2.79 
a Payment period is 6 msnths and a~nual Note . Pal icy: interest rate 
is '8 percent. 
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policies than for account-note.poli~ies. For dealers with .5 percent 
finance charge rates or with 1.0 percent financ~ charge rates and no 
cash discount, the account-note policy results in.a slightly lower cost 
per dellar ef sales than a pelicy with only accounts .• · Alse, if the 
cost for a,note pelicy with a note payment peried shorter than 6 m'onths 
or an interest rate greater than 8 percent could be accurately esti.:.. 
mated, the.receivables investment cast per dollar of fertilizer sales 
may be.less fer account-n'=i)te financing than.for Unancing with only 
accounts, 
Impact of a Change in Credit 
Palicy on Sales 
The receivables investment cost analysis indicates that there are 
substantial differences in the ,investme1,1t cost per dallar of fertili-
zer sales among alternative credit arrangements. If other credit costs 
are added to the investment costs, the differences are.likely to be· 
even greater. This suggests that dealers who have high cost credit 
ar~angements could likely achieve.substantial savings•if they would 
change to a low cost credit arrangement. Fer example, suppose a dealer 
offers a crop harvest finance charge period and imp~ses a one percent 
finance charge rate after .180 days. No note financing or cash dis-
caunts are offered. Assuming the dealer's fertilizer sales is $170,000 
and his cost ef '.Capital rate is 8 f'ercent, the. estimated accounts re-
ceivable investment cost'per dellar of fertilizer sales for this policy 
is 3.69 cents (see.Table XXX).· If the dealer could change,te a 30-day 
finance charge period, his estimated cost ·pei;- dollar of fertilizer 
sales weuld be enly L 60 cents, Provided the. level of fertilizer s.ales 
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is constant at $170,000 and other costs do not,change, the dealer 
would achieve a cost savings or,additional profit of 2.09 cents per 
dollar of ·fertilizer sales.· 
However, the determinatien of whether or not,a change inth:e .credit· 
policy is desirable depends on the impact of that change on sales and 
profits as well as on credit costs. A less lenient credit policy (a 
shorter account due period, higher finance. charge, etc.) will likely 
result.in lower credit costs, but unJ,.ess the dealer's cempetitors also 
adopt shorter terms, the dealer may lose.a part of his market share of 
sales. 
Break-Even Analysis 
A break-even.analysis can be used to determine the break-even level 
ef fertilizer sales needed to m~intain constant firm profit when a 
deo;1.ler makes a change in his credit policy. This break-evensales 
level can then be compared to his estimates of the reduction,in,sales 
that weuld result from the credit policy change. The break-even level 
of sales that;: will result in the.same.firm profit is calculated by the 
following formula:. 
where: 
Sb= the break-even sales with the new credit policy 
($), 
S. = the initial sales .with the present cr~dit policy 
1 ($)' 
TI= the.initial profit margin per dollar of sales 
after deducting all costs including r1 .and v1 ($), 
(5-3) 
I = the estimated receivables investment cost per 1 dollar of fertilizer sales for the present credit 
policy ($), 
I • the•estimated receivables investment cost per 2 dollar of fertilizer sales for the new credit' 
policy ($), 
v1 = other variable costs (production, marketing and 
credit) per .dollar of sales for the present credit 
policy ($), and 
V = other variable costs (producti0n, market;ing, and 2 
credit) per dollar of sales for the new credit 
policy ($). 
The values for Si, IT, 11 and v1 are assumed to be known by the 
dealer. For account policies the receivable investment cost for the 
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new policy (1 2) is a function of the estimated percent of sales on ac-
counts, the estimated average collection period on account sales and 
the dealer's cost of capital rate. Thus, 
where: 
.0601Sb J 
+ 1000 '100· [~] 
~ a the dealer's annual cost.of •capital rat~ 
(dedmal), 
x .. = the estimated perceI).t of sales on accounts ex-
a 
eluding the.effect,of ·the level.of fertilizer 
.0601Sb = 
sales for the new credit policy, 
the coefficient for the l~vel of fertilizer 
sales (in the.vercent account regression equa~ 
tion) times the break~even level.of fertilizer 
sales, and 
M = the estimated average collection period, for the 
a new credit policy. (days). 
(5-4) 
The estimated change in the dealer's receivables .investlile"Q.t'cost'asso-
ciated with a change in his cre<;lit policy is 11 - 12• The change in 
othe.r variable costs due to a change in his. credit policy is. v1 - V 2• 
The impact of a change in the credit decision variables. upon other 
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credit costs or upon the variable production and marketing cost is not 
empirically estimated here. However, these possible cost changes 
should net,be·ignorec;l when evaluating a.change.in.credit policy, 
The regression equations are used to estimate M and x"' for the 
a. a 
new account ,policy, Then equatipn (5'.""4) is substituted for 12 in the 
break~even sales equation (equation 5-3), The break-even sales (Sb) 
needed to I11qintain th.e same· firm profit given a change in the account 
policy is determined by solving equati.on (5-3) using the .quadratic 
formula, The break-even sales level could alsQ be determined for ac-
count7note policies by substituting the receivables investment cost 
for·both accounts and notes for 12 in equation (5-3), 
Application .Qf the Break'.""Even Analysis 
For illustrative purposes the brecik-even analysis will be applied 
to situations in which the dealer changes to a lower cost account policy. 
Assume that the dealer'.s initial. level of fertilizer sales (Si) is 
$170,000 and his present profit margin (IT) is five cents on each dollar 
of sales, Thus, the dealer's ann1,1al profit on fertilizer sales is 
$8,500, Also, assume that other variable costs per dollar of sales 
do not change given a change to a lower cqst credit policy (V1 - v2 • 
0), If the dealer presently offers his customers a 180~day account due 
period,.no cash.discount~ and imposes a 1,0 percent finance charge on 
accounts unpaid after 180 days, hh average collection period would be 
approximately 215 days and 78 percent,of his sales would be on accounts 
(see Tables XXVII and XXVIIl), Assuming the dealer's cost.of capital 
rate is 8 percent, the receivables investment cost per dollar of ferti-
lizer sales fo.r this policy is estimated to be 3, 69 cents (Table XXX), 8 
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The break-even levels of sales and the sales reductions.that.could 
occur and still maintain constant total net profit if the dealer short~ 
ens his account · due period to. 90, 60 or 30 days · are shown in Table 
XXXVIII. 
By changing his credit policy to a 90-day account due period,.the 
dealer's estimated receivables investment cost per .dollar of sales de-
creases from 3.69 cents to 2,31 ·cents. Assuming other costs do not. 
change, the dealer's annual sales could decrease·from $170,000 to 
approximately $132,927 (a $37,073 decrease) and his net profit would 
remain at $8,500. 9 Due to the decline in the investment cost per 
dollar of sales,the dealer's profit margin would be increased from 5 
to 6.38 cents (5 + 3.69 - 2,31) per dollar of sales. If the dealer 
estimates that changing to a 90-day account due period would result in 
less than a·$37,073 decline in sales, then the change would increase 
his annual mat· prqfit. However, if he expects sale.s to fall. more, than 
$37,073, profit would decrease by changing policies, If the dealer were 
to change from the 180-day account due period to 60-day or 30-day terms, 
the receivaqles investmel').t ·cost' per doll.ar of sales would be even lawer 
than far the 90-day·terms, Given the~e·lower costs, sales could fall 
by $44,659 for a ch~nge to a 60-day period and by $51,136 for a change 
to a 30-day period. 
Table XXXIX illustrates the break-even sales which could occur 
given increases in the finance charge rate. Suppose the dealer's 
initial credit terms are a 30-day account due period with a ,5 percent 
per month finance charge rate after 30 days, For a change in the 
account policy to a one percent per month finance charge rate, the 
estimated accounts receivables investment cost per dollar of sales 
TABLE XXXVIII 
ESTIMATED AVERAGE COLLECTION PERIOD, PERCENT OF SALES ON ACCOUNTS, INVESTMENT 
COST PER DOLLAR OF SALES, BREAK""".EVEN SALES-ANDSALES-REDUCTION 
FOR CHANGES IN THE LENGTH .. OF THE ACCOUNT DUE PERIODa 
Average Percent of Investment Cost per Break-even Sales Account Policy Collection Sales on Dollar Sales Reduction Period Accounts. 
of Sales 
· (dais) (%) (¢) ($) ($) 
Initial Policy 
180-,,Day.Account 
Due Period, 1% 
Finanee·Charge 
Rate 214.70 78.42 3.69 
New Policy 
90-Day Accaunt 
Due Period, 1% 
Finance Charge 
Rate 149.63 70.46 2.31 132,927 37,073 
60-Day Account 
Due Period, 1% 
Finance Charge 
Rate 127.94 68.09 1.91 125,341 44,659 
30-Day Account 
Due Period, 1% 
Finance Charge 
Rate 106.25 65.79 1.53 118,864 51,136 
aThe initial fertilizer sales level is $170,000, the initial profit margin is 5 cents 
per dollar of sales and the annual cost of capital rate is 8 percent. 
I-' 
°' 0 
TABLE XXXIX 
ESTIMATED AVERAGE COLLECTION PERIOD, PERCENT OF SALES ON ACCOUNTS, 
INVESTMENT COST PER·DOLLAR OF SALES, BREAK-EVEN·SALES AND 
SALES REDUCTION FOR CHANGES IN THE FINANCE CHARGE RATEa 
Account Policy 
Initial Policy 
30..;Day Account 
Due.Period, .5%. 
Finance Charge 
Rate 
~ Policy 
30-Day Account 
Due Period, 1% 
Fi~ance Charge 
Rate 
30-Day Account 
Due Peri9d, 1.5% 
Finance Charge 
Rate 
Average 
Collection 
PeriQd 
(days} 
135.71 
106.25 
76.78 
Percent of 
Sales on 
Accounts 
(%) 
68.87 
68.02 
67.29 
Investment 
Cost per Break-even 
Dollar Sales 
of Sales 
(¢) ($) 
2.05 
1.58 155,986 
1.13 143,747 
Sales 
Reductio~ 
($) 
14,014 
26,253 
athe initial fertilizer sales level.is $170,000, the initial profit margin is 5 cents 
pe:r dollar of .sale1;1 and the annual cost of capital rate is 8 p(lrcent. 
..... 
°' ..... 
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would decline from,2~05 cents to 1.58 cents. The major part of this 
change in cast is brought'abeut by a decline in the·estimated average· 
c<a>llection period from,136 to 1Q6 days~ Assum:i.ng other.costs qo not· 
change, the dealer would not ·have·. a reduct.ion .in profit unless sales 
decline to . less than·. $155, 986 (decline .by $14, 014). If the. dealer 
changes his finance charge rate f~om .5 t~ 1,5 percent per month, sales 
could fall to .$143,747 witho,ut affecting his n~t ;profit, 
Next, consider the · initia+ acceunt .policy as . a 60-day accou1;1t due 
period and a 1. 5 percent per month. finance charge after 60 days, No 
cash discount. is offered with the·. present pelicy. · If the dealer were 
to offer a cash disceunt. for paymtmts on· the purchase ·date; the esti-
mated cost,per dallar ef sales for investing funds in acceunts receiv-
able would decline ·frem 1. 53 cents ta , 82 cents. (see Table XL). If no 
other costs change; his sales could fall from $170,000 to $149,024 with-
eut affecting profit, Hewever, the revenue.lest.from.cash discounts 
granted to customers who pay 9n the·purchase·date·must also be,censi-
I 
dered. Suppese tl;le cash disceunt•rate·i1:1,2 percent, As shown in T~ble 
XL, if the cash,discount,is effered fer payments on·the purchase qate, 
53~58 percent·ef·the fertilizer sales will be .on,acceunt, Thus, appro-
ximately 46, 42 ,percent 9f th.e sales will be paid fo·r in cash on, the pur":' 
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chase.date~. Theref9re, for every dellar of sal,s., th,e deE!,ler foregaes. 
,93 cents. (.02 .x .4642) in casq disc~unts. The investment cost.per 
dollar of sales plus the revenue lost from the cash discounts per qollar 
of sales is.1.75 cents (,93 + .82). For the above·initial credit policy, 
the change from nat•offering a cash discount to offe.ring a-cash 1dis-
count woul.d increase.the credit ces~ per dollar of-sales when botl?, the 
cash discount ,and the investment costs. are considered, The results 
TABLE XL 
ESTIMATED AVERAGE COLLECTION PERI0D, PERCENT OF SALES ON ACCOUNTS, 
INVESTMENT COST PER DOLLAR OF SALES, BREAK-EVEN SALES AND 
SALES REDUCTION FOR CHANGES IN CASH DISCOUNT POLICIESa 
Average. Percent of Investment Cost per Break-even. Account Policy Collectian Sales on Dollar Sales PeJ;"i!:ld Accounts ~ Sa.J.es 
(days) (%) (¢) ($) 
Initial Policy 
60-bay Account Due·. 
Period, 1~5% Fi~ 
nance Charge Rate, 
No Cash Discount 98.47 70.78 1.53 --
New Policy 
60-Day Account Due 
Period, 1.5% Fi-
nance Charge Rate, 
Cash Discount .f0r 
Payments on Purchase 
Date 70.01 . 53.58 .82 149,024 
60-Day Account.Due 
Period, 1.5%-Finance 
Charge Rate, Cash 
Discount for Payments 
Within 30 Days 70.01 69.11 1.06 155,640 
Sales 
Reduction 
($) 
--
20,976 
14,360 
aThe initial fertilizer sales level is $170,000, the initial profit ma~gin i~ 5 cehts per 
dollar: of sales and the annual cost of capital rate is 8 percent. .... CJ'\ 
l,.) 
would likely be different ·if ether initial sales levels, profit mar-
gins, or cost of capital rates are assumed. 
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Table XL also shows the change·in the investment cast and the sales 
reduction which could occur for a change from not offering a cash dis-
count ta offering a cash discount·for payments made in 30 days. Since 
alonger cash discount period increases theestimated percent of sales 
on accounts, the investment cost s~vings and the.sales reduction are 
less for a 30 ... day cash d:1-scount period than for a cash discount for 
payments made on the purchase date. These costs do not include the 
revenue lost when cash discounts are granted. 
As indicated in equation (5-3), th~ break-even sales reductions 
that can occur for a given change·in credit policy depends on the 
dealer's initial profit margin, Suppose a dealer presen~ly offers a 
180~day finance charge period and charges one percent per month on· 
accounts not paid after 180 days, Table XLI illustrates thebreak-even 
sales for a change to a 90-day finance charge.period assuming three 
alternative initia+ profit margi~s,-3, 5, an~ 7 cents per dollar of .. 
sales. · The sales reductien that can occur assum;t.ng a 3 dent initial · 
profit margin.and a $170,000 initial sales level is $53,942 compared 
to only.$27,813 for a,7 cent profit margin, Thus, given.the same 
change in credit policy, dealers with stnall profit margins can sacri-
fice more sales and maintain constai:it profit than can dealers with 
larger profit margins, 
The break-even analysis precedure coulci. alse be applied to changes 
to a higher cost credit•policy, Tbe·dealer could determine how much 
his sales would need to increase to cover the additional investment 
cost'per dollar of sales in.order to maintain constant profit, However, 
since most dealers are concerned with reducing their credit costs, 
cb,anges to less lenient credit policies are not evaluated. 
TABLE XLI 
BREAK-EVEN SALES AND SALES REDUCTION FOR A CHANGE 
FROM A 180-DAY TO A 90-DAY ACCOUNT DUE PERIOD 
ASSUMING ALTERNATIVE PROFIT MARGINSa 
Initial Prefit 
Margin 
Break-even 
Sales 
Sales 
Reduction 
(cents) ($) ($) 
3 116,058 53,942 
5 133, 927 37,073 
7 142,187 27,813 
aThe initial and new polic~ include a 1.0 percent finance 
charge rate. The initial level of fertil-izer sales is $170,000 
and'the annual cast of capital rate.is'8 percent, 
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FOOTNOTES 
1The mean fertilizer saJ,.es for the 89 dealers that· offer financing 
is.approximately $170,000 and the standard deviatienis·approximately 
$110, 000 •. 
2 Recall that the regression equation51 estimated for the average 
collection period and the percent of sales on aecounts resulted in esti-
mates which under predicted the large observed values and over predicted 
the stnall observed val_ues. Thus, the resulting cost estimates m1;ty also 
be biased in a similar fashion. 
3 The sales financed by the local bank are excluded. The percent of 
sales for- cash and on account should add to approximately 100 percent. 
4 For Table XXVIII, it is asS1umed that the dealer's annual fertili-. 
zer sales is $170,000, 
5 Due to rounding,the cost'per dollar for th~ alternative sales 
levels may not be exactly 9.6 percent less than or greater than the 
cost per" dollar for the $170, 000 sales level. 
6 The percent.of sales for cash and on accounts for account-note 
policies do. not add to 100 percent because a part ·-of the dealer's sales 
are· financed with notes (see.Table XLIV in Appendix B), 
7 Eight percent is approximately the average interest rate charged 
on notes and·6 months is the-average payment period. 
8 The percent 'of · sales cm accou~t, the · average cellec tion period 
and the investmeI).t cost' for the-. initial credit pol:!,cy are· aseumed to 
be those·values estimated with the.regression and cost equatioI).s for 
that specified policy. 
9 If · other variable cos'(:s peJ;" dollar of sales (V) increase (de,.. 
crease) due to a change-in credit policy, the.break-even sales level 
would be smaller (larger), 
lONo note financing is available,tqus,the percent cash is equal to 
100 percent minus the.percent on accounts. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The Problem and Procedure 
In an effort to maintain or increase the market share of sales in 
a highly competitive marketing environ~ent, farm input dealers offer 
their customers numerous services. Dealer financing is one of the 
services. most frequently empl<;>yed. as a means to compete with other 
dealers for sales, Dealer financing m~y provide a convenient, addi-
tional source of short-term debt capital needed by the farmer, If 
acceptance of the buyers' c~edit in exchange for me~chandise increases 
the dealer's rate of sales, then the,dealer may obtain cost efficien-
cies by spreading his fixed costs . ever:· increased sales. Hqwever, to 
provide the finance service, the dealer will incur additional admin:i,-
strc1,tive and investment costs, The profitability of a dealer's financ-
ing activities depends not only. upon cha~ges in sales but also on.the 
additional costs'incurred when a customer's purchases are financed, 
Farm input dealers cpncerned with increasing their market shares fre-
quently do not·re~ognize the impact of their financing activities on. 
cost. 
One, of the major .costs associated with the. dealer's financing 
activity is the cost'of investing operating funds in accounts and. 
notes. receivable, In ,recent years, high interest rates and the limited 
1,;7 
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availability of operating funcj.s have·. heightened the concern among 
dealers regarding the management of receivables. One of th.e financial 
management s.kills required in the, management ·of.· receivables is selection 
of. the appropriate ·credit instrument ·an4 the·. determination of the credit·. 
policy to .. use to finance sales. 
The major .objective of this st~dy is to provide farm· input dealers, 
particularly Oklahoma fertilizer dealers, with information to help them 
make decisions concerning the use.of alternative credit instruments and 
policies. The focus of the analysis is on impact of the dealer's. credit 
policy upon the cost of investing funds in receivables. The first spe-
cific objective of th,is study. is. to identify and describe the alterna-
tive credit.policy decision variables and the credit instruments.which 
are offered by Oklahoma fertilizer dealers. The second objective is to 
empirically estimate the impact of the alternative credit instruments 
and the specific values of. the credit policy decision variables upon . 
selected credit performance measures.· And finally, using the estimates 
for the.credit performance measures, th~ receivables investment cost 
per dollar of sales. is. calculated for alternative credit policies. 
The principles of economic theory and financial management are 
used to develop the conceptual relationship between a dealer's credit 
policy and the receivables investment cost. The dealer's credit pelicy 
consists of the type.of credit _instrument used and the.set of credit 
policy decision variables offered to custamers. The credit policy 
qecision variables determine the cost the farmer pays to obtain financ-
ing from a dealer,, The finance cost .associated with the dealer's 
credit pelicy influences the ,farmer's purchase and payment decisions. 
The buyer's behavior has a .direct impact ,en two of the determinants of 
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the dealer's receivable investment cost--the proportion of the;dealer's 
sales financed and the ,average·collec~ion,period on credit·sales. These 
two credit· performance variables are hypetheaized ta bE;l functions of .. 
the credit policy·varial,?les. 
To obtain data· for the · investigation ef alter~ative credit poli-
cies and their impaet. an the crec;lit performance measures;· a question-:-
naire was mailed to. Okla.homa fertilizer dealers. The credit ·policies 
of ·the clealets responding to the questiennaire were .described and com-
pared for alternative types.and sizes of,firms. Next, using a multiple 
linear regression procec;l_ure, the, changes i~ the. sele~ted · credit perfor-
mance ·variables due to changes in significant .credit policy variables 
were.empirically estimated. Ut:f,lizing the estimates for the average. 
collection period and the prc:;,portian of the dealer's sale.a financed, 
the investment costs per dollar of ,sales for alte;native credit poli-
cies were calcuiated. · The cost est:(.mates are then used to evaluate a 
change·in,the dealer's credit policy in terms·of.the break-:-even level 
of sales.· 
Summary of Findings 
Alternative -Credit Polic,ies 
Nearly all (93 percent) ef .the fe.rtilizer dealers offered open-. 
acC<3unt financing to the_ir custamers, The· credit policy decisien vari-
ables employed by the deale;-s utilizing the open-.acceunt instrument 
were:the account ,due period,.finance charge period, finance charge 
rate, cash disceu"Qt rate, cash discaunt period, colleqtion practices, 
and credit .. standards. 
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The account.due periods·rariged from.30 days after the purchase 
date to the time of the farmer's crop harvest (approximately 180 days). 
Approximately 39.percent of the dealers with acceunt.policies had crop 
harvest ·terms. Nearly three-fourths ef the dealers imposed a finance 
charge on accounts·not paid during a,specified number ef days after the 
purchase date. The finance charge ·rat;:es ranged from , 5 to 1. 5 percent 
per month, Hewever, only 37 percent of the dealers with account poli-
cies offered cash discounts to cust0mers for payments made during the 
cash discount period. The cash discount ·rates ranged from 2 to 5 
percent of the purchase price, Over two-thirds of the dealers that 
offer cash discounts.for early.payments had cash discount periods of 
30 to 60 days after the purchase·date. Over one-fourth of the dealers 
had both .. cash disceunts and finance·· charges, but 17 percent had neither 
a cash discount .or a finance· charge. The collection practice most· fre-
quently utilized was a written notice once,a month, Over 30 percent of· 
the dealers did net. require any cre.dit application or financial state-
ment from:new credit customers~ 
Over one.;.half of the.dea+ers wha affered account.financing also 
had note. financing avai.lable, However, only two dealers offe.red only. 
note.financing. The credit policy decision variables utilized by 
dealers with note financing were.the note payment period, the interest. 
rate, and the issue date, · The average annual interest rate charged 
by the dealers on.notes. was-8 percent, The·rate!;l ranged from zero to 
12 perc·ent per year, · The average. n<:>te, payment period or the average 
length of time the, dealers' note.s were outstanding was, 6 months, The 
nate payment periods ranged from 3 to 10 months. The notes were issued 
by dealers either on the purchase date. or a~ter. the sale was carried 
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as an accounts receivable for 10 to 120 days. 
Credit Performance Measures 
The average collection period on accaunt sales was used as a mea-
sure of the average·length af ,time a dollar of fertilizer sales was in-
vested in.accounts.receivable. It was cemputed from the distr:!.bution 
of paymentij on accounts according to their age at the time of collection, 
The average observed collection peried for dealers with account .. policies_ 
was 121 days. The observed range was.from 32 to 280 days. The multiple 
linear regression analysis indicated that dealers who had shorter ac:-
count due. periods, 0ffered cash discounts. and offered note. financing 
had s:(.gnificantly sherter. average collection periods on account. sales. 
If the finance charge rate was greater than 1 1/3 percent per month, 
the dealers wha imposed finance charges had significantly sho.rter average 
collection periods than·those that did not impose a finance charge. The 
cash discount. rate was .net as significant . as. whether or not a cash dis-
count was effered in.explaining changes in the average collection peripd. 
Also, the length of the cash disceunt period was•not significant in ex.,-
plaining variation in the dealers' average collection periods. 
The average abserved percent of s~les fer cash and on account for 
dealers. who offered financing was 25.29 and 65.04 .percent, respectitrely. 
The multiple linear regression analysis indicated that credit policy 
variables offered by dealers explain part of the variation in the per-
cent of sales for cash and on acceunt, The dealers offering shorter 
account.due periods had a significantly smaller percent of sales on. 
account and larger percent of sales for cash, The dealers with both_ 
note and account financing available had a smaller percent of fertilizer 
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sales on accounts and for ,cash than dealers offering only account fi-
nancing. aowever, the.dealers with both account ·anq. note financing 
financed a larger percent of ·their fertilizer sales (including both 
accounts.and notes) than dealers.offfering only.acco1,1nt finaneing, 
Offering a cash dis.count ·for early payments reduced. the percent of 
sales on account:s. and increased the percent ·of·• sales. for cash, However, 
the dealers with longer cash discount periods.had a larger percent·of · 
sales on account and a smaller pereent of sales for cash thandealers 
with shorter cash discount periods. Again, th~ cash discount rate was 
not as significant as whether or not·the cash discount was offered in 
explaining variation.in the percent of sales on account·or for cash, 
Also, the finance charge variables did not have a statistic~lly signi-
ficant impact on the percent of sales on account or for cash. A firm 
characteristic varial;,le, the dealer's annual fertilizer sales was sig-
nificant in explaining variation in the percent of ·sales for cash and 
on accciunt. The dealers with larger annual fertilizer sales.had a. 
larger percent of sales on account and a smaller percent of sales for 
cash than the.dealers with smaller annual fertilizer sales, 
Only. two credit policy variables were significant in explaining 
the variation in·the percent.of fertilizer sale1;3 on netes, The aver-
age observed percent of fertilizer sales on notes for the dealers who 
affer note financing is approxiI,llately 23 percent. The dealers charging 
a higher interest rate or offering a shorter average note payment period 
had a significantly smaller percent of sales on notes, 
Investment Costs 
The receivable investment cost'per dallar af fertilizer sales was 
calculated far.alternative account ·and not~ pelicies assuming the 
dealer's annu,al fertiU.zer sales was $170, 000 and his annual cost ef 
capital rat.e was 8 percent. The credit pelicy decisien variabll!!S. 
wh~ch .were significant in reducing the,avex-age cG>llectiGn period and 
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the per~ent,af sales an accounts also reduced the a~ceunts receivable 
:f,nvest~ent cost. Fer dealers that offer only account financing, the, 
smallest predictec;l acce,unts. rec~ivable it1vestment cast per doll~r af. 
fertilizer' sales was'.51 cents. This cast resul~ed if the.dealer had 
a 30-day account due period, a · cash disco·unt ~ anq a 1. 5 percent per 
month finance-charge. With this polky, the dealer's estimated average 
collection perbd is appreximat;ely 48 days and the ,percent of sales en. 
account was· nearly. 53 percent. · In. contr.ast, a ·180-day acc<?)unt due 
period, 'a • 5 percent per month, fimi,nce. charge ·rate· and no cash discount 
result.ed in. the. highe~t CGl,st per dol,lar of fertilizer sales (4. 20 cents) 
for ac.caunt ·policies. For this policy, the. estimated average callee-
tien.peried and percent o:f sales-an account wex-e 244 days _and 78 pex--
cent, respectively. 
• . ' 1,. 
The n(;)tes re.ceiyable investm~nt cests per dollar of fertilizer 
sales. far alternat;:ive nete,_policies ranged frem • 08 cents te 3. 08 cents. · 
The nete peli.cy which resulted in the lowest investment cest haq a 12 · 
' . 
perce~t·anlilual inte,;est rate.and a 4411.onth nc;,te paymel'.lt peried. With 
this policy, only-3 percent.a£ •the dealer's fertilizer sales were,in-
vested in netes receivable. The note pelicy yield,ing the highest in"":-
vestment cost'had a zero rate ef interest and aq. 8-manth.note.payment 
perfod. Th~ percent of sales on not~s fer this palicy was nearly .58 
percent. 
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Assuming the dealer's note pelicy has an.8 percent annual interest 
rate and a 6-month note payment ·period (the average note policy), the 
estimated combined receivables (a9counts and notes) investment cost ·per 
dollar of sales was calculated for alternative acco~nt.policies. The 
receivables investment cost per dollar of sales for dealers offering 
both accounts and notes ranged from 1.18 to 4. 01 cents. · These co.st 
results were compared to the receivables investment costs. for the deal-
ers offering only account.financing. For each alternative account 
policy with account due periods.of 30, 60, or 90 days, the.receivables 
investment coste1 per dollar of fertilizer sales .were smaller for dealers 
offering only accaunt financing than for dealers offering both accounts 
and notes. The costs were also less for dealers with only account fi-
nancing if the.account due period was 180 days, the finance charge rate 
was 1.0 or 1.5 percent per month and a.cash discount was offered. The 
combination of account and note financing resulted in,lower receivables 
investment costs if the·. account due period is 180 days and the finance 
charge,rateis .5 percent per m<:>nth. 
The costs per dollar of sales for each alter~ative credit policy 
were higher when a higher cost of capital·. rate was used ta calculate· 
the costs. Alea, the cest per dollar of sales was higher if the 
dealer's annual fertilizer sales waei, greater than $170,00(!), and lower 
if sales were below $170,000. 
As indicated, a change, to a less· lenient credit policy could. re-
sult in cost savings 1 and an incre~sed profit margin:per dollar of sales. 
The· effect of · a change to a !ewer cost er.edit policy upen the dealer's 
sales was evaluated using a break-even.analysis! Given a change to a 
lower. cost credit policy, substantial sales r~ductions could occur 
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without'decreasing the dealer's profit, Th~ results depend upon the 
assumptions concerning the dealer's initial profit margin, sales level, 
and credit policy. 
Conclusions a~d Implications 
Methodological Issues 
The results obtained for the receivables investment.cost.analysis 
are dependent upon the cerrect·specification and measurement ef the 
factors which affect the dealer's receivables investment cost, The 
investment cost results. obta.ined also depend upon the acc;uracy of the 
estimated empirical relationship between the decision variables and 
the performance measures, 
The dealer's ann'1al cost of capital rate, the proportion of.sales 
financed and the timing c,f payments for credit sales were specified as 
the determinants of the receivables inves.tment cost, · The proportion of 
tne dealer's sales financed and the timing of payments for credit sales 
were dependent.upon the dealer's credit policy variables. However, 
other factors not controlled by the dealer which have, a theoretical 
impact·on the customers'. purchase and payment behavior were not ob-
served. The farme~'s personal and financial char~cteristics and the 
cost ~nd,availability of other sources of financing will likely have 
an important'impact.on the farmer's input purchase and payment decision, 
Also, due to the difficulty in-quantifying their values, some of the 
credit policy·decision variables suggested by theory.were omitted from 
the empirical analysis, The dealer's collectiot:1, practices and stand-
ards may have a substantial impact on.the proportion of sales financed 
and the timing of collections. 
The accuracy in the measurement of the credit policy deeision 
variables also affects the results of the investment cost analysis. 
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The data obtained from the questionnaires mailed to fertiliz.er dealers 
are subject to. errors of observat;ion and measurement~ Some of the 
specified credit policy variables may net be enforced by the dealers. 
For example, dealers frequently mi:i.y not collect finance charges on. ac-
ceunt sales not-paid by the time specified in their credit policy. Also, 
cash discounts may be given to farmers who pay after the cash discount 
period specified in the dealer's credit policy. 
Errors .. of observation or measurement may also be present in the 
credit performance variables. Some of the dealers could have reported 
the sales paid for within a few days after the,purc};!.ase date as account 
sales. Thus, the obseryed value!:! for. the percent of· sale~ financed 
with accounts may.be under reported. 
Only one parameter of the distribution of account sa+es paid after 
variQus. lengths of time, the mean age·. of account sales at. the time of 
collection, was utilized to measure.the timing of payments for credit. 
sales. However, computing th.e average collection period from the dis-
tribution of payments probably gives.a more accurate measure.of the 
dealer's collection experience thai:i a -more frequently used calculation. 
The ratio of the dollar value of receivables outs.tanding to the. current. 
average dollar volume of credit sales per day is probably most.often 
used by dealers. 
The· accuracy of. the values estimated for the .. receivables invest-
ment costs also depend upon the accuracy of the estimated empirical 
relationships between the credit policy variables and the credit per-
formance measures. The, multiple regression coefficients for the 
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selected models indicated that several credit policy variables signi-
ficantly explain part of the variation in the ,dealers' average collec-
tion ,periods, per-cent of s.ales on. accounts, percent of sales on notes, 
2· 
and percent·of ·sales for cash, However, as it.1,dicated by the low R 
values. and the examination of the· residuals, a large proportion .. of· the 
variation in,the credit performance-measures .was not'explained by the. 
credit policy .decisien variables, The examination of ·the residual.a 
suggested that th.e small observed values for the. credit perfot'lllance 
measures are. over predict~d and the .large observed value.s are ·under 
predicted. Thus, use of th,e predicted valueE:l in the investment cc:>st 
equationE:l likely yield estimated costs·that have·a narrower range than 
the a~tual,. range'in investment costs~ 
The·omiss:t.on of some·credit policy variables and other non-
controllable variables .which haye a theoretical impact on the credit 
performance· measures ·may have introduc.ed same of the. bias in the 
regression esti~tes, Also, errors,of measurement and observation in 
significant .credit'pol,icy .variables may have introduced additional, 
bias in the regression· estimates, 
Not all of the.credit policy variables which were included in 
the regression analysis were statisticl!lllY significant in explaining 
changes'in the credit performance variables, The lack af statistical 
significance may be . due to. a high degree , of · linear . dependence · among 
some of the;credit policy varia~les rather than to a weakness in the· 
th~ory itself. 
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Receivables Management 
This study of the impact of trade credit policies upon the magni-
tude of accounts and notes receivable and receivables investment costs 
has s.everal implications for farm input dealers and their suppliers, 
The empirical results indicated that the fertilizer de~lers' present; 
account policies result in estimated average annual investments in 
accounts receivable ranging from.$10,838 to $89,250 assuming annual 
fertilizer sales of $170,000. Assuming an annual cost of capital rate 
of 8 percent, the annual receivables investment costs for the dealer's 
credit policies would range from $867 to $7,140, For dealers with 
fertilizer sales larger tha~ $170,000 and cost of capital rates higher 
than.8 percent, the.investment costs are even greater, Depending upon. 
who furnishes the funds for the receivables investment, this interest 
or opportunity cost is incurred by either the local fertilizer dealer 
or his supplier. 
Based on·the results of this study it is apparent that changing 
to a less lenient credit policy can substantially reduce the dealer's 
receivables investment cost per dollar of sales, Changes in selected 
credit policy decision variables were shown ta be effective in reducing 
the proportion of fertilizer sales financed and the average number of 
days the financed sales are.invested in receivables, Reductions.in 
these credit performance measures will .reduce the dealer's investment 
cost per dollar of sales. 
The most important credit policy variable affecting the number of 
days account sales are invested in accounts rec~ivable was th~ qealer's 
account due period, A change from a 180-day (crop harvest) to a 30-
day account. due period would result; in an estimated 108-day decrease 
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in the dealer's average collection period, Offering a cash discount, 
imposing a higher finan~e charge rate, or offering note financing also 
significantly reduced the average·collection period on accounts. 
The credit policy vari~ble.which had the largest impact on th~ 
propo.rt:l.on of fertilizer sales invested in accounts· receivable was 
th.e dealers cash discount policy, Offering a cash discount to customers 
for payments on the purchase date reduced the percent of fertilizer 
sales on account by over 16 percent, However, offering a cash discount 
for payments received within 20 days after the purchase date reduced the 
percent of sales on account by only 6 percent. Offering note financing 
also significantly reduced the percent of sales on accG>unts but the de-
crease is offset by an increase in the percent of sales on notes. Also, 
decreases in the length of the account.due period reduced the percent of 
sales on accounts. 
Although the direct impact of changes. in·the dealer's credit policy 
upon the dealer's annual,fertilizer sales was not estimated, the break-
evenanalysis indicated substantial sales reductions can occur without• 
decreasing the dealer's profit, Ch~nging from a 180-day to a 30-day 
account due period resulted in a cost sa~ings of 2,16 cents per dollar 
of sales. Thus~ assuming the dealer's initial annual fertilizer sales 
is $170,000, his inidal profit margin is .5 cents per dollar of s.ales 
and his initial receivables investment cost is 3,69 cents per .dollar of 
sales, the deale;'s annual fertilizer sales could. decrease by over 
$51,000 without changing his net profit, 
Further Research 
This study emphasized the importance of the determination of the 
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receivables investment cost for evaluating changes in the dealer's 
~:r:;ecl:;tt, policy. Fur,ther theoretical and empirical analysis is needed 
to determ:i.ne the impact of changes in the credit pelicy upen:the deal-
er's revenue, otqer credit cests; and other operating costs,. 
A change in the dealer's credit terms will likely influence two 
components of the dealer's revenue--his rate of sales and his financial 
revenue. The impact of the dealer's credit policy upon the rate of 
sales would need to be distinguished from ·the effects of offering other 
services and other marketing decision variables. Elements of uncer-
tainty concerning the re~ctions of both buyers and rival competitors 
to changes in credit policy would complicate.the aIJ.alysis. Probability 
distributions. for the quantity of ·.a farm input demanded by farmers esti-
mated for alternative sets of credit terms would provide more informa-
tien for decision making than a .single estimated value. 
Ver;y little work has been done concerning the amount of revenue 
received by dealers from ftnance or interest charges collected on out~ 
standing customer accaunts aI).d notes. Financial revenue collected 
from custemers who pay accounts afte~ the,due d~te would off-set part 
of the additional cost'of having the dealer's operating funds tied up 
in receivables for longer lengths of .time. 
Also, additional research eff0rt is .needed to determine the impact· 
of alternative credit policies upon the .other crecJ,it costs. The collec-
tion costs, bad debt .losses. and the value ef cash discounts given, as 
well as the investment 'costs,ai;-e theoretically related to the length 
e>f time credit sales remain unpaid. To. estimate these costs, distribu-
tion1:1 of the dealei;-'s collections at.various lengths of.time under al-
ternative credit policies similar tp the distribution used to compute 
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the average co+lection period for this study would be useful. Using 
past payment performance experience, a probability distribution of 
collections could be estimated. 
The impact of changes in.credit policy and changes in the dealer's 
rate of sales brought about by a change.in credit policy upon the 
dealer's other operat:l,ng costs.also needs to be investigated. For a 
complete anc:!,lysis of .the effect of alternative cr1:;1dit policies on the 
dealer's profit, the impact of the credit decision on other managerial 
decisions such as the optimum.inventory policy should also be consi-
dered. 
The theoretical analysis of ,this study stressed the importance of 
the impact of credit policy varia~les on the buyer's purchase and pay-
ment behavior, Additienal theoretical and empiric~! inquiries cqncern-
ing the impact of the.farmers' personal characteristics and financial 
success upon his purchase·and payment decisions would provide useful 
information for future studies of .receivables management. First, to 
develop probability distributions for both sales and collections, data 
concerning the farmers' past purchase and payment e~perience under al-
terI).ative conditions is essent:1,al. Second, the relationship between 
the farmer's personal and financial traits and his payment performance 
would provide useful data. for studies which deal with the screening of 
credit customers and credit line determination. 
The average collecti.on period on account sales was used as a means 
to evaluate and compare·the length of time funds are invested in re-
ceivables for alternative credit policies. The average.collection 
period and other computed ratios and indices.are often used to monitor 
the.investment in .receivables, 1 A recent study suggests that most of 
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· the procedures used to moniter rece:1,vables including the average· cel-
lection period and the aging of collections are misleading and subject 
t9 err9rs. An alternative method is suggested,· An empirical comparison 
and evaluation of alternative receivables monitoring devices is needed. 
The use of the alternative procedures sh9uld. be tested under alterna-
tive sales and collection conditions, 
Finally, this study has not considered the legal aspects. of credit. 
policies, The recent changes in the law dealing with credit policy 
disclosure and restrictions on finance charge rateshaveimportant impli-
cations for credit policy decisions, Additional research effortwould 
provide important information for farm input.firm managers. 
FOOTNOTES 
1 Wilbur o. Lewellen a~q. Robert ,W. J0hnst0n, "Better Way to M<imitor 
Accounts Receivable", Harvard Business Review (May-June, 1972), pp. 101-
109. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE;·QUESTIONN.i\IRE 
To obtain data concerning the dealers' credit.policies and credit 
performance, the ,following questionnaire was mailed to. Oklahoma fa.rm 
input dealers during March, 1971. The. quef?tionnaire was sent to all 
dealers who sell dry bulk 9r liquid f~rtilizer to farmers. 
1 an 
CONFIDENTIAL 
CREDIT POLICY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FERTILIZER DEALERS 
A, General Characteristics of Your Firm, 
1, Indicate by checking the appropriate blank what type of firm you 
operate. 
Cooperative 
Independent dealer 
Company Store (owned by fertilizer supplier) 
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Lease-Agent Operation (lease facilities from fertilizer supplier) 
Other (specify) 
2, What was your total dollar sales of all products and services from 
all operations during the last fiscal year? $~---------
Specify your fiscal year -------------------
3, What was your total dollar sales from fertilizer and services asso-
ciated with the sale of fertilizer to farmers during the last fiscal 
year. $ If you cannot estimate the dollar sales of ferti-
lizer, approximately what percent of your total dollar sales of all 
products (question 2) does fertilizer represent? % 
4. What services were offered to farmers who bought fertilizer during 
the last fiscal year? Check the column on the left if the service 
was offered. ·check in columns o~ the right if the service was offered 
with a charge or at no charge to the buyer. 
Offered Service Charge No Charge 
Applicator Furnished 
Complete Custom Annlication 
Fertilizer Deliverv Service 
Loadina after Hours or on Sundav 
Special Field Help 
Soil Testinfit 
Educational Meetinas 
Farm Planninfit Profitrams 
xxx Other Services (specifv below) xxx xxx 
B. The following questions refer to your credit arrangements offered to 
farmers who buy fertilizer. Answer each question considering only 
fertilizer sales during the last fiscal year. 
1. Why were credit terms offered to farmers by your firm or fertilizer 
supplier? Rank (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, etc.) the following 
reasons for offering credit terms. 
Rank Reason 
To maintain or increase your market share of sales. 
To increase net profit. 
To make money on finance charges. 
Convenience to buyers. 
To increase fertilizer sales in the off season. 
Other reasons (specify) 
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2. What has happened to your firm's net profit due to selling fertilizer 
on credit? Check appropriate answer and give reasons. 
Increased net profit of the firm, 
Decreased net profit of the firm, 
Had relatively little effect on net profit of the firm, 
Reasons: 
3. Approximately what percent of your total fertilizer sales during the 
last fiscal year was sold with each of the following terms? 
-~-% sold for cash at the time of purchase or delivery. 
___ % sold on credit on your firm's open account. 
-~-% sold on credit on the fertilizer supplier's open account. 
~~-% sold on credit with a promissory note held by your firm. 
___ % sold with a promissory note held by the fertilizer supplier. 
___ % sold with a promissory note held by local bank. 
% sold with some other type of credit arrangement (specify) 
---
4. If cash discounts (not volume discounts) were offered for payments 
made at the time of purchase or within a specified number of days 
after the purchase, indicate the percent cash discount offered with 
each of the following terms. 
% cash discount was offered for payment made on the day of 
purchase or delivery, 
% cash discount was offered for payment made within 30 days 
from date of sale. 
% cash discount was offered for payment made within __ days 
(indicate other times not stated above) from date of sale. 
5, If fertilizer sales ar.e ~de on your firm's or the fertilizer supplier's 
open account, answer questions Sa, Sb, and Sc, If not, go to question 6. 
a. What percent of fertilizer sales made on open account are due in 
the following time intervals, 
___ % due within 30 days from date of sale .• 
___ % due from 30 to 90 days from date of sale. 
___ %. due at time of crop harvest. 
~-~% due at some other time (specify). 
b. What percent of fertilizer sales made on open account are paid in 
the following time intervals? Estimate from past experience with 
your customers payment practices. 
c. 
% are 
% are 
% are 
% are 
% are 
% are 
If there are 
monthly rate 
paid within 30 days from date of sale. 
paid from 30 to 90 days from dat~ of sale. 
paid from 90 days to six months from date of sale. 
paid from six months to one year from date of sale. 
paid after one year from date of sale. 
not paid or are written off as a bad debt. 
finance charges on open accounts, indicate the 
and when it goes into effect. 
___ % per month is charged on accounts not paid within ___ _ 
days from date of sale. 
6. If promissory notes were issued by your firm or the fertilizer supplier 
to finance your fertilizer sales to farmers, answer questions 6a, 6b, 
and 6c. 
a. What annual percentage rate is ch~rged on promissory notes? 
% is charged on notes held by your firm. 
---% is charged on notes held by the fertilizer supplier. 
---
b. At what time are most promissory notes issued? Check appropriate 
answer. 
on the date of sale. 
after the sale has been carried on an open account for 
approximately days. 
c. What is the average number of months the promissory notes are 
outstanding? 
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Notes held by your firm are outstanding for approximately months. 
Notes held by the fertilizer supplier are outstanding for approximately 
months. 
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7, Check which of the following statements are required of new customers. 
Formal credit application. 
Financial statement. 
Some other statement regarding the financial condition of the 
buyer. (Specify). 
No formal application or statement. 
8. Check the types of collection practices your firm uses to collect 
payments of accounts or notes. 
Written notices once a month. 
Written notices when account is due. 
Personal visits after account is due. 
Other means of collection (specify). 
9, Please make any additional remarks about your credit arrangements. 
Also, indicate if credit terms are different than those previously 
stated for different types of fertilizer. 
APPENDIX B 
'rABL:e:s 
'tables XLII, XLIII, and XLIV illustrate the estimated values for 
the . average collectioI). periods,. percents on account · anq percents for 
cash for dealers who offer both account and note.financing. The sums 
of the percent cash, percent account, and perc~nt note deviate subs.tan-
tially from. 100 perc·ent ·for all .account policies when the annual in-
terest rate an notes and the note payment period is different than 8 
percent anq 6 months, respectively. The sums of the estimated percent 
of sales financed and the estimated percent.of sales for cash for al~ 
ternative account and note policies are summarized in Table XLV. 
1 0£: 
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TABLE XLII 
ESTIMATED AVERAGE COLLECTION PERIOD ON ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE· 
FOR SELECTED ACCOUNT-NOTE POLICIES (NO FINANCE CHARGE) 
No Cash 
Account Due Period Cash Discount 
DiecOU'Q.t · Offered 
(days) (days) 
30 days 66.00 37,54 
60 days 87,69 59,23 
90 days 109,38 80,92 
180 days 177 .45 145.99. 
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TABLE XLIII 
ESTIMATED AVERAGE COLLECTION PERIOD ON ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE FOR 
SELECTED ACCOUNT-NOTE POLICIES (WITH FINANCE CHARGE) 
Finance Charge Period No Cash Cash Discount. and Rate Discount Offered 
(days) (days) 
30 days 
.5% 114.96 86,50 
1.0% 85.50 40.24 
l • .S% 55.00 27.57 
.§Q days 
.5% 136.65 10~.19 
1.0% 107,19 78.73 
1.5% 77. 72 49.26 
2Q days 
,5% 158.34 129.88 
1.0% 128.88 100.41 
1.5% 99.41 70.95 
180 days 
.5% 223.41 194,95 
LO% 193.95 165,48 
1.5% 164.48 136.02 
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TABLE XLIV 
ESTIMATED PERCENT OF FERTILIZER SALES FOR CASH AND ON ACCOUNTS FOR 
SELECTED ACCOUNT-NOTE POLICIES, $170,000 FERTILIZER SALES 
Finance Charge Period No c;:ash Discount Period 
or Account. Cash Purchase 10 20 30 Due Period Discount Date Da;y:s Da;y:s Da;y:s 
(Percent of f~rtilizer sales)· 
30 ,days -
Account . 52.75 36.81 41.86 46.90 51.95 
Cash 21.04 37.65 32.30 26.94 21.59 
60 days 
· Account - 54.66 38.72 43. 77 48.82 53.86 
Cash 19.41 35.99 3'(),.67 25.31 19.96 
90 days 
Account 56.57 40.63 45. 68 50.73 SS. 77 
Cash' 17. 78 34.36 29.04 23.69 18.33 
180 days· 
Account . 62.30 46.37 51..41 56.46 61.51 
Cash 12.89 29,47 24.15 18.80 13.44 
TABLE XLV 
ESTIMATED SUM OF PERCENT OF FERTILIZER SALES ON ACCOUNTS, ON NOTES AND FOR 
CASH FOR SELECTED ACCOUNT""-NOTE POLICIES, $170,000 FERTILIZER SALES 
Note Policy a 
Account 0 0 0 8 8 8 12 12 Policy Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
4 Months 6 Mgnths 8 Months 4 Months 6 Months 8 Months 4 Months 6 Months 
(Sum.of the Percent of Sales on Account, on Notes, and for Cash) 
30-Day Account Due Period 
No Cash Discount 115.47 123.67 131.61 89.79 97.73 105.67 76.82 84. 75 
30-Day Account Due Period 
Cash Discount on 
Purchase Date 116.40 -124.44 132.28 90.46 98.40 106.34 77 .49 85.42 
90-Day Account Due Period 
Cash Discount Within 
10 Days 116.66 124.60 132,54 90.72 98.66 106,60 77. 75 85,68 
180-Day Account Due Period 
Cash Discount on 
Purchase Date 117,78 125.72 133. 66 91.84 99.79 107,72 78.87 86.80 
aNote policies include the annual interest rate(%) and the note payment period (months). 
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Percent 
8 Months 
92.70 
93,37 
93.63 
94,75 
...... 
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